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Belfast in 1909 he has been
the welfafe of the city,
serving as president of the Board of Trade in
1914. He is vice president and a director of
the Waldo Trust Company.
Since

|

Hill, of Belfast, Maine, and on September 28th,
1914, their son Peter Lytham was born.

suddenly .June
of his daughter, Mrs. Walter
Wescott died

...c

Brewer, where he had made his
ist eight years since he retired
apt. Wescott followed the
ears,

going

first

lad of 12

as a

the best known and most

;

tors'sailing

MORRIS L. SLUGG.
Eminent Commander of I’a'aitii* Com.tundery. No. 14, Belfast.

suc-

from Maine

ports,
yages in the off-shore and
,He is survived by four daughMrs. George Steyens of
sons:
..K.-ville, Mrs. Frank E. Ring of Orv

Jeilison of BarrowsSargent, Herbert A. Wescott
irk and William L. Wescott of BrookWiiliam E.

'; rs.

The services at his home on
were attended
by many sea

«

officiated, and
c-rvices were conducted by Aurora
the direction of W. M. George
j,

Pliny

I

The

:.;

Allen

oearers were

Capt.

Frank A.

Frank Gregory, Dr. J. A.
,.;im F. Tibbetts, Capt Nils Nelson
h.-tries M. Milbury. The body bad
been buried in Virginia, but upon
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Commandery

Palestine
from

Augusta

train at 1.10

Augusta.

to

Seventy-eight Knights

Trinity Commandery as hosts.
prising Kennebec Journal issued

for the

a. m.

made the

The
a

occasion and

souvenir edition for the
mailed to each of the

visiting

enter-

spiendid
a

copy
Knights. A

supplement of eight
first

of the

pages contained a history
half century of Trinity Comman-

dery,illustrated with many beautiful haf-tone
portraits, including one of Eminent Commander. Morris L. blugg of Palestine, in full regalia, and one of John Clair Minot, the poet of
the occasion. It also contained brief biographies of members of the Grand Commandery
present, two of which are reprinted below.
The regular edition gave full details of the
of the day,with many illustrations, two
pages of effective cartoons, and the following
song, author not named:

A
„..ne

widow of the late Isaac Jaek27th of heart failure at her

street, aged 81 years, 3
days. She was born in Belfast,
"•
of the late James W. and Deborah
a.4
and all her life was spent in this
She :.ad a bright mind and a retentive
ar.-i her accounts of other days were
::.u8ua! mierest. Her husband was a vetthe Mexican and Civil Wars and in her
*r>
if: > ca;.s she was a loyal member of the
Miller

;er-

ai.i

*

week ending June 30, 1915.

Minnie A. Sprague, Searsmont, to Preston
L. Bartlett, do; land in Searsmont.
George A. Sprague, Searsmont, to Preston L.
Bartlett, do; land and buildings in Searsmont.
Charles N. Bird, Northport, to Lucy J. Bird,
do; land and buildings in Northport.
Charles E. Small, Jackson, to Horace P.
Small, do; land and buildings in Jackson.
Ida I. Sterling, Burnham, to Graves Braley,
do; land in Unity.
Helen D. Dolan, Bangor, to Eunice W. Larrabee, Islesboro; land and buildings in Islesboro.
Catherine E. French, admr, of estate of Ellen
P. Bevan Staples, late of Monroe, to Hattie S.
Ritchie, Belfast; land and buildings in Monroe.
Henry L. Eldridge, Winterport, to Seth H.
Morgan, do; land and buildings in Winterport.
Seth H. Morgan, Winterport, to Henry L.
E dridge, do; land and buildings in Winter-

events

port.

Up

B, Ells, Knox, to Fred Bailey, do;
land in Knox.
Minnie M. Clifford, Unity, to John R. Bean,

12

on

the

road.

CHORUS.
It’s a
It’s

long way to old Augusta,
a long way to go;

Takes a thousand Knights to get there,
And they’re starry Knights, you know;
Some blow in from Belfast,
Portland, all about,
And the jitneys hike across from Rockland,
When Claremont blows out!
(Chorus thrown on screen and repeated,

Knights joining in.)

J. DORMAN.
Tjdsb H Marshall Relief Corps, now the
Wilmer J. Dorman, Grand Senior Warden of
me.
u.io
One daughter, Mrs. Carrie J. the Grand Commandery of Maine, was born in
two brothers, Josiah and Alonzo
Bury:.
Bloomington, Illinois, November 15, 1873. He
of Belfast, survive. The funeral was graduated from E. M. C.
Seminary at
fcr ; ace at her late home with her grandBucksport in June, 1890, and entered the emii La r.-,t Burgin, Tuesday at 2 p. m., Rev.
ploy of the Belfast National Ban* at Belfast,
H race
Sellers of the Methodist church Maine, November 1, 1890, In 1899 he became
feting
connected with the Belfaot Savings Bank and
has been its treasurer since 1905. Em. Sir
NEWS OF THE GRANGES
Dorman was made a Mason in Phoenix Lodge,
No. 24, May 26, 1902, and was Worshipful
tre meeting of Seaside Grange last week
Master ia 1907, He was exalted in Corinto first ana second degrees were worked on
thian R. A. Chapter, No. 7, December 1,1902,
candidate. At the meeting tomorrow,
and was High Priest in 19J4-05. He was greet•ftaa.
third
and
fourth degrees
.ening the
ed as Select Master in King Solomon's Council,
*
worked, a literary program given and
No. 1, January 27, 1903, and was T. I. Master
its cream and cake will be served.
This will
in 1909. He was knighted in Palestine Comkthe .ast meeting of the season and all memNo. 14, January 21, 1903, and was
*r- arcrequested to attend. Social dances mindery,
Eminent Commander in 1910. In the Grand
Md every Wednesday evening during
Royal Arch Chapter of Maine he served as
summer
Grand Master of 2nd V in 1904-05, as District
! f-au Master Stetson of Greene was in BelDeputy Grand High Priest in 1906-07-08, as
•‘-1 V
ay and attended a Grange meeting
Grand King in 1909, Deputy Grand High Priest
: u'
jirand jury room at the courthouse.
in 1910 and Grand High Priest in 1911. In the
ty-live were present, including the Grand
Council, R. & S. M., of Maine, he
*:
!
past masters of the W'aldo County was
Grand Conductor of Council in
appointed
f-d others interested, representing
1912, Grand Captain of the Guard in 1913, was
the sixteen granges in the county.
t
elected Grand Principal Conductor of Work in
ia,ave instruction in the new un1914, and R. I. Deputy Grand Master in 1915.
and answered many questions
In the G^and Commandery of Maine he was
Merest.
He was the guest over
|
appointed Grand Standard Bearer in 1913,
1
and Mrs. Manley O. W ilson.
elected Grand Junior Warden in 1915
In the
Ancient Accepted Scottish Rite received the
I
Hesitations at Kent’s Hill.
degrees from the 4th to the 14th in Rockland
-oody, for the past seven years at Lodge of Perfection in November, 1902, the
\
the English aepartment of the 15th and 16th in Rockland Council
Princes of
jpaiM. W.
cipyan Seminary, has resigned and in Jerusalem on the same
date, the 17th and 18th
will go to Ripon College in Wiscon| Mere he has been elected to a full pro- in General Knox Chapter of Rose Croix in
that ot English composition and
March, 1903, and the 32nd in Maine Consistory
Others of the faculty who have re- on
May 22, 1903. Has served Rockland Lodge
are Miss Harriet E. E. Stone, teacher
‘.
Miss Emma J. Williams, shorthand of Perfection as its Thrice Potent Master
J typewriting; Roy W. Peaslee, agricultural since 1907, and has been Master of Ceremonies
tfuctor; Harold V. Cobb, athletic instructor. in Rockland Council Princes of Jerusalem
and
General Knox Chapter of Rose Croix since
Fosters and Fish from Nova Scotia.
1904.

Abner K.

WILMER

Searsport.
Nancy B, Nickerson, Swanville, to Harriet
M. Nickerson, do; land and buildings in Swanville.
John B. Shaw, Springfield, Mass., to Everett
O. Shaw, Winterport; land and buildings in

Winterport.

J:>
>1

-ctor of the port of Yarmouth, N. S.
the Boston Fish Bureau that 26,°* l°h8teri, valued at $526,329, were
fr°m
Yarmouth to Boston this saason.
|r
ition $84,334 worth of lobsters went to
> ts.
Shipments from Shelburne and
Hn estimated to have
brought the total
'^V-'OO in value. During the months
ethe
Boston
& Yarmouth
31st,
Y‘".t
Line carried $1,110,810 worth ot fish
sc'
iarmouih to Boston.

ii<r
J,

afters Making Good Records.

and

Maude Palmer, which arrived at
-fuh from Norfolk, made a fine run
!'K the distance in 35 days. Nearly
■*carrying vessels of the Portland
1
ave been engaged in the off shore
past six months have made good
lJ,e‘r rvinB comparing well with the
Kk';d vessels formerly engaged in the
American trade.
’'

|
•Y

-i

Historians

To Visit Castine.

^lan<Hng

of the Bangor Historical soY8 ln Buver last Saturday in consultain
Members of the Piscataquis Histori4i
e
regar(1 t0 Hie proposed joint outo
tlID l»°
organizations at Castine on
divii.Ln
H
is probable that the
*ii! *i
joint outing
that many members of
and
h«,
leties will take the
trip to Castine.

State Of Trade.
!*■■» M*r

Wea‘her affects

distribup Progress. Future business more
,
•%!rocreasing industrial activity largely
V r0Bl i|r orders. Iron and steel lead reviluinber, jewelry, shoes and paper
J*ck. n rrn
We®ther needed for grain crops.
lion in
8hape- Public spending power
Ngu li*'lower on prospects of
force<l by need of establish^
“ce€d ,e“ “°-

ft,(««lnvgUcd
•■'(di,q.Uldatlon

current

the Unitarian church is, “Does Patriotism lead to War
or

sermon

subject

Robert Edison in “The Girl I Left Behind
Me" is the star attraction at the
Opera House
tonight. This is but one of the truly great
attractions that is booked at this theatre.

Peace?”

ville.
Albert D. and Minnie
to Arvilla S.

He became

member of

Kora Temple
Nobles of the Mystic Shrine, March 19. 1903
and received the Order of the Red Cross of
Constantine in Tamerlane Conclave, No. 3, at
Bangor, December 28,1908.
a

MORRIS

L.

Morris Lytham Siugg

SLUGG.

born at Skiliman,
Jersey, January 21st, 1881, the son of
Thomas Lytham and Margaret Jane
(Robinson)
Slugg.
When he was eight years of
age his parents
moved to Carteret, New
Jersey, where they
now reside, and where he attended the
public

thews,Sear^port;land

time-keeper to the Liebig
Works of the American Agricultural Chemical
Company, later working in other positions in
the same works, while learning the fertilizer
business.

as

Belfast.
O B McKechnie, Burnham, to Charles E
Mitchell, do; land in Burnham.
Bangor Investment Company, Bangor, to
Northern Maine Seaport R R Co; land in Sears-

in

port.
Freeman, Lawrence, Mass, to Hiram
ilustus, Monroe; land and buildings in Mon-

Vesta M

roe.

BASE
L. &

Jersey,
February 14th, 1905, demitting from there to

the charter members of Moosic
Lodge, No. 644, which was constituted at Moosic, Penn., March 12th, 1910. He was elected
Junior Warden of the new lodge,but could not
accept owing to the fact that he had moved
from Moosic to Belfast, returning in order to
be present at the Constitution, He was
granted
a demit by Moosic
Lodge. December 16th, 1914,
and placed it in Phoenix Lodge,No.
24, Belfast,
Maine, where it was accepted February 8th.
1915.
He was made a Royal Arch Mason in Corinthian Chapter, No. 7, in Belfast,
one

B

A.

BALL.

A.,

3;

CASTINE 4.

The Leonard & Barrows A. A. team went to
Castine last Saturday and plaved the Castines,
the latter winning by a score of 4 to 3. It was
an interesting game, and was enjoyed by the
excursionists who accompanied the home team.
Johnson of the Belfast team struck out 16
men.

There was a
on
the Congress street grounds last Saturday to
witness the game between the local team and
the Easterns of South Brewer
The latter
won, 5 to 4. The Belfast band was in attendance, and Mayor Coombs pitched the first ball.
The visitors got the jump on the locals on the
start and piled up five runs in the first three
innings, mostly on bad errors by the Belfast
Tke home team then settled down
infield.
and played a fine game, making a terrific finish
and nothing but a phenomenal catch by E
Chute in the ninth saved a tied score. The
score:

EASTERNS.

ab.
E. Chute, If. 5
L. Chute, 3b. 5
Williams, ss. 4
Kiah, 2b. 4
Browning, lb. 4
Johnson, c. 4
Preble, cf.~. 4
Barrows, rf.. 3
Dwyer, p..4
37

r,

bh.

0
0

0
1

po. a.
3
1
1
4

1112
0
1
0
1

2
1
1
0

1

4
8
3

2
1
0
0

10

10

1

0

0

5

7

27

2
12

e.

0

j
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
3

BELFAST.

ab.

Mayo, lb.
tides, 2b.

4
5

Pendleton, ss. 3
Curtin, c. 5
Reed, 3b.
McLellan, rf.
Saunders. If.
Lord, cf.

Brignolia,

2
4
3
4
p. 4

r.

bh.

po. a. e.
1
2
12 0
0
0
2
1
3
2
1
2
3
3
1
0
0
7
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
10
10
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
2
0
0
110
4
0

of

Maine, January

evening.

All

are

of

the tenements.

Advertised Lettets. The following letters
remained uncalled for in the Belfast
postoffice
for the week ending June 29th: Ladies—Mrs.
Evie M. Perry, Miss Adelaide Prince, Mrs.

cordially invited.

At the Congregational church next Sunday
morning worship and sermon at 10.45; subject. Lucy Robbins. Gentlemen—A. S. Descher;
“Which is your God;” communion service fol- Henry George, Leslie Knight, B. H. Murphy,
lowing; Bible school at 12.10. Prayer meeting Malcom Reading.
this, Thursday, evening, at 7,30.
At a meeting, June 25th, of the directors of
the Waiuo County Fair association it was votAt the Baptist church this week the services
will be as follows: This, Thursday, at 7.30 p. ed to have a colt show as a special feature and
m., the prayer meeting; Sunday, at 10.45 a. m., a flying macnine for all three days, and the
morning service, with sermon by the pastor; secretary is now in correspondence with two
Sunday school at noon; Chiistian Endeavor at of the most experienced and well known
aviators in New England.
6.30, and evening service at 7.30 p. m.
Services will be held as usual next Sunday
Monday, July 5th,will be observed as a holiat the Methodist church with preaching by day at the Belfast post office as follows: GenRev. Frederick Palladino, who will also speak eral delivery open one hour after arrival of
each mail. City carriers excused at 12 noon.
at the chapel in East Northport at 2p.m.
Tuesday evening, at 7.30, there will be an im- Rural carriers excused for the day; no collections from street Letter boxes after 12 noon.—
portant meeting of the official board.
Austin W. Keating, postmaster.
Fourth of July celebration at the Baptist
Ambrose J. Morrison, a member of the Belchurch lit xi Sunday morning. A hundred flags
displayeu by the Junior Congregation. Sing- fast Band, was taxen suddenly ill at their hall
ing by th« four McCloud sisters in place of last Saturday as the hand was preparing te
march to the Congress street ball grounds.
the Junior sermon. Subject of the morning
He was taken home and a physician' called,
sermon, “Patriotism”. A cordial invitation is
who'pronounced it heart trouble caused by inextended to the members of the Grand Army
digestion. Mr. Morrison soon recovered and
and all the allied organizations.
txroc

Next Sunday will be observed as Children’s
Sunday at the Universalist church. At the

PERSONAL.

Mrs, John O. Black called on relatives in
East Union Sunday.
Mrs. Colby A. Rackliffe spent the week-end

Sunday a large congregation was present at the Children’s Day exercises at the
Unitarian church. The Sunday school marched from the vestibule to the processional,
"Come forth, and bring your garlands,” bearing two long chains of daisies on their shoulders.
Pausing at the pulpit for a tableau,
these chains were then draped about pulpit
Last

table. Fourteen of the children took part
in recitations and songs. Miss Hazel Doak
played Handel’s Largo as a violin solo. Rev.
A. E. Wilson preached a short sermon on
“Good Foundations,” from the text, “Know ye
not that ye are the temple of God.” He urged
the children to make the foundations of their
lives firm and good by putting six foundation
stones deeply into their character—temperand

mif

j

A

great many people

are

looking forward

to

the Paramount
Friday
Saturday
Travel Pictures will start at the Belfast Opera
House. This series of pictures will take you on
and

when

trip to twenty of the principal cities and
countries of South America,showing the habits
a

of the natives, their sports and
pastimes, and the places of interest in the
cities.

and customs

honesty, industry, kindness, studiousness,
These would help to make them
The best way to enjoy a sane Fourth of July
healthy, pure, wealthy, good, wise and per- is to be sure to take
your friend and family to
fect, and make their temples fit abiding places the
Opera House. The Littlest Rebel with E.
for the spirit of God.
K. Lincoln as the star is the
principal attraction,
but not any more so than
chapter one of the
WEDDING BELLS.
ance,

visualized romantic story of “The Diamond
Roberts-Wiley. The residence of Mr. and from the Sky," featuring Lottie Pickford, the
Mrs. Herbert'A. Wiley, 140 High street, was younger sister of the famous Mary.
the scene of a charming home wedding June
P. G. W. Anderson, inspector of the Under30th, when their elder daughter, Sarah Esther, writer's Bureau of New England, has been in
became the bride of Maurice Everett Roberts Belfast and made an inspection of the fire
°f North Belfast. The ceremony took place stations.
Chief Shute furnished a man
at 8 o’clock, Rev. Arthur A. Blair of the from the
department to conduct him and Mr.
Universalist church officiating and using the Anderson reported that he found
everything
double ring service. The youthful bride was in first class condition. He will return this
daintily gowned in white silk trimmed with week to have a test made of the water preswhite lace, baby ribbon, and belt and sash of sure in various
parts of the city for fire purwhite velvet ribbon. She carried a shower poses,
bouquet of bride roses and swe^t peas. Her
Mr. and. Mrs. Clement W. Wescott, Mr. and
sister, Miss Ruth Cross Wiley,was bridesmaid Mrs. Elon B.
Gilchrest, Miss Florence Dunton,
and wore a becoming and simple gown of
Mr. and Mrs. Irving T. Dinsmore, Mr. and
Dresden voile trimmed with lace and pink vel- Mrs.
S. A. Parker and young son Carroll, and
vet baby ribbon.
She carried a basket of yel- Miss Minnie Hilton will
motor to St. Andrews
low roses. The groom was attended by his N.
B., next Saturday to be the guests of Mr.
brother, Arthur B. Roberts, B. H. S. ’15. Miss and Mrs. Charles Haycock over the
week-end.
Charlotte H. Carter of Cliftondale, Mass., The
party will go in three cars, and with good
in
blue
silk
with
gowned
taffeta
hose and weather and
light
good roads the trip must be a
slippers to match, played the Bridal Chorus 1 very enjoyable one.
by Lohengrin. The bride was given away by
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Brown entertained at
her father.
Little Miss Eleanor Louise Talbot in white,with pink ribbons, was ring bear- tea Monday evening in honor of Mrs. R. B.
er, and the flower girls,Mildred H. Talbot and Cowan and her daughters, Jennie, Mary and
Hazel M. Roberts, were sweet and dainty in Isabel of Indianapolis, Ind. Mrs. Cowan was
white with blue trimmings.
They carried formerly Miss Isabel Cunningham of the Head
white silk baskets of wild pink roses which of the Tide. Other guests were Miss Jane
were strewn before the bride.
The bride’s Brown of Boston, who is spending the summer
mother wore a gown of blue crepe-de-chene with her parents, and Orrin J. Dickey.
Mrs.
and the groom’s mother light gray nuns veil- I Cowan and Mr. Brown were schoolmates at
ing over pink silk. The guests were confined the Head of the Tide.
to

members of the

34
4
8 27 13
5
Easterns. 13100000 0-5
Belfast. 00000001 3—4
Two base hite, Wildes, McLellan, Kiah,
Dwyer. Stolen beaea, Reed, Williams. Bases
on balla, by
lawyer 5, by Brignolia 2.' Struck
out, by Dwyer 7, by Brignolia 7. Sacrifice
flieB, Pendleton, McLellan. Double play, E.
Chute to Johnson. Hit by pitched bail, Reed,
umpire, JipsOn. Time 2.20.
The Belfast base bail team went to Rock*
land yeaterday to play the
Rocklanda,. and
that team will play Belfaat in this
on the

city
Congress street grounds next Saturday.

families of the contracting

Immediately following

the

cere-

bride's mother, assisted by her sister, Mrs. Earl L. Talbot, served ice cream and
cake from the dining room.
The attractive
home was daintily decorated, the parlor and
front hall in green and white. The bridal
party stood in front of a white arch in the
center of which was a wedding bell and behind the arch was white drapery sprayed with
small ferns and banked at the base with larger
ferns. White streamers were run from the
corners of the room to the center chandelier
and white peonies and white roses were prini.ijjauj

uocu.

iuc

uiuiug

ruuui

was

in

green

The back parlor was
in the colors of the groom's class, B. H. S.
'12, green and gold, and of the bride's class, B.
H. S. '14, yellow and white, and their class
flowers, yellow lilies and daisies, were used.
ferns and

The front

pink

porch

roses.

was

screened and

decorated with wild flowers.

ing-away

gown

was a

suit

lighted

and

The bride's goof

Belgian blue,

with waist to match and white hat. Their
wedding gifts, which included linen, china,
cut

glass

and

sterling,

were

displayed

in the

back parlor. They will make their home with
the groom's parents at the Head of the Tide
for the present. Both are employed by Leonard & Barrows, the bride in the office and the
groom in the finishing room.
The young
co uple have the best wishes of
many friends.

Coombs.

Miss Leta Crocker of Lewiston
was
the
guest the past week of her brother,
W. H.
Snow.
Mrs. Herbert Black and
daughter Abbie of
of their cousin, Mrs. W. H
Snow.

Searsport are guests

Roland E. Stevens,
principal of the Franklin
High school, is visiting his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. W. F. Stevens.
Mrs. Julia Rose returned to her
home in

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Varnum of Cumberland
Mills are visiting friends in Belfast and
Islesboro.

Mrs. Fred Jordan and little son Carroll of
Lisbon are guests of Mrs. Fred
Smyth. Mr.
Jordan will come later.

Miss Melvina V. Parker, first assistant
in
the Belfast High school, is
visiting relatives in
B oston.

Mrs. James B. Sleeper of
Beloit,
Wis., arrived Sunday to spend the summer at
their cottage at the
Battery,
Mrs. Abby McLain of
Washington, D. C., arrived last Saturday to
sper d the season at her
cottage on Northport avenue.

Mrs. Nettie White and little son William of
Waterville are guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. S.
Bowker.
Mr. and

Rockland
McKetn.

Mrs. A, I. Mather and friend of
guests Sunday of Mrs. Julia G.

were

J. A. Fessenden arrived last
Monday
and has rooms at The

Mrs.
from

Stamford, Conn.,
Wayside Tea House.

Miss Inez £. Crawford will arrive home this
after an absence of several months in
Massachusetts, New York and Illinois.
R. L. Bean and family of Camden motored
week

to Bangor Saturday and returned
Sunday, after
spending the night at the Bangor House.

Miss Madeline Wetnerbee of Boston arrived
last Thursday to s^iend a few weeks with
her
grandmother, Mrs. Bethana Wentworth in
Knox.
Dr.

Elmer Small left last Thursday

ing trip

on

afish-

to

Mr. and Mrs. F. Wallace Chase, daughters
Eloise and Elizabeth and son Frederick, of

Newtonville, Mass., have arrived to spend the
at the Wight home on Lincolnville

summer
avenue.

Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Johnson of Hallowed and
guests, Mrs. John Ptckham of Lynn,
Mass., and Mrs. Thomas Harte of Tenant's
Harbor, were in Belfast over Sunday, leaving
for Rockland Monday in their
touring car.

their

Mrs. Alice Dickey of Rockland and Mrs. Romaine Q. Merrick of Greenville. S. C., are
guests of Mrs. George F. Harriman at her cottage at Kelley’s Cove. Mr. Harriman is expected from New York the last of the week.
Mrs. Sarah P, Dunbar and her daughter,
Mrs. Phoebe Crawford, returned last
Saturday
from a viBit of several weeks with Mrs. Dunbar’s son, Edward H. Dunbar, in
Plymouth
Mass., and Miss Edna D. Crawford in Boston,
Mr.

H, L. Woodcock arrived last week from

Nassau, N. P,, and is getting his cottage at
Quant abacook in readiness for occupancy by
his

son

and

wife, Mr. and Mrs. D. Faunce
will go to his camp at

Woodcock, and later
Chase Pond, Bingham.

Messrs. Mark Knowlton of Minneapolis,
Minn., and Edward H. Knowlton of Malone,
N. Y. were in Belfast over Sunday coming
here from Malone in the latter’s car.
It iB
Mark’s first visit
in

east

Liberty 60years

since leaving his home

ago.

with her

sister,

Mr. and

Misses Addie and Jennie Snow
have returned to their home in
Lewiston after a visit with
their b-other, William H.
Snow.
Benj p. Wood of this city,
of

formerly

Camdeu,

to take

tivities.

was in Camden over
St. John's Day,
part in the Camden Commandery’s fes-

Mrs. A. E. Wilson, who underwent
an operaon her knee four
weeks age in a Boston
hospital, has returned home and is able to get
about a little.

tion

Hon. Asher C. Hinds, member of
Congress
from the First Maine
District, has arrived
home and will pass the
summer in
Portland
and

vicinity.

Messrs. Curtain, Read,
Pendleton, McLellan and Brignolia of the
local base ball team
have taken rooms in the J. L.
Sleeper home
on Church street.

Edythe Atkins, who went to California
last winter intending to remain
for two years,
now plans to return home
the first of
She is at present in Los
Angeles.

*■

August’.

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Khea
arrived Friand are at their
cottage, berr,dale, at the

day

North

Shore, Northport. Mrs. Edward A,
Wadswortn, Mrs. Shea’s sister, is their guest.
Mr.

Mrs. E. L. May.o ol
Medford,
guests over Sunday of their niece,
Mrs. Luther A. Hammo s.
They were on
their way home trom a month’s auto
and

Mass.,

were

trip

east.

Ansel Packard, first lieutenant of one of
the
U. of M. companies, which won a
prize in the
recent exhibition drill
during commencement
week, went to Augusta last week to take
part
in the State militia
encampment.
Frank A. Elms and little son Edward
Belmont arrived iast Thursday to visit
Miss Idella I). Knowiton. Mr. and
Mrs. Elms'"
recently came from Worcester,Mass., to their
Belmont home, where they will reside
for the
present.
Mrs.

of

Mr. and Mrs. Madison Snow of Sea, Harbor
Belfast last week to visit his brother, Wm. H. Snow. On their return home
autoed to

they

accompanied by their sister. Miss Ella
Snow of Lewiston, who will
spend the summer in Seal Harbor.'
were

Mr. and Mrs. Horace Pearson of
Brookline,
their sons Robert ana
George,
will arrive today,
Thursday. Mr. and Mrs.
Pearson will remain over July 4th with
their
uncle, Chas. H. Field, and the boys will go to
Camp Quantabacook with Dr. O. S.
Vickery

Mass., with

for the

summer.

Mr. and Mrs. Waiter C. Shaw,
daughters
Florence and Marjorie, will leave
today, Thursday, in their auto for Elmwood, Mass., to visit
relatives. Mr. Shaw will remain two weeks
and Mrs. Shaw and daughters a
month. Miss

C. S. Stetson, Manley O. Wil- Marjorie graduated from Simmons
College in
president of the Belfast Farmers' Union, the class of 1915.
Leslie Payson, manager of their local store,
Dr. Theodore E. .Hardy of Waterviile and
and J. F. Sheldon went to
Bangor Tuesday in Hugh D. McLellan, Esq,, of Boston, members
the latter’s car to attend the annual
meeting of Colby ’65, which class celebrated its 20th
of the State Farmers’ Union.
anniversary last week, moiored to Bangor
The Misses Annie and Jennie Wilson of from Waterviile
Wednesday afternoon, June
Philadelphia, Penn., and Miss Helen Picksley 23d, and left Thursday morning for Sunkhaze
of Warwick, N. Y., have arrived at their cot- to try the fishing for a few
days.
tage on the shore near Condon street and enMr. and Mrs. Leslie C. Follett of
Allston,
tertained over Sunday the Misses Wilson’s
Mass., will arrive early in July for a two
cousin, George Miller of Portland, Oregon.
weeks’ slay in Behast and at Little River.
Members of the Bangor colony at Searsport They will spend one week at the Lord
cottage,
who enjoyed a week-end outing there includguests of Judge Maurice W. Lord.
Mrs. Foled Dr. and Mrs. H. M. Chapman, Mr. and Mrs
lett’s mother, Mrs. Eli Cook, who spent the
E. T. Savage, Mr. and Mrs. Wingate F.
Cram, winter with them in Allston, has been in BelMr. and Mrs. Harry D. Benson, Miss Clara fast for some time.
Chapman, Mr. and Mrs. F. D. Hight, J. P.
Mrs. M. C. hill and Miss Marjorie Shaw reState Master

son,

Walker and

Miss Walker.

turned June 24ih from

Walter B. Dutch, her guest, Mrs. Harj
ry P. Swett ol Lynn, Mass., and Miss Etta M.
j
Peters
Henry
gave a party Wednesday
W hilehead returned last Thursday from Halnight, June 23d, at his home on Northport
lowed, where they attended the marriage of
avenue in honor of his brother
Arthur, who re- their cou sin, Miss Lettie, daughter of Mr. and
centy arrived from Newport, N. H. Games Mrs. R. M.
Johnson, to Mr. Ralph Smith of Auand music were enjoyed and ice cream and
The wedding took place June 23d in
cake
were
served by the host’s mother, gusta.
Mrs. H. A. Peters. The guests were Misses Congregational church,
Geneva Stephenson, Lillian Dexter, KatherMr. J. W. Dougan arrived in Belfast at 8 30
ine D. Kittredge, Edna Curtis, Natalie
Pottle,
Grace Mitchell, Katherine Newcombe, How- p. m., Monday, having come from Gorham, N.
ard Newcombe, Vaughan Hayes,
Leroy Elling- H., that day, a distance of 163 miles, in hie
wood, Charles Dorey.
Cadillac car. He went to Northport, where he
The gasoline cruiser Norka of the United is the guest of Mr. and Mrs, T.
George DodStates Army Engineering department, from worth at their cottage on the North Shore. Mr.
Portland, is visiting points along the Maine Dougan has a host of friends here, having been
and New Hampshire coasts inspecting break- a summer visitor for many
years, and his comwaters, harbor improvements, etc., and was at ing is always welcomed.
Bangor last Saturday for a short time, returnMr. Alonzo J. Knowlion, former superining from Bar Harbor, Northeast Harbor,
Southwest Harbor, Seal Harbor, Vinalhaven,
tendent of schools in this city and for the past
Isle Au Haut, Castine and Stockton. The three
years occupying a like position in North
Norka carries an officer and a crew of three
Conway, N. H., was in Belfast Tuesday, commen and was built at Now York in 1905 at a
cost of $7,000. Sha is 67 feet long, 14 feet ing from Searsmont, ard left the same day for
beam and 6£ feet depth.
a short visit at his form jr home in Swanville.
Bogus Checks. Belfast was visited last He is matting the trip in his car, the usual
Mrs.

transportation now-a-days, and exto New Hampshire Friday,

week by a check swindler, who had been operating previously in other places in the State.

method of

The banks here had received notice to look out
for a man calling himself John R. Murphy, but
the name given here was Harry L. Jordan. At
the Consumers’ Fuel Co. he ordered a ton of
coal to be delivered at 9 Bay view street, giving a check for $20 and receiving $12 in change,
but next day when the coal was sent to the
address given no one there knew anything
about- it.
At the Home Furnishing Co., he
bought a refrigerator under the same conditions, receiving $11.50 in cash. At the Hamilton greenhouse he ordered a $10 pillow for a
brother Moose, but did not get his check cashed, and the piece was made to be called for
later. He failed to get a check cashed by the

Mr, and Mrs. Charles G. Allen of Portland,
Carrie Allen of
Greenwood, Mass., were in Belfaet Saturday
and Sunday, making the trip in Mr. Allens'
Cadillac touring car. Madam Allen was the
guest of her sister, Mrs. Ezekiel Small, at the

The Waldo County Hospital. Mrs. Ralph
H. Mosher, a surgical patient, returned to her
home at City point June 30th... .Mrs. Ernest
Fletcher of this city, a medical patient, returned home last Sunday.Mrs. George Swan-Whitten-Bickford Co. The checks were
all on the Burrill National Bank of Ellsworth
Palmer of East Belfast, a surgical patient, also for $20 each and were
payable to H. L. Jordan
returned heme Sunday....Miss Eda Wood- and signed H. W. Dunn. Mr. Dunn is promin the granite business in Ellsworth and
inent
of
this
bury
city, who was recently operated
Bar Harbor and the man had interviewed him
on, is now with her mother in Northport....
on a business proposition and asked to use his
Capt. J. F. Peterson of Searsport, who had desk for a few moments. While there it is albeen at the hospital four weeks for medical leged he stole some of Mr. Dunn’s checks and
had passed two of them in Portland. He is
tre atment, died June 28th.... Miss Mina Valsupposed to have gone from here to Rockland.
entine, a student nurse, is visiting relatives in When the officers were notified all the boats
and
trains were watched, but no one answerSearsport.
ing the forger’s description was seen. He is
to be between 28 or 80 years of age.
said
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Livingstone of Bsr
160 or 165 pounds, is light complexionHarbor are the guests of Mrs. W. V. Pratt at weighs
ed, and has s dimple in pis chin. He is desthe Johnson Homestead.
cribed as having s very nervous manner.

MisB Bertha Chute of
Webster, Mass., is the
guest of Mayor and Mrs. Charles R.

Islesboro Friday from a visit
Mrs. Clara E. Cottrell.

Jackman, as planned, and was accompanied by Mrs. Small.
He will return

luncheon at the Woman's Club room. The
other guests were Mrs. Wm. B. Swan, Mrs.
Charles S. Bickford, Mrs. Elmer A. Sherman,
Mrs. James C. Durham, Mrs. Ben Hazeltine,
Misses Elizabeth A. and Katherine Kelley. At
delicious menu was served.

Rev. W. W. sleeper and
family of Wellesare at the
Battery for the season.

ley, Mass.,

Albert Pierce of North Brooksville
spent
Sunday with his daughter, Mrs. John S. Collins.

The Direct Importing
Company, Charles C.
Chapman local manager, has leased the store after the 4th.
in the Robert P. Chase block, recently ocEverard, the little son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
cupied by the Hammons & Patterson shoe W. Bailey of East Millinocket, is visiting his
store, and will move today, Thursday, from the grandrilother. Mrs. Wesley J.
Bailey, on Linsecond story in the Pythian block, where they colnville avenue,
have been for sevaral years. The new locaCapt. and Mrs. Ernest O. Patterson, who
tion is a very desirable one.
have been in Charlestown, West
Va., for sevMrs. Walter B. Kelley of St. Paul, Minn,, eral months and later in
Rockport visiting
was the
guest of honor Monday at a Dutch friends, arrived Tuesday afternoon.

morning service the pastor will preach a sermon to the children, after which there will be
a christening.
After the regular church service communion will be observed, at which
time there will be a baptism and confirmation.
The Sunday school will meet at noon.

mony the
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large and interested crowd

EASTERNS

W

the

parties.

In 1906 he

accepted the position of
superintendent with The Coe-Mortimer Company at Barren Island, New York, later filling
the same position at Moosic.Penn., and Belfast
Maine.
He was made a Master Mason in Americus
Lodge, No. 83, in Woodbridge, New
be

in

Searsport.
Eva J Dean, Lincolnville, to Joseph T Lamb,
do; land and buildings in Lincolnville.
Joseph T Lamb, Lincolnville, to Caroline
Clark, do; land in Lincolnville.
Harriet A Adams, Lynn, Mass, et als, to
Elijah S. Shuman, Belfast; land and buildings

New

In 1902 he went

Gilley, Bucksport,

Webber, Belfast; land in North-

Collins E. York, Unity, to William I. Larrabee, Thorndike; land in Unity.
\
J. W. Fletcher, Lincolnville, to Ida E. Mitchell, do; land in Lincolnville.
Lizzie Mathews, Boston, to Chesley Mat-

was

schools.

B.

M, Phair,
Montville.
Phebe E.
in Swan-

port.

A

one

Services are held in the church at North
Belfast Sunday morning at 10.30 o’clock; Sunday school at noon and service at 7 o’clock in

and holiness.

William Phair, Knox, to Sadie
Presque Isle; land and buildings in
A. E. Nickerson, Swanville, to
Small, Belfast; land and buildings

^

rt

were

recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds

T., arrived home

trip and they were accompanied by the Belfast band.
All were loud in their praise of

blow out

.r,

special

The following transfers of real estate

to old Augusta came a thousand Knights
one day,
Detroit; land in Unity.
St. Alban, Palestine. St. Omer, De
Maine,
;.i he was a Mason, Evergreen lodge
Alfred E. Nickerson, Swanville and Alfred
Molay,
furies, Va, had the body exhumed All blew in to our blow out at
1 Eugene Nickerson, Portland, to Ira W.
Veazie,
Trinity’s
abode,
;nentin his home town.
While Claremont in their jitneys had their Swanville; land and buildings in Swanville and

inc
fcr,

on a

K

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.

I

June 25th from their St Johns day pilgrimage

was

rLes H. Burgess, whose life was
schooner Warner Moore was
Virginia coast several weeks
td at Rockland June 27th with

..

to

interested in

On July 30th, 1913, he married Florence M.,
daughter of Melville C. and Emma (Smith)

UblTUARY.
vv

coming

actively

in Camden. .Recent Deaths.
rsport.. .Stcckton Springs. .Ship
.v<..The Belfast Price Current..
i.iarried. .Died.

v.

PERSONAL.
—

Next Sunday’s

at

Rev. Haraden S. Pearl assisted Rev. Walter
with her parents in Stillwater.
Carlton Read, Albert Fogg, Tolford
Commandery, No. 14, in Belfast, F. Sturtevant at the Baptist church last SunDurham,
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. McKenney of Portland
Maine, and was Prelate in 1912, Senior Warden day evening, preaching an interesting sermon Thomas and Robs Leaman of this city are are
visiting in Belfast and Islesboro.
among the Belfast boys who will spend the
in 1913, Generalissimo in 1914 and Commander on Companionship.
Dr. and Mrs. W. L. West were in
in 1915.
The annual meeting of the Church of God summer at Camp Quantabaceok, Searsmont.
Bangor
Twelve or more boys are expected from New Tuesday on business and pleasure.
He received the 14th degree in the Scottish will be held on
Maple Grove campground
Miss Charlotte Carter of
Rite, November 15th, 1911, in Rockland Lodge Searsport, comdiencing Friday, July 2nd, and York tomorrow. Friday.
Cliftondale, Mass.,
is a guest at the heme of Mr. H.
of Perfection -held at Rockland, Maine, and holding over July 5th.
A. Wiley.
E. L. Smith of CheiBea.
arrived
Mass.,
Frifilled the office of Master of Ceremonies in
Mrs. Lizzie Leach of Or land is
The Christian Scientists hold services in day for a few
visit on business. He
spending the
days’
1913, 1914 and 1915
summer with her
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday.morning at has rented his house on
brother, Albea E. Hutchins.
Congress street, reHe received the 16th degree November 15th, 11
Miss Margaret Martin has returned from
o’clock, ana Wednesday evening at 7.30 cently vacated by George T. Read and family,
1911, in Rockland Council Princes of Jerusalem, o’clock, to which all are welcome.
to Albert H.
Morse, who has been occupying Aroostook county, where she spent the winter.
in
held
Rockland, Maine, and was elected

,v Howe’s Monthly. .The Passing
Church
,f the Grand Army. .County
The World and American
'rk
\V
>,:pping .The Maine Historical So.Raising the Lusitania. Class

'p■

The News of Belfast.

The Churches.

Palestine

v

|

JULY 1, 1915.

--—•■v/

31st, 1911, in which Chapter he now holds the
office of Captain of the Host.
He became a Royal and Select Master, February 13th, 1912. in King Solomon’s Council,
No
1, Belfast, Maine, and is now filling the
office of Principal Conductor of the work, and
was made a Knight Templar, May 10th, 1911, in

i,U!.ry.

f

~
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pected

to

return

Mad&in M. A. Allen and Mrs.

Home for

Aged Women,

and the others

were

the Winsdor,
Mr. Allen is cashier of the
The inmates of the
Portland National Bank.
Home were delighted with the thoughtful attentions of the visitors and greatly enjoyed
the rides in their auto.
at

Mr. Charles Chipman Pineo, who with his
wife and little daughter Katherine, are guests
of Mrs. George A. Quimby, is to go to Rio
Janeiro,S. A., for the City National Bank of
New York, as manager of a branch they are to
He will leave Belfast July 20th
open in Rio.
for New York, where Mrs. Pineo and daughter
will join him later and they will sail for Rio
Janeiro on August 7th. Mr. Pineo has been
in the employ of the Royal Bank of Canada
for some years, and during the last four
bis marriage to Mias Quimby,
years, since located
in their branches in Mayahe has been
Porto
Rico, Havana, Cuba, and Costa,
guez,
1
Rica, Central America.

Lewiston, where they
commencement, the guests
was graduated with honors.
Young Smith is the soli of Mr. and Mrs.
Edgar L. Smith of this city and is a brilliant
young man. His mother, who attended the
attended the Kates

Paul Smith, who

of

commencement, is
Saco.

visiting

now

Mr. Smith will enter

college in
Kalph

the

a daughter in
Harvard Dental

fall.

A.

Bramhall, 6on of Mrs. Aiice
Coombs Bramhall of this city, who graduated
last

week

from

Colby College

witn the

de-

Bachelor of Science, has accepted the

gree of

position of sub-master and principal ot the
science department of the Fairfield, Lawrence
High school. After teaching a while he plans
post graduate course at Harvard
bin brother Frank in
Bramhall's market during the summer.

to

take

a

College.

He will assist

An Ellsworth girl, Doris F. Halman, nas es
tablished a new record for Badcliffe, in which
she has just con pieted her junior year, by
writing in blank verse the answers to a three
hours’ examination in the history of education.
She not only answered correctly every question

the

on

perfect

paper, but j.ut the answers into
within the time allotted for the

verse

She wrote

test.

more

than 300 lines without

an error.

Mr. and Mrs. William N. Todd of Portland
have

returned home after

a

very

enjoyable

months’ trip to the Pacific coast. They
went out over the Canadian Pacific, visited all
points of interest en route and the exposition
at San Fiancisco and San Diego. Or. their ret urn they spent a week with Prof, and Mrs.
William F. Schoppe in Bozeman, Montana, going from there to Yellowstone Park. Mrs.
Todd is well remembered here as Miss Mary
Helen Bird.
three

Mrs. Annette
son,

Hunt of

Sergt. John W. Hunt

Searsnjont and her
of

Galveston,Texas,

have been visiting friends in this city and left
Friday to visit their daughter and sister, Mrs.
Charles L. Cushman in Gardiner. Sergt. Hunt
has served the three years enlistment and re-

cently re-enlisted and.

is connected with the
arteimaster’s corps of the Second Division.
He saw three years service in the Philippnes
and is now on a three months leave of absence
and makes his headquarters with his mother
in Searsmont.
qu

Graduating

lation.
THE POSTAL SAVINGS BANK.

WASHINGTON, Jure 28, 1915. The frequency with which the Postoffice Department makes elaborate announcement of
the success of the Postal Savings Bank,
and its effusiveness in laudation of that
branch of the service, might lead some
people to believe that the Democratic

The Next Telephone
Directory Now Closing

Examination of the record in this reis particularly opportune in view of
the recent declaration of President Wil-

which

Republican party has not
thirty iyears. The
Postal Savings Bank law, in the form in
which it was enacted, must certainly
have been a Republican idea as distinguished from a Democratic idea, for it
was passed by Republicans over the prothat the
a

test

idea for

new

to

The manager will take your order if you
will call him—free from any telephone.

of Democrats.

enacted in 1910, and
This
signed by President Taft on June25th of
It was introduced in the Senthat year.
ate by the late Senator Carter of MonIt was reported to the Senate by
tana.
measure was

a

New England Telephone
and Telegraph Company

Republican committee, and passed by
body by a vote of fifty to twenty-

E. R. SPEAR,

that

every affirmative

two,

except

vote

History
Essay, History

one

adverse

being by a Republican, and every
vote being cast by a Democrat. Of those
Senators who were paired, every Democrat was paired against, and every Republican paired in favor of the bill.
A similar situation confronted
measure on its arrival in the House.
that body after considerable

1-

Political

Father’s Adventures with the

Points.

Mosquitoes.

the

of the Houston
George Bailey, editor
would make
Germans
the
thinks
de- Post,
but they
passed
would,
Democrats. They
bate by a vote of 195 to 102, party lines good
Gerhe means the American
if
won’t,
being very strictly observed.
been a Demohasn’t
there
and
mans;
Among those distinguished gentlemen
cratic tenet adopted by the European
who voted against the bill were A. S.
the GerGerman since the institution of
Burleson, the present Postmaster Gentariff
of
proa
system
man Zollverein,
eral: Champ Clark of Missouri, the then
unified the German Emwhich
tection
of
minority leader and present Speaker
the House; Congressman Moon of Ten- pire.
ol the
nessee, the then ranking member
The Speaker of the House of RepreHouse Postoffice Committee and now sentatives said to a Maine audience, in
Chairman of the Committee; Represen- the fall of 1913:
j
will
tative Fitzgerald of New York, the pres“We believe that our tariff bill
ent leader of the Democratic side of the j reduce the cost of living, more fairly adHouse; and Mr. Oscar W. Underwood, just the subjects of tariff taxation, and
the newly elected Senator from Alabama. at the same time raise abundant revenue
Few measures in that Congress were for the Government.”
fought more bitterly by the Democrats
The test of time is a wonderful thing.
than was the Postal Savings Bank bill. Looking back at this belief, expressed,
All sorts of evil in government and no doubt sincerely, by Speaker Clark, we
finance were predicted as a result of the are forced to the conclusion that the best
enactment of such a policy into law. The
of men sometimes make big mistakes.
principal argument s made against the
The price of lead has gone to unprebill were that it would lead to the establishment of a centre! bank, that money cedented heights, but, as Secretary of
would be drawn from private banks to be Commerce Redfield would say, let no one
deposited in the Postal Savings Bank, be misled into the belief that war orders
and that money would be drawn from the have had anything to do with this portion
outlying communities to the commercial of our increased favorable balance of
It

But time and experience have
demonstrated the wisdom nf those Republican leaders who framed the legislait
tion, pushed it to enactment, and put
No small measure of
into operation.
their reward is in witnessing the long delayed acknowledgement on the part of
the Democrats that this legislation was
centers.

wise and beneficial.
As a piece of permanent constructive

legislation,

it will stand as

gress and
though the

a

testimony
Con-

Republican
Republican president.5^ Aloriginal act has been'^amend-

to the efficiency of

a

a

ed in some minor parts, it still stands on
the statute books in its original form,
and any
changes are a matter

proposed

of

and not of fundamental im-

detail

portance.
NEW gypsy moth quarantine regulations.

Washington, D. C., June 28, 1915.
New regulations for the quarantine on
of the

gipsy

moth

and

the

territory quarantin-

tend somewhat the

ed for gypsy moth, but do not affect that
quarantined for the brown-tail moth.

On

the other

hand,

leaving the house to go to the tent:
‘Hello, Father,’ he said, ‘I was just
waiting for you.
‘All right, Davy; now for a good
time. We’re both boys together now.
Oh, I forgot my pajamas.’
‘I got them,’ said David. ‘I got your
brush and comb, too. I guess I got everything.
“Father slapped himself vigorously on
"

the back of the neck.
‘Lot of mosquitoes
claimed.

in interstate commerce was not allowed
under any circumstances from the in-

fested

area.

quarantine

Other

remain

in

provisions of
general much

GOVERNMENT OWNED SHIRRING OR-

POSED.

Clinton

Music, Polonaise Militarie
F, Chopin
Valedictory, The Personal Element in Great
Gertrude M. Conant, W’interport
Movements
Singing the class ode.

Washington, June

The Chamber
of Commerce of the United States announced today that its referendum of
more than 750 trade and commercial organizations resulted in a very pronounced vote against Government ownersliip
of ship lines.
Of the 750 trade bodies polled 698 voted against Government ownership. The
referendum vote shows that a large majority of the trade organizations favor a
23.

tonight!’

he

ex-

Dearborn,

mena

Corinna;

Maude

for secondclass steamers from 16 to 12 knots, and
the
by making
compensation adequate
to permit the establishment in lines of
steamships carrying both mail and
freight, 690 in favor, 66 opposed.
The committee recommends that there
should be legislation abolishing deferred
rebates and providing for supervision of
rates by the Federal Shipping Board,
with requirements for filing with the
board schedules of rates and all agreements among over-sea lines, 607 in favor,
131 opposed.
The committee recommends that Federal licenses should be taken out by lines,
domestic and foreign, engaged in shipping between ports of the United States
and other countries, 616 in favor, 121

Es-

Dubay, Sherman Mills; MilS.
Donlin,
Winterport; MayFrederic
Douglas,
Castine;
Winifred Monaghan Doyle, Ellsworth;
Hoyt Davis Foster, Deer Isle; Dora
F. Goldrup, Yarmouth; Minnie Reytella
dred
nard

nolds Gove, Dennysville; Bernice Thurston Hamblen, Stonington; Carmen A.
Harper, Center; Marjorie Overman Harvey, South Brooksville; Dorothy May Holden, Bangor; Grace Adele Hutchins, Or-

“‘There’s always a lot over here,’
said David. ‘They don’t bother you so
much when you get the smudge burning.’
“David held open the tent flap, slap-

I
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You’ll see her in the windows
and on the counters of hardware,
furniture and department stores
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NEW PERFECTION
free from all the trouble
of coal, ashes and soot.
It is
foi
use—just like
always ready
just like gas.
easily
regulated,
gas:
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Made in 1,2, 3 and 4 burner sizes. Ask
your dealer to show you the NEW
PERFECTION with the fireless cook-
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d s for the NEW
PERFECTION OIL COOKSTOVE!, which has made cooking easier and kitchens cleaner
for over 2,000,000 housewives.
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For best results use SOCONY
brands of kerosene oil.

I

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK

Hj |

Principal Stations

j

New York

Albany

■J

A WOMAN'S SECRET

nil

The balance in the

National Treasury

at

general fund

as

the close of busi-

There

A

* I_

of the tent
were thou-

In the smoke-scented air of the tent it
hot work. Father perspired freely.
Once he suggested opening the tent flap
to admit air, but he immediately withdrew the suggestion; it wou'd be impossible to spend the night in alternately
opening the tent flap to admit mosquitoes
and closing it to kill them. He disrobed,
put on his pajamas and got into bed.
“The temperature of the tent gave no
reason for a covering, but the mosquitoes
made one imperative; usually the breeze
was from the sea and a blanket was
grateful, so David had only blankets.
Father drew his blanket to his chest. A
mosquito bit him on the neck, and he
drew the blanket to his chin. Another,
or the same, mosquito bit the top of his
head. Father drew ths blanket over his
head.
Ore or more mosquitoes, taking
advantage of the shifting of the blanket,
bit Father on the feet. He got out of
the cot and tucked the blanket in at the
was

the deficit.

to interest

a

nx

apparently, standing blissfully upside-down on the canvas
of the tent, waiting for the real party to
begin. Father helped David slaughter
them. They killed several army corps.

ness

to

+

and thought he had.
sands ol mosquitoes,

in the

it is

spected by Department agents and found
free from the egg-masses of this insect.
Hitherto, movement of these products

Richardson,

j

1

the

trees and Christmas greens may now be
shipped out after they have been in-

Arlettie M.

j

1

the

the territory
moth, Christmas

Douglas, Castine
of the School Garden Movement
Maude E. Duhny, Sherman Mills
Music, Theme and Variations, La Somnabula
Bellini
William N. Lower
Essay, In Old Castine
F.

land; Florence R. Keene, Searsport;
Mary Hortense Kenniston, Amherst;
Mary A. Ladd, Dover; Mary Ellison Mills,
West Brooksville; Ida Frances Murphy,
Bernard; Lucy M. Murphy, Bernard;
ping with his hand as a warning to mos- Doris L.Nickerson,Searsport;June Elizathat
were
not
wanted
beth
withquitoes
they
Penney, Bangor; Arlettie M. Rich
in.
Tens, hundreds, perhaps thousands, ardson, Clinton; Lilia Bernice Severance, opposed.
of them did not heed the warning. They South Brewer; Sara B. Stinson, East
PITTSFIELD PERSONALS.
entered with Father, buzzing merrily.
Surry; Charlotte C. Thompson, Winter“‘Great Cses—’ Father began, as he port; Mildred Viola Tibbetts, Corinna;
Winifred Haskell has gone to Prout’6
felt the greater heat of the tent interior Margaret Barrons Watson, Monroe.
Neck, where she will have a position as
his face, but he caught
is
preBS
against
increased
The
price
no!
trade. Oh,
A NEWS STORY CORRECTED.
bookkeeper at one of the large hotels.
himself in time.
‘Well, this looks nice
due entirely to the adoption of Demo- and
he said instead.
‘This is fine!
cozy,’
Mr. and Mrs. IT. G. Johonnett left
cratic economic policies. Or perhaps the This is real sport!
What’s the matter
Last week we published under the caption of Thursday for a visit with their son, Rev.
Or
with
that
lantern?’
C. H. Johonnett, in Hampden Highlands.
increase is “purely psychological!”
“A Down East Romance” an interesting story
“‘It generally smokes like that,’said
from a Boston paper which it seems was init may be it is a “state of mind.’
Arrangements for the 4th of July celDavid. ‘We don’t have to have it. I
correct in many respects, ana a correspondent
jbration to be held hire on Saturday,
thought maybe you would like to sit up
of
the
Kennebec
Journal
tells
the
true
story, July 3 and 4,are being pushed to compleIt is announced that 25,U00 Italians will and read a while.
:ion.
“One side of the lantern flame was as follows:
leave Western Pennsylvania alone for
all the work. That side shot upMr. George H. Bryant and not George W.,
doing
William. McGilvery has been chosen
fulfill
their
obliga- ward
their native land to
tirelessly, pouring a stream of lives in Oakland and not in Waterville. Mr. ;reasurer of the Waverly Woolen Co. and
tions as reservists in the Italian army. smoky flame against the lantern globe. Williams’ name is
). W. ilanson a member of the board of
Milton Laforest Williams
Other States will supply their quota. The other side of the flame was sulki g. and not Theodore and his home is in Pasadena, lirectors to fill the vacancy caused by
It
and
and
forth
sputtered
gasped
gave
he death of Gordon Dobson.
Germans and Austrians by the thousands
Calif., and not in San Francisco. The person
nothing but a '.•ich odor of low-grade
have already gone. Thus the American
petroleum, partially stewed. From the represented as the sister of Miss Helen L.
army of unemployed has been depleted air passage at the top of the globe the Billings was the sister of Mr. Bryant.
The Billings family lived in Fayette and not
and the number of jobless men has been rich black smoke eddied, dropping greasy
soot everywhere.
in Oakland. No pecuniary aid whatever was
diminished.
Competition for jobs has
P.lf if? nni'fl Fntkn.
How to Keep Young
given by them to the boy Laforest Williams.
been lessened and consequent reduction
remembering that he was being a boy, He made his own way in the world, without
No one has yet discovered the “Founof wages avoided. The thinking voter he said, ‘It will be more fun to undress
tain of Youth,” but the way to keep
It is
any special assistance from anybody.
Where are my pajamas?’
will keep this in mind when he sums up in the dark.
young was discovered sixty years ago.
true that he worked in the store for Mr. Bryant
‘Across
said
‘but
cot,’
your
David,
Every woman should know about it,
the results of the economic policies of
I’d better kill the mosquitoes before I and lived awhile in his family and friendly atand use this simple means of warding
the present administration.
tention was given him by them and Miss Bilput out the light, hadn’t I?’
off old age.
A fresh complexion, a
“Father looked at the roof

Oregon bankers are trying
farmer boys in pork production by loaning them money on notes, properly secured, the money to be invested in good
breeding hogB. The plan is an excellent
one, not'only for the farmer, but for the
banker as well. But while getting the
farmer boy interested, wouldn’t it be a
good idea to “put him next” to all the
facts in which an American pig raiser
may be interested? For instance, since

in

for gypsy

quarantined

private steam vessels carrying passengers from any port of the United States
to any other place or
country, belonging
to countries wt.ose
inspection laws approximate those of the United States,
and which countries have, by their laws,
accorded similar privileges of exemption
from inspection to vessels of the United
States visiting them,” are exempt from
the operation of the revised inspection
rules provided in the seaman’s bill.
The opinion also holds that other Nations might so amend their laws as to
became exempt.

In the June American Magazine Ellis
Conferring the diplomas.
Benediction.
P. Butler writes another boy’s story—a
List of Graduates.
funny one. It is entitled, “The Son and
are:
!!:The
Lulie A. Ames,
graduates
and
relates
the
adFather Movement,”
Union; Minnie Beatrice Ball, Hancock
ventures of a father who decided one
Point; Helen Barton, Newport; Jessie
night to sleep in a tent with his small Florence Boynton, West Lubec: Katherne
Culbert Bowler, Palermo; Addie GerThe boy had invited his father to
son.
trude Bowden, Penobscot; Florence M.
make the adventure and early in the
Cole, Winterport; Gertrude M. Conant. subsidy.
The committee recommends that the
evening was ready to make the start. Winterport; Myrtle A. Cornforth, Unity;
ocean mail law of 1891 be amended by
The following extract from the Btory be- Ellen Gertrude
Zina
Curley,
Bangor;
gins at the point where the father is Hazel Davis, East Eddington; Grace El- lowering the speed for first-class steamers from 20 to 16 knots and

Saturday, June 12th, was $18,865,with $137,215,571.51
brown-tail moth in New England become 726.74, as compared
date two years ago.
the
on
corresponding
and
of
the
new
copies
effective July 1st,
The excess of all expenditures over reknown
as
No.
now
22,
may
quarantine,
for this fiscal year on that date
be obtained from the Department of ceipts
was
commonly referred
$127,325,406,07,
Agriculture. The new regulations exaccount

Maynard

necessary.

Great Britain, France, Germanv, Japan,
Norway, The Netherlands, Denmark,
Canada, New South Wales and New
Zealand.
A summary of the opinion of the Department of Commerce forwarded to the
President, declares that "all foreign

Boieldieu
Class

amendments

ings.

Prayer
Salutatory, How the Schools May Train Children for Citizenship Dora F.
Goldrup, Yarmouth
New Ideals in Rural Schools,
Essay,
Florence M. Cole, Winterport.
Music, Overture, The Calif of Bf gdad.

Manager.

make

Several foreign Nations have protested against theiaw, and the United States
has given notice of its intention to terminate portions of treaties with which it
conflicts. So far no replies have been
received from abroad.
One development which has aroused
the President’s concern is a ruling by
the Department of Commerce that the
section of the bill which increases inspection requirements will not apply to
some of the great maritime Nations, because their present
inspection laws "approximate” those of the United States.
Surprised by the ruling, the President
has referred it to the Department of
justice for further review.
Those which wouid be exempt are

Asstmbly Hall, Dr. Philbrook
Hark! the Awak’irg Call, March from Suite
No. 1
Franz Lachnor
All Through the Night
Old Welch Folk Song
Borne by Memory. Nabucco
Verdi
O Star of Eve, Tannhauser
W’agner
Handel
OnfMountain Heights
Recreation Hour
Normal and Training Schools
March
Three Deep Tag
Normal Students and Grades 4, 5. 6
Grades 1 and 2
Mulberry Bush
Folk Dancing
Normal Students and Grades 3 and 4
Calisthenics
tirades 5 and 6
Dumb-Bell Drill
Grades 1 and 2
Folk Dancing
Normal Students and Grades 3 and 4
Archery Practice
Boys of Grades 5 and 6
Normal Students
May Pole
Graduation Program
The graduation was held Tuesday night
in Emerson hall.
The music was by the
Castine orchestra, assisted by Will N.
Lower, clarinetist. The program:
Priest’s March from Athalia
Mendelssohn

give your order so that your name
issue of the
may appear correctly in the next
directory.

gard

subject

One large Pacific steamship line already
has announced its discontinuance of sail-

Chorus,

IF YOU ARE NOT A TELEPHONE SUBSCRIBER there, are only a few days left in

resentatives.

had

June 22nd. The baccalureate sermon before the graduating class was given on
Sunday by Rev. Ashley A. Smith of Bangor. Greatly to the regret of all, Principal A. F. Richardson was not able to be
present at the examinations and graduation. In addition to the examination of
classes and the customary exercises in
the training school, a brief concert Dy the
Normal students and a recreation hour
out of doors were interesting and enjoyable features of the afternoon. The
program was as follows:

will affect your listing in the telephone directory
at once.
you should give your order

with almost unanimous opposition on the
part of Democratic Senators and Rep-

More Blundering Democratic Legislation,
rresident Wilson Surprised at New Kullng.
Washington, D C., June 22. Presi
lent Wilson is having the new seaman 8
law closely
reviewed, to determine
whether its effect on American shipping
or its relation to other laws on the same

Exercises at the Eastern State
Normal School.

The graduation of the Eastern State
Normal school, Castine, w 8 held Tuesday,

IF YOU ARE A TELEPHONE SUBSCRIBER and are contemplating any change that

party was the originator of that governmental aid to small savings. It will be
surprising, therefore, to those who are
not familiar with the facts, when the
record is brought forward to show that
the Postal Savings Bank law was enacted

son

THE NEW SEAMAN’S LAW.

CASTINE COMMENCEMENT.

Republican Constructive Legis-

fact, would it not be best to be

perfectly frank and tell the boy that in foot.
Stone and quarry products must be in- July, 1913, when a Republican tariff was
“‘What’s the matter, Father?’asked
spected for egg clusters as well as such in force, no hams or bacon were import- David sleepily.
‘Nothing, Davy; just getting comed into this country, but in July, 1914,
forest products as logs, poles, etc.
fixed. Good night”
after the protective tariff had been re- fortably
Pimples, Skin Blemishes, Eczema Cured moved, there were importations to the
SI WOGGLES.
No odds now serious, how longstandingyour
amount of 1,576,871 pounds. That was
Si Woggles was a grocer’s clerk,
case, there’s help for you in every particle of for only one month.
It was a peace
Who grew superior to his work.
Dr. Hobson’s Eczema Ointment. It wipes out
month. The European war has tempoHe got to thinking more and more
all trace of your ailment, and leaves your skin
That he knew how to run the store.
to
exthe
situation
some
changed
rarily
He
out with feelings
clean and soft as a child's. Hundreds of users

same.

1

but the boy should be told that the
have sent voluntary letters of thanks. Just tent,
war will not last always and that ultitry one box. It will mean freedom from sufmately he must expect to compete not
fering and embarrassment.
only with hog cholera but with pork
Lumbering In Liberty.
producers from Canada, Argentina and
all the rest of the pork-producing world.
Bradstreet and McKay have the lumthe boy money and take a seber cut, hauled and sawed on one of the Don’t loan
Andrews lots and McKay is moving cured note without telling him all the
his mill to the Colby lot. Bradstreets’ facts bearing upon the industry in which
crew is chopping and hauling.
They ex- you are encouraging him to invest his
pect to work up to July 10th and then
time, labor and credit. You can’t afford
have a vacation until Sept. 1st.
to deal with a boy otherwise than frankly, for if you mislead him to his injury jn
Keform Down East.
his youth he will distrust you all the rest
A wave of reform has struck Eastport. of his days.
All places of business have been notified
to keep closed on Sundays in the future
AN EASY, PLEASANT LAXATIVE
including all the drug and cigar stores.
One or two Dr. King’B New Life Pills with a
Slot machines are also being looked after
in a vigorous manner.
tumbler of water at night. No bad, nauseating taste; no belching gas. Go right to bed.
Wake up in the morning, enjoy a free, easy
c Watch Your Children
bowel movement, and feel fine all day. Dr.
Often children do not let parents know
they are constipated. They fear someKing’s New Life Pills are sold by all Drugthing distasteful. They will like Rexall
gists, 86 in an original package, for 26c. Get
Orderlies—a mild laxative that tastes
a bottle today—enjoy this easy, pleasant laxalike sugar. Sold only by us, 10 cents.
tive.
City Drug Store.

pointed
profits

The
And

grim

that

were

due to him,

he attributed each loss
To interference by the boss.
It fairly made him weep to see
How obstinate the boss could be.
Si reasoned with him and he tried
To check those efforts misapplied.
That careless boss be answered back
And said that he would run the shack!
The conscience ot Si Woggles burned,
HiB thoughts to desperation turned,
Till finally his fettered mind
Became so fierce that Si resigned!
Sad was the day when Si no more
Came ’round to open up the store,
And weigh the merchandise with care
And gossip with a friendly air.

lings and that he learned

to be

a

telegraph

operator, which gave him a start in life, in the
office of which Mr. Bryant was then the manager.
Mr.

Williams, under Mr. Payson Tucker,
was the first ticket agent in Portland when
the Boston & Maine R. R. was extended into
Portland, and when the Union Station was
ready to be occupied he was placed in charge
of that and remained there many years. From
there he went to New York and married Miss
Alice Andrews. They lived very happily together until her death in 1907. They owned a
home on Riverside Drive and a summer cottage at Maranacook, which was destroyed in
their absence by fire. They then purchased a
lovely home named Vista Crest on South
Grand Avenue, Pasadena, where be still resides. He has not re-married.
He has recently given the little religious society at Ten Lots, which is partly in Oakland
and parti y in Fairfield, $10,000 of which $5,000
is to be

put into

a new

memorial church build-

his grandfather,
Bates,
under whose kind and tender care he was
reared from a young child until in his teens
when he “struck out” for himself.
He has also given $1,000 to the Lake View
Cemetery association of Oakland, Maine, for
an iron fence and fountain.
His other bene-

ing

in memory of

factions

Asa

CONTRACTOR.

Clarion

own.

Ranges.

Orland, Maine.
I have used your “L. F.” Atwood’s Medi-

cine for
gave me

stomach

and

liver

troubles

and

it

67 Church

speedy relief. All the members of
family use it at times and always find it
effective. I recommend it to anyone having
liver or stomach troubles.
Miss Lucie J. Perkins.
our

Buy
store,

a
or

Maine.

Belfast,

35c bottle at your nearest
write today for a free sample.

Street,

FREE.—“Ye Olde Songs,” words and music
of sixty popular songs sent free on receipt of
3 outside yellow wrappers from the bottles,
together with your opinion of our Medicine.

1
directTineT
|jlj
Mm Bay Mat Co. I

ML. F.” MEDICINE CO.,

Portland, Me.

BUY

Watches,

YOUR

Clocks

and

Jewelry

of. and be sure to have your work done by

W. M.

THAYER,

Jeweler,

Phoenix Row

COMMENCING

Tuesday, June 15, 1915,
STMR. GOLDEN ROD

i

are numerous.

With the corrections made the story in the
Globe is mainly true.
X.

B jston

FIFTH AND EIGHTH MAINE REUNIONS.
The 48th annual reunion of the 5th Maine
Regimental Association was held at the headquarters at Peaks Island June 24th. The fol
lowing were chosen officers: Clark Wayland,
president; Charles L. Dunlap and J. J. G.
Hanniford, vice presidents; M. R. Lougee,
secretary; Frank F. Goss treasurer. At a
meeting of the stockholders of the building
association the following were chosen officers:
M. R Lougee, president; Frank F. Goss, vice

president.

The annual meeting of the 8th Maine Regimental Association was held June 24th at the
headquarters at Peaks Island. The reports
showed that 13 died during the year. The
following were chosen officers: H. L. Parker,
president; A. C. Chillas, vice president; J. H.
Warren, secretary and treasurer, Gustavus
Pease, necrologist; J. A. Noyes, J. H. Haskell
and S. W. Marston, executive committee; D.
Add yet the people came to buy,
F. Strickland, chaplain.
Some few said, "What’s become of Si ?”
The following were chosen officers of the
But somehow that old grocery store
Memorial Building Association: Casper E. MarKeeps doing business as of yore.
shall, president; D. A. True, vice president;
—Washington Star. S. G. Shurtleff. secretary; Joseph H. Warren,
treasurer and custodian.
Army Shoes for the Allies.

Augusta, Me., June 24. The Eaton Shoe
Factory of Augusta has just received another
order for 500,000 pairs of army shoeB for the
Allies, a duplicate of that received a short
time ago. Additional machinery and employees will be needed to get out the order,
which will run the factory output up to 350
dozen a day. The extra machines have been
ordered and will be set up as soon as they arrive.

smooth, umvrinkled skin and dear eyes
may he retained until late in life, by
taking proper care of the stomach, liver
and bowels. If you live simply, breathe
deeply ; exercise enough ; sleep enough,
and take "L. F.” Atwood's Medicine
to correct the little ills, you will make
woman’s secret of keeping young, your

There Is No

Question

but that indigestion and the distressed
feeling which always goes with it can
be promptly relieved by taking a

D®a

before and after each meal. 25c
City Drug Store.

a

box.

Will

run

every

week day

as

follows:

Livery, Boarding

Leave Brooksville, 6 45 a. m.; Castine, 7.00 a
n; Warren’s Landing, Islesboro, 7.20 a m; arive in Belfast, 8.10 a m, returning leave Bel‘ast, 8.30 a m.
Leave Brooksville, 1 45 p m; Castine 2 00 p
n; Warren’s Landing, 2 20 p m, in time for
)oat to Boston and give people about 2 h'-urs
or shopping in Belfast, Returning leave Bei*
ast, 5,00 p m, for Warren’s Landing, Islesboro,
Castine and Brooksville.
CONNECTIONS

be made with Eastern Steamboat Co. to
ind from Boston. Maine Central Railroad to
and from Boston. Steamer Islesboro to and
from Camden. After July 4, connection Sunlays with Eastern S. S. Co. from Boston for
Warren’s Landing, Islesboro, Castine and
Brooksville. Sunday service will be discontinued if not profitable.
Will

& Transient Static

Washington

street just off brain street. I have sir'
double hitches, bud,hoards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your pair'
1
age issolieited. Telephones— stable 235-2, house 61-13.
Is situated

on

)

W. G. PRESTON. Pit.p

nrTiFYOuTcROPSDECID E
V

They

C

in

<

tell you to use E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufacture-.
the Best Equipped Factory in the Country at Belfast, MaineJACKSON & HALL BELFAST AGENTS.

will

THE. COE-MORTIMER COMPANY, NEW YOkK

|

AGENTS

Fred Patterson, Belfast; James Richards,
Warren’s Landing; J. M. Vogel, Castine; C. P.
Tapley, Brooksville.
Parties desiring a pleasant sail on Penobscot
Bay, can take stmr. Golden Rod at 8.30 a m
from Belfast and have 3 hours in Castine. Or
leave Castine at 2.00 p m for Belfast, giving
a bout 2 hours to shop.
Returning, leave Belfast at 5.00 o’clock p m. These excursions have
always been very popular in the past seasons.
Connections will be made with stmr. Sieur
DeMonts to and from Rockland at Castine for
Warren’s Landing and Dark Harbor.
First-class teams will meet boats at Warren’s

Landing to take passengers or freight to
part of the town.—Conrad Beckett.
24
Ring up 79-14

any

COOMBS. BROS. Managars.

To Let
A first floor rent with modern improvements and barn coonected. For particulars

apply
2lt

at

THE CITY DRUG STORE.

Cottage to Let

LET FOR THE SEASON A 7-ROOM
furnished cottage, delightfully situated
Water in the
on the North Shore, Northport.
cottage and water cloeet. Apply to
A. A. HOWES, Belfast.
14

TO

TO LET
flat, 6
Furnished
ond floor, set tubs, hot and

rooms am
c<

>

j

minutes' walk from postoffice, 3 n
salt water. Suitahle for sumrm
of
MRS. E. L. MAC’OM
11 Bay View St.. Belfast,
ICtf

J

j

For Rent
rt

An up-stairs tenementat No. 11 Lour
in Frye Block. Apply to
ouii,,;r'
MRS. Sarah f BKIL'O
Stockton sPr
22tf

The Maine G. A. R.
Simon E. Andrews of biddeford New De-

partment Commander.

urMWilli!

Department Commander Thomas S.
Benson presided June 22nd at the .annual
encampment of the Department of
Maine, G. A. R., in Portland. There
were 175 present when the encampment
ouened and the number increased rapidly

during

0j|^\\VNJC**fc!«iWNSBSCaBa8a»S#®«WeEE®aB»!i!»J»wwWifflBHK
Infants

for

Children.

and

flie Kind You Have Always Bought has borne the signature of Clias. H. Fletcher, and has been made under his
personal supervision for over 30 years. Allow no one
Counterfeits, Imitations and
te deceive you in this.
*•
Jnst-as-good” are but Experiments, and endanger the
Itealth of Children—Experience against Experiment.

The Kind You Have

In

THE

CINTAUR

M. Soule was introduced as a fraternal
delegate from the Sons of Veterans.
Commander Benson presided in the
evening at a campfire at the City Hall.
Rev. G. C. White, Hon. H. P. Gardner,
Mayor Ingraham and Mr. Hosley were

30 Years.

NEW

COMPANY.

YORK

morning.

manently.
George A. Hosley of Boston, the chiefof-staff. represented the commander-inchief and was presented in the afternoon
by the department commander. Col. A.

Always Bought

Use For Over

the

Asst. Adjt. Gen. F. A. Motley of Portreported a total membership of
3186, a net loss during the year of 411.
During the year the loss by death was
The department will be entitled to
172.
12 representatives at the next National
encampment.
In view of the line work of Mr. Motley, the encampment voted that he fill
the offices of assistant adjutant general
and assistant quartermaster general perland

the speakers.
At the morning session, June 23rd,[the
following officers were chosen:
Commander, Simon S. Andrews, Bid-

CITY.

deford.

John's Day

H

at

Augusta.

Knights Itmplar in l ine ol
I ield i Jay at Island Park.
June

Me.,

Twelve

24

Statement of

|
I

the Condition of

the

Searsport Savings Bank, Searsport, May 19, 1915

Tuned Knights Templar,
F I FENDLEION, President.
rs of Trinity Conimand- j
JAMES P NICHOLS, Treasurer,
v
and those of six cumas its guests, joined
Trustees -F. I. Per.dLion, J. N. Pendleton, J.
..is forenoon, which was
j A. Lit nient, John C. Blanchard, C, O. SawF. Coicord, W. H. Goodell.
; t of the St. John’s Day
; yer, B.
*:.is city, the occasion beOrganized Aprii 1, 1874.
the ioeal commandery’s
anniversary. Never was
liabilities
more festive holiday dress,
1
$272,907 02
udding located aiong ihe Deposits.
Reserve
fund.
I
12,300 00
: Tug decked in bunting of
Undivided profits.
1,192 79
blue, the emblematic
1
r. Several of the buildi
$286,399 81
-i rung with
electric lights
RESOURCES
vi ning presented a display
; Public furds of Maine.$ 16,658 00
: harmonious color.
Public funds out of Maine.
36.975 00
State street the route of ! Railroad bonds of Maine. 18,140 00
i up Bridge street to Pleas- j Railroad bonds out of Maine. 117,134 00
\ inthrop
and along Sewaii I Corporation bonds.^. 33,588 40
Railroad stock. 12,126 00
era avenue. In front of the I
stuck.
6,284 00
Hon. Lewis Burleigh, emi- | Corporation
Bank
stock
;
17,600 00
:er of Trinity CotnmandLoans with collateral.
1,216 00
.ri.ie was reviewed by Su- Loans on mortgages of real estate... 24.324 04
nder Arthur Li tt letield of Real estate foreclosure.
1,000 00
600 00
.ruing down State street, Premium.
11 54
-sed the Capitol, where it Cash on deposit.
Cash on hand.
748 S3
by Governor Curtis and

Senior Vice, Ira C. Jordan, Bethel.
Junior Vice, Edwin A. Duncan, Kittery.
Medical Director, Dr. Roscoe Smith,

j
j

Auburn.

:

Yarmouth.

Chaplain,

Rev.

George R.

I
1

H
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Winners

IHOBB

On that busiest street in Boston, full of life and “go"—where
men know what’s best and insist on having it—they choose

H!

on

Washington Street
CIGARETTES

as the mildest end
way to smoke tobacco
know what’s what. It’s quality they
buy. And when

most

:BB

These men
you

jF^H

BtS
1

'ffff

®

ft B
H

^B

^B|

get

army of

delightful

out into
men

lively Washington Street agar., jurt notice
smoking PERFECTION CIGARET’i ES!

yl
>

|J

the

These generous-sized cigarettes are made of perfect Virginia
leaf n0 better or purer tobacco grows. Mild and pleasant, with
a natural sweetness you’ll like. A reputation of over 20
years’
goodness stands back of PERFECTIONS! Better liked every year.
Ten of them in a hand-wrapped tin foil package which keeps
them in perfect condition— free and easy-drawing. Get your
package of PERFECTIONS today—you’ll soon find out why
they are winners in Boston!

Keep

Si
1

the coupon you find in each package. These
are good for
many valuable presents.
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Palmer,

Official staff:
Asst. Adjt. General, Fred A. Motley,
Portland.
Asst. Quartermaster General, Fred A.
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the

procession

was as
..

nu^usia

..

puncc,

K. Tilrien and aids

iuar-

VVdiis

Mooney, Melvin
James F, Bagley, Thos.
Edward K. Gould, Fred C.
: P. Herbst,
Stephen S. L.
Ernest
S. Currier;
:,y,
s H. Ames; Augusta Cadet
\
Commandery, Lewis A.
eminent commander; Portland
i ommandery of Portland,
rland, eminent command:<• r’s band; St.
Albans’ Com: Portland, Herbert W. Rob-

Quarries,

Factory
Locations
Mill

Sites, Farms,Sites

for Summer Hotels

Camps

and

commander; Rockland
Commandery of Rock.1 P. Blaisdell, eminent comI wne’s band; DeMolay Comt
Skowhegan, George H.

tv.

LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

minent commander; WaterSt. Omar Commandery of
Clarence E. B. Walker, empc :::■ ander; Belfast band; Pales:;vi rsi-mdery ot Belfast, Morris L.
r ent commander; grand com(I,
t.-r
ol
Maine in
autos; infirm
iutos; Red Cross ear, HartC Fr -rick, M. D., in charge.
!'
", the knights were conveyed to
a
Sir,, where
a repast of baked
clams, and the usual accornr \ v.ands was
provided. At the is.ncerts and impromptu ball
the order of the afternoon,
i.
oetween teams of the St. Al-

Ei

•.

give opportunity
make a change in
in

to

those desiring

location for

a new

toT

start

life.

Water Power

Undeveloped

AND

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.

was

run.

MAINE

knights were entertained
the Augusta House, and
was provided members of the
e
parlors of the First Baptist

tog

CLNTRAL

-i-ning al!

PORTLAND, MAINE.

enjoyed an eight-act

the opera house, the
secured from the Keith

-now at

While in Portland

:ng were the members of
committee in charge of
'■on:
Lewis A. Burleigh,
; P. Morton,
Hori. Fred■

Manning S. CampJones, Power S.
Wiilis E. Swift, James E.
nam G.
Boothby, Wilbert
Thomas H. Bodge, all of

isted,

W.

Charles K. Tilden of HallBoom

For

>

House Just put in first class order.

European Plan, $1.00 per day np.
American Plan, $2.50 per day up.
car

passes the door.

FRANK M. GRAY,

Belgrade.

N. Duke of New York city,
magnate, has bought Frosts
r
Long Point, a promontory jut;
tin yueen of the
Belgrade chain
_a;« Jn past years Mr. Duka has

h
portion of his summers there.
saia he will erect a
$30,000 summer
The property was sold by
,!l 1 and Georgie E. Sawyer, both
J"grade Last summer the Sawyer
*,|is occupied for several weeks
•’ “nd
.Mrs. Duke and their daughter

J

a

1

I'M remounts for the British

Ley land Line steamship CanBullock, left East Boston,
Liverpool. The Canadian

’55

ol' Veterans

Appointments.

anmi&nder Olin P. Ayer of the
S°ns of Veterans, June 24th,
""! order since
being elected head
In hia order Commander Ayer

[.

I,;;
1

u

"

11)

following appointments: Cbap-

"‘te, Portland; counsellor, Bur-

ifii p"'; Augusta; patriotic instructor,
4tg. .Gardner, Portland; press corre“Ms R. Pomery, Auburn; assistrta,i F. Fields, Auburn; person* J
■ ■

Pierce,

J1 ACBtNG

Lewiston.

MUSCLES RELIEVED

t*nver-exertion,

mean,

liniment lightly
»t«i«t
,??’•>xur
'■
soreness
lng

fcent
**
•

Can

one

ever

stiff,

helped like your Sloan’s
thank you enough,”
Stops suffering,

u«er.

ok

Manager.
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ORRINJ. DICKEY,
Notary Public,
ESTATE

REAL

Cottages, Farms,

counter-irrimustard. All

bottle twUy-

Summer Homes and

Rents,
Pythian Block,

Belfast, Me.

For Sale

Oliver
AT THE SPECIAL PRICE OF

$39.00

E. H. BOYINGTON,
Eye-Sight Specialist
OF THE

BOYINGTON OPTICAL

CO.,

44{, South Maiat Street, winterport,,'Malre
ornca days.

Mondays;

An Interesting Feature
of the encampment was that two brothers who went all through the war were
present, and they are brothers to two

who also went all through the war.
Blake of K§n?as City, Mo., who
was a member of Co. D, 101-111, was all
through the Vicksburg campaign and
went with Sherman in his march from
Atlanta to the sea. He was present
Tuesday. M.W. Bickford in Co. K, 10th
Maine, lives in Limerick and he was with
the Army of the Potomac. He was also
present. Warren C. Bickford, in the
Treasury Department at Washington for
the past 49 years, was in Co. F, 16th
Maine, and Henry A. Bickford of East
Stoneham was in Co. B, 29th Maine.
These brothers met at Long Island two
years ago and held a reunion, it being
the first time they had been together in
50 years.
The iNew Commander.

more

M.

new
The
department commander,
Simon S. Andrews of Biddeford, has been
a member of the Grand Army of the E.e-

!

and to todays.

Dyspepsia
Tablets

will relieve your indigestion. Many
people in this town have used them
and we have yet to hear of a case where
they have failed. We know the for*
mule. Sold only by us—25o a box.
City Drug 8tore.

CIGARETTES
All that the

name

Ladies of the G. A. K.

Mrs. Mattie A. Perkins of Hallowell
presided at the meeting. June 22d,of the
Department of Maine, National Wo- Ladies'of the G. A. R. All but one of
Mrs. Eliza Brown
man’s Relief Corps.
the circlesjin the State was represented.
Daggett of Attleboro, Mass., presented At the closing session Wednesday Mrs.
the greetings of the National body and Ruth N. Robinson of Waterville was
Mayor William M. Ingraham spoke for elected department president.
Other
the city. The reports showed that 42 department officers el ected were: Senior
died during the year, but there was a
vice president, Ida A. Foster of Portgain of 548, and the membership is now
2,686. An all day session was held land; junior vice president, Lola B.
Wednesday. The reports of the various Hayes of Foxcroft; secretary, Harriet
committees and officers were read and a G. Burr, Auburn; treasurer, Isadore F.
Getchell of Augusta; chaplain, Lizzie W.
very satisfactory growth of both the
membership and the work accomplished Millett, South Paris; councillor, Mattie
by the department was reported. A A. Perkins of Hallowell; council of advery beautiful memorial service was ministration, Mary R. Tarbox of FryeJulia G. McKeen of Belfast and
given, prayer being offered by the de- burg,
L. Pascal of Rockport; delegates
partment chaplain, Lillian Hanson of Sarah
Cambridge, Mass., with Mrs. Lillian to national convention, Annie L. Emery
Henderson of Lewiston in charge of the of Waterville, delegate at large; Phebe
M. Hatch, Fryeburg; Lizzie W. Millett,
service.
Many suggestions for the good of the South Paris; Julia G. McKeen, Belfast;
order were discussed during the day, Augusta Malone, Auburn; alternates,
among which was a fair for the coming Olive Ingalls, Portland; Ida M. Moore,
Sarah Lothrop, Auburn; Belle
year to raise funds for the corps, but no Auburn;
definite action was taken. The next E. Sanborn, Augusta; Mahala Renfer,
business was the election of officers, as Madison; Etta N. Savery, Belfast.
The officers were installed in the affollows :|
immediately following the elecDept. President, Elizabeth Savage, ternoon, Maria
L. Sawyer of Portland,
tion by
Bangor.
Senior Vice, Josie Mathews, Pittsfield. past department president, assisted by
Junior Vice, Maude C. Kendall, Bidde- Past department President Mary R. Tarbox of Fryeburg, acting as conductor,
ord.
Treasurer, Hattie C. Sprague, Ban- and Phebe M. Hatch acting as assistant

for nearly 40 years, and is serving gor.
Chaplain, Elizabeth F. Hodsdon, Oakhis fifth year as commander of the BidHe enlisted as private in land.
deford Post.
Executive
Committee, Ruth Eaton,
Co. K, 13th Maine Regiment, in 1861,
and was mustered out captain of Co. K, Skowhegan; Alice Jordan, Bethel; Clara
30th Maine Regiment, in Augusta, 1865, Allen, Biddeford; Harriet Braun, Newhaving had nearly four years’ continuous port; Avis Leach, Oakland.
The new president appointed the folservice, with frequent promotion. He
participated in every engagement his lowing officers:
Secretary, Carrie Vincent, Bangor.
regiments were in, including those of the
Inspector, Frances White, Bangor.
Texas campaign of 1863, the Red River
Counsellor, Maud M. Merrick, Watercampaign in 1864, and in the Shenandoah
Valley under General Sheridan from ville.
July, ’64, until the close of the war. In tonI. and 1. Officer, Ida C. Rolfe, Clincivil life he has held many posit ons of
Patriotic Instructor, Mrs. Rebecca
honor and trust, including deputy sheriff
He has been lsraelson, Rumford.
and county commissioner.
Press Correspondent, Bessie Bowley,
frequently urged to become a candidate, Lewiston.
but has declined the honor. At the last
Chief of Staff, Minnie Ray, Dover.
encampment his name was presented,
Delegate at Large, Louise Benson,
but not wishing to oppose Commander
Eaton he withdrew, heartily endorsing Oakland.
Delegate No. 1, Lena Day, Gorham;
his nomination.
2, Bebra Clarke, Augusta; 3, Mrs. WalkClosed With Reception.
er, Saco; 4, Mary F. Ross, Portland.
Alternate at Large, Ella Jordan, BethThe closing feature of the encampment
but
a
most
was an informal
pleasing and el.
in
Alternate No. 1, Lillian Rice, North
Hall
in
the
City
enjoyable reception
evening which attracted a large number Waterford; 2, Vesta Withee, Skowof members of the various affiliated and hegan; 3, Jessie Benson, Sidney; 4, Alice
patriotic bodies. The reception was un- Drew, Biddeford.
The new board of officers were installder the auspices of the local posts assisted by the National Relief Corps, State ed with impressive ceremony by Past
Relief Corps, Daughters of Veterans and National Chaplain Jennie Day of GorLadies of the G. A. R. Each of the ham in the presence of the members and
veterans—Alonzo
named organizations had nicely erected four
Libby, Chas.
booths in each corner of the hall, where Nye of Texas. Chas. J. House and Lorenzo Davis.
refreshments were served.
A concert programme of patrotic selecDuring the afternoon ceremony Chas.
tions was rendered by a ladies’ orchestra. C. Shaw, principal of the Gorham High
During the evening a reception was school, waB presented with a flag for the
tendered all of the department officers school by Maud M. Merrick or Waterof ths several organizations, they being viile, department patriotic instructor, in
in the receiving line. The exercises closed behalf of the corps.
Mrs. Elizabeth Savage, the incoming
with the singing of patriotic songs.
president, presented the outgoing president, Mrs. Ruth Eaton, in behalf of
■
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,never

and r«?rate^u*
An excellent
Uuei:1h,n5* ®leaner
than

Hists

sors

applied, t
disappears like

I

escorted to the platform and briefly
thanked the veterans for the honor bestowed upon him. The various reports
were then read and the efficient services
of Asst. Adjt. General E. A. Motley
were spoken of and he was given a rising
vote of thanks.
The convention also voted its appreciation of Commander Ray P. Eaton and
sent him a telegram of sympathy.
Col. Hosley, chief-of-staff of the grand
commander of the National G. A. R. encampment, again spoke and explained
The National Relief Corpi.
that the Sons were officially voted and
Mrs. Ruth Eaton of Skowhegan prerecognized as the escorts of the Grand
Army at the 46th annual National en- sided at the meeting June 22nd of the

public

Titles Investigated
Deeds Executed

Over-Sea Cargo.

with a cargo that tested her
‘■'he had 2000 tons of
provides, 275 tierces, 30 barrels
barrels of meat in the reoOO boxes of lard, 500 boxes
irgings, 191 cases of motor
eig shipment of leather and
of medicine, shoes, burlaps,
-hooks, canned lobsters, etc.

1

at the

40 Rooms with running water.
25 Rooms with private baths.

•

n

An

Stop

PREBLE HOUSE

Every

K

RAILROAD,

at

;*r

<•

mander, but declined to serve. The following were elected council of administration: Roger A. Foss of Westbrook,
John F. Foster of Bangor, Charles T.
Smith of Saco, William P. Hurley of
Togus and E. H. Hanson of Portland.
The newly elected commander was

G.

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU

■

c

*

Richmond.

Mayor, city government,

Communications regarding ^locations
are invited and will receive attentions
when addressed to] any agent] of| the
MAINE CENTRAL, or to

catcher for the
f.i
: ne.
Equipped with only a
a'
itt, his excellency played his
as strenuous and efficient a
: s
'ould be desired, and on his
■K -arance at the bat negotiated a

t’nome

T. Madden of Post 4, Bath.
Kepr-sentatives, John T. Fostor, Post 165, Bangor; W. S. Starbird, post 145, South
Paris; E. L. Walker, Post 96, Skowhegan; W. A. Small. Post 128, Union; H.
E. Merriam, Post 6, Gardiner; E. A.
Lothrop, Post 47, Auburn; E. G. Douglass, Post 23, Dover; J. Q. Adams, Post
159, Houlton; J. A. Jones, Post 59, Damariscotta.
Alternates,George W. Whitman, Post 54, Norway; Jethro S. Swett,
Post 99, Kittery: C. S. Y. Crowell, Post
7, Lewiston; A. B. Perkins, Post 13, Augusta; E. A. Butler, Post 16, Rockland;
A. M. Warren, Post 23, Dover: Charles
C. Graham, Post 100, Westbrook; W. S.
Oakman, Post 48, Togus: 1. P. Wing,
Post 5, Alonson; Joseph Raynes, Post
108, Yarmouth; C. E. Tollman, Post 137,

the usual resolutions of thanks to the
etc., there was
no further business transacted.

Farming Land

Good

Molay commanderies, Gov.

Curtis

named:

campment.
The newly elected officers were installed by Past Department Commander
Edwin Riley of Rumford and outside of

Unlimited Raw Material

■'

o

were

large. George W. Goulding of Post
97, Oakland; alternate at large, Hugh T.
At

ed

sent
,r.nt

s'

campment

Practically all of the officers were electby acclamation. Manning W. Cushman was nominated for junior vice com-

S.

over

f.*x:

$286,399 81
E. VERNON,
Bank Commissioner.

folI

k

To National Encampment.
Department Commander Thomas S.
Benson presided and following the election representatives to the National en-

conductor.
Resolutions were adopted thanking
the members of Bosworth post for their
hospitality, the city of Portland for the
use of City hall, Lord Bros, of Portland
for the use of the piano, the railroads
for their reduced rates and the hotels for
the accommodations.

State Woman’s Relief Corps.
Mrs. Hattie F. Davis of Rockland was
elected president of the State Woman’s
Relief Corps and the following officers
were also elected: Vice president, Mrs.

Fannie Warren, Bridgton; past president, Mrs. Alma D. Higgins, Gray;
chaplain, Mrs. Annie Glover, Monsori;
conductor, Mrs. Carrie Stover, Portland;
guard, Mrs. Ena Roberts, Westbrook;
directors, Mrs. Matilda Bradbury, Biddeford; Mrs. Ella Black, Lewiston; Mrs.
Mabel Hiebes, Portland; Mrs. Imogene
Tuttle, Lisbon Falls; and Mrs. Sarah
Smith, Yarmouth. The appointive officers were chosen as follows: Secretary.
Mrs. Lydia S. Cahill, Hampden High-

lands, and treasurer, Mrs. Ella M. Colley, Portland. Mrs. Frances E. Smith
ot Gardiner was the installing officer, assisted by Mrs. Sadie Dolt of Portland,
conductor.
At the morning session, memorial services were held for the 50 sisters who
died during the past year, and as each
name was called, a pink
was placed
upon the altar. The ritualistic service
was exemplified by Burnside corps of

Auburn,

and Mrs.

Emma Cushing’s solo,

“Heaven Is My Home,” was beautifully
rendered. “In Memoriam,” recited by
Mrs. Carlotta M. Dunphe, was one of
the features of the morning’s session.
Over 375 members were present and the
convention was the most successful ever
held by the State Woman’s Relief Corps.

Beale Corps of Bangor, with a gavel.
The gavel was given to the Beale Corps
by a Mrs. Wentworth of Gorham and
was made from wood from Alaska. Also
For Infants and Children
the outgoing council presented Mrs.
Eaton with a bracelet. The aid who In Use For Over 30 Years
collected the largest number of delegates Always bears
—^
was Mrs. Melissa MacDonald of Bidde- I
ford and in recognition of the fact she ! Signature of
1
was presented with a jewel pin.
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The

Old

I

u
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implies”
Bark

in her rudderless state the familiar
Again they were heeded by the
'aithful policeman Onondaga, which
fathered her in, towing her safely inside Cape Henry.
mast

Matanzas,

signal.

Coal Laden, Founders at Sea. Only Three
Survive of Her Crew.

The old Yankee barkentine MatanThis is from an exchange. The Mazas, which has succumbed to the god of
;anzas was 910 tons net and was built at
storms in her twenty-sixth year, had a
picturesquely adventurous career. She Hath in 1889. She was commanded for
had more bad luck and more good luck 1 .ome years by the late Capt.B. F. Rice of
than almost any other vessel along the
Prospect. At least she escaped the fate
coast. She left Newport News for Cadiz
if being towed along the coast and went
on her last voyage, and nobody thought
1 lown as a sail vessel.— Ed.
could
sink
her.
anything
A hundred miles to the eastward of
bates senior class day.
Bermuda she ran into heavy gales that
plucked out her masts. She foundered,
The annual meeting of the president
her cargo of coal—1,400 tons—shifted,
md trustees of Bates College, Lewiston,
and Capt. E. H. Nuss and his crew of
nine had just time to get into the long
vas held Tuesday forenoon, June
22nd.
boat.
Ton. 0. B. Clason, ’77, of Gardiner and
On the second day in the drifting long ]
Ton. William F. Garceion, ’90, of Bosboat death took its first victim.
All j
:on were elected to the board of fellows
hands bailed night and day. Ten days
were passed in that unspeakable long- j to fill vacancies caused by the deaths of
boat without food or fresh water. At Rev. Dr. W. H. Bowen of Providence
md Hon. Charles E. Littlefield of New
the rate of about a man a day they perifork.
In the board of overseers, Earle
ished. The absence of their weight—
providentially, perhaps, for Capt. Nuss A. Thissell of Lowell, Mass., was electHon. Carl
made the boat more buoyant. Four j ed president for two years.
men died on the fifth day and three on i E. Milliken, ’97, ot Island Falls and
the ninth.
j lonas Edwards of Auburn were elected
Then the schooner Bayard Barnes to the board.
rescued those that were left, Capt. Nuss, I
During the forenoon t'he annual basethe steward of the lost Matanzas and jall game between the alumni and varsity
one sailor.
They were taken to a hospi- was played, the varsity winning, 8 to 7,
tal in Para. Capt. Nuss left the two in seven innings.
The class day exercises were held in
men in the hospital at Para.
He came
the afternoon, in front of Hathorn Hall.
to New York on the steamer Rio de
Janeiro and has gone to his Connecticut Lawrence Header was marshal and William F. Manuei, the class president, (irehome.
sided. Prayer was by the chaplain, Josinis vessel was an unofficial smuggler,
prize of war, tanker (molasses, water or eph L. Moulton. Harold G. Abbott was
oil, according to charter,) blockade run- orator, Miss Adrienne A. Belleau, poet:
ner, mail packet in time of war and Miss Helen M. Hilton, historian; Henry
drougher. She was repaired and re-re- P. Mullen had the address to halls and
paired, rebuilt, refastened, new sparred, campus; John T. Greenan, the address
to undergraduates; Jessie Leighton and
new rigged, surveyed and specially surGeorge K. Talbot, the prophecy, and
veyed, and was still a good risk.
Ernest L. Saxton, the farewell address.
Bill Rogers, the shipbuilder of Bath,
did an honest job when he shoved over- After singing the class ode, written by
the
Matanzas. During the Span- Miss Geneva A. Page, the pipe oration
board
ish war, W. D. Munson & Co. owned her, was delivered by John Seavey, and the
and she was once a sailing packet be- pipe of peace smoked by the class, at the
conclusion of wmch the class was martween Havana and New York.
Before the Munsons bought her she shaled over the campus and cheered the
carried clandestine cigars, which, how- different buildings. The annual meetever, were handled by her thrifty crews, ing of the Bates Alumni Association folnot by her owners.
A sailor who had a !
Officers were elected as follows: Prof.
growl because he was left cut of the
speculation gave away ihe smugglers to F. E. Pomeroy, '99, Lewsto.n, president;
He said she brought in Elwyn K. Jordan, ’01, Alfred, first vice
the collector.
25,000 cigars at a time. Her mate was president; Harold A. Allen, ’06, Aucaught trying to smuggle cigars ashore, gusta, second vice president; Charles
and in the gallery were more smokes.
j Clason, ’ll, Gardiner, third vice presi
.Two years ;before the Spanish war dent; John L. Reade, ’83, Lewiston,
she had been equipped with tanks of 30,- ; secretary treasurer; Harry W. Rowe,
000 gallons capacity for bringing mo- ! ’12, Lewiston, Miles Greenwood, ’92,
Malden, Mass., Miss Jeanne Graham,
lasses.
In the early days of the conflict in Cu- ’13, Bangor, executive committee.
Rev. Dr. F. E. Emrich, ’76, Boston,
ban waters the Atlantic Fleet had to
turn back the Matanzas to save her hide, j and Hon. Scott Wilson, '92, Portland,
I
were
nominated overseers of the college,
So when she got along to about the latitude of Key West and found that Ad- and W. E. C. Rich, ’70, John L. Reade,
miral Sampson wanted fresh water, ’83, Lewiston, Judge Ruel Robinson, ’81,
what more appropriate than that she RocKland, John R. Dunton, ’87, Belfast,
should take a government charter to and L. B. Costello, ’98, Lewiston, were
carry Schuylkill water from Philadel- nominated as candidates from whom two
will be nominated next year as overphia to the fleet?
Next she fitted out as a mail ship to seers. In the evening the annual illumicarry code despatches from Florida for nation of the campus, the presentation
the Cuban revolutionists. On her first af the Greek play “Hippolytus,” and a
trip in this new character she bore Joa- band concert was given on the college
quin Aloin, the representative in Costa :ampus.
Rica of the Cuban party, landing him
Recognized.
safely on Cuban soil.
Pendleton Brothers were her next
Mrs.
Farmer
(just back from the
The epileptic of the coast was
owners.
next reported flying signals of distress :ounty fair)—Well, Abner, we’ve all
while making a trip from Brunswick, aad a narrer escape from being eaten
slive! They had a wild cannibal Igorotte
Ga., to Philadelphia.
On another trip she lost her rudder off st.the fair, and if it wasn’t the same
Body’s Island on her way fronvWilming- feller that helped us hay last July and
N. C., for New York.
she left because we didn’t take a newspaper!

j

j

—

j

ton,
Again
had to display off the North Carolina

—New York Globe.
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chilling east winds, developed rheumatism in those to whom its pangs had
heretofore been unknown and intensified
sufferings of those before afflictec!.
But let us hope that the elements have

Manager

done their worst, and that the coming
For one square, one months
Advertising Terms.
may be filled with gladness'and
one
week
for
Inch length in column, 25 cents
sunshine. Uur summer visitors are due
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
to arrive from now on, flowers and foliSubscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three age are at their best, and all that is
months.
needed to ensure their (and our) comfort
and pleasure is the fine Maine weather
the

Knight3,
good day for
they had a capital time—in Au-

It was

and

The European

year old last
and the end is not

war was a

2Sth,

June

yet in sight.
Mackerel and “tinkers” are reported
abundant in the waters near Portland,
and it is hoped they may “strike in”
down this way.

Metcalf, former associate editor
of The Commoner, has read Bryan out
of the Democratic party. He says Bryan
is dead and don’t know it.
Mr.

Bryan

as

to

but

nights;

he

organized labor

of thfc country to take
He argued
up with his peace theories.
at some
length and with undoubted

It is estimated that the revenues from
customs for the fiscal year which ended
yesterday will be $30,000,000 below the
estimates of
The
h

Secretary

McAdoo.

published in a German
page appeal for peace.

ave

full

newspaper a
Will it avail

to cry “Peace, peace; w’hen there is no

peace?”
crimson, but she

Harvard’s color is

looked blue after the annual dual regatta
with Yale at New London, June 26th.

For the first time in many years Yale
University crews swept the river.
Summer this year has been very attractive so far.— Boston Globe.
What? W’hen frosts at night have nipped corn,beans and cucumbers, and overcoats and mittens were worn when working in gardens?
In a

despatch

from Field Marshal Sir

John French, published last week in
London, he includes among the names of
those “recommended for gallantry and

distinguished
women

service >n

the field”

58

connected with various branches

of the military nursing service and of
the Red Cross.

Ex-Gov. Foss of Massachusetts in an
Reciprocity Club
dinner in Boston, attributed a large part
address at the recent

of

the increase in

liquor

to

the

drinking by

he insisted, proDisarmament and defense-

consumption

lessness,

Mr.

of

He said
for national pro-

women.

Bryan pleaded,

were

really

far safer and far more of an insurance
for peace, than preparedness for nation-

appeal

dairymen,

men on “Home Care of
Milk,” from the
U. S. Department of Agriculture.

Bryan

is not

likely

to make

Mr.
many converts in this direction.
Gompers, the leading labor spokesman,

people,and
ance

as

the

keeping
world in general,in ignor-

to real conditions at the front? If

Germany reports

her

jar

as

which he

ever
was

complained,

and

no

one

has

ventured to say that this publicity
harmful in the least degree to the

observatory.

|

Mrs.

Wealthy Grant,

who

is

not able

to

!

trip

They

New* York in Frof. Wrinkler’s

wheeled in her chair to the home of
neighbor, Miss S. A. Mansur, where she
she took her Sunday dinner.
walk,

was

ed

Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Haley
callers in JackBon Friday.

were

business

houses and

was

was

Palm

We have said very little about the
weather, because language fit to use in
Of
a family newspaper was inadequate.
the other kind of language the entire
vocabulary has been exhausted, privately. When furnace fires and overcoats
are essential to even a partial degree of
comfort in June, and rain and fogs prevail almost continuously, even the most
optimistic become depressed and discouraged. Now, if July and August fail
to give us seasonable weather our three
months summer will be cut down to two.
While the wet weather has been “good
for grass,” warm, sunshiny days are
needed to make good hay, and the prevailing cold weather, unless made up
by favorable weather in|the fall, threatens
another failure of the corn crop. Aside
from the agricultural outlook the personal conditions have been almost unen-

of welcome
Young. The
formerly used by the Boston Harbor

"Welcome.”
delivered by
was

police.

An address
Hon. Scott

The Shoe Situation.

Received daily fresh

Holand

C. C. Clements, secretary of the Farmers'
Union of Maine, attended the annual meeting
in Bangor June 29th and 30th.

was

the guest of Hazel

Sparrow recently.
Rev. J. G. Vance has gone to New Hampshire for a few weeks.
Miss Annie Bryant from Unity is dressmaking for Mrs. Charles Sampson.
Phil Lamson has bought a farm in Knox and
is moviDg his household goods,
and Mrs. J. H. Say ward will, stay in

Mr.
the

girls’ dormitory this

summer.

Knowles Bangs attended the State encampG. A. R. in Portland last week.

ment of the

Bryant and Miss Flye
attended the chapter, O, E. S., in Thorndike,
last Thursday.
Mrs.

Sparrow,

Miss

Professor W, E, Hebbard closed his school
duties in South Royalton, Vermont, and arrived at C. M. Conant’s Saturday.

Mrs. A. A. Barden has returned home from
California, where she spent the past year, and
is with her son Fred for one week. She will
then take up her home in Winterport village.

Miss Charlotte Staples of Belfast closed
1
very successful term of school in districts
and 2 June 25th, and teachers and pupils enafternoon.
in
the
Lake
joyed a picnic at Swan
Miss Staples treated her pupils to bananas,
peanuts and lemonade.

The situation in footwear is steadily becoming more favorable and, in anticipation of
iarger orders, manufacturers are operating
with itacreased freedom in the leather market.
HALLDALE.
Many New England factories are still busily
engaged on army contracts and more business
P.
D.
Thompson has sold his farm to Fred
of this kind is expected as long as the war continues. Retailers report a broadening demand Sylvester.
as the vacation season advances and many
The school here closes July 2nd after a term
novelties are being sold in women’s lines, while of ten weeks.
in
most
attention
men’s
wear.
staples receive
Claude D. Nutter preached here last Sunday,
Recent improvement in leather is sustained
and prices are firmer than for many weeks past. forenoon and evening.
26th.
June
—Dun’s Review,
Mr. and Mrs. Claud D. Nutter of Princeton
are visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. John W.
Mies Julia Annie, who in addition to her Nutter.
duties as first assistant in the High school
E. H. Foster set a handsome sarcophagus
w ill also be supervisor of penmanship during
the coming year, is now in Somerville, Mass., monument on his lot in the cemetery here last
where she is studying the methods of Mr.
Saturday.
Whitehouse, whose writing books are used in
Miss Marie Tolman, who has been working
She is also observing the
our sthoo|a here.
has gone to Freedom t<
work in the Somerville schools.—Camden Her* for Mrs.'Adell Choate,
for Charles Woodbury.
work
aid.

Prof. F. E. Fortier and Mrs. Fortier and
little son Francis visited Mrs. Fortier’s parents in Dexter and friends in Bar Harbor the
past week.
Mrs. D. W. Dodge is with her cousin, Mrs.
Percis Andrews, in Boston. Mrs. Dodge hopes
to bring her cousin, who is very sick, with her
when she returns.

Children's day at the Grange hall, June 26th,
was largely
attended and the finest program
they have had for years was greatly enjoyed
by all. The chorus given by a large number
of children under the instruction of Miss Winnifred Dodge was well rendered and highly

appreciated by

all

present.

SECRET SOCIETIES.
The semi-annual election of Tarratine Tribe
of Red Men took place Monday evening and
the following officers were elected: Prophet,
Charles H. Hahn; sachem, Harold B. Robinson;
senior sagamore, Percy L. Cunningham; junior
sigamore, Lincoln Clark. The appointed officers will be announced at the installation
July 12th, which will be under the direction of
Orrin J. Dickey, district deputy. The regular
meetings will be on the 2nd and 4th Mondays in
July and August.

Thirty members of Primrose Chapter, 0, E.
S., went to Islesboro Tuasday on the regular
trip of steamer Annabell, where they were
guests of Lone Star Chapter. They arrived
home at 2.30 a. ^m Wednesday on a special
trip and were enthusiastic in their praise of
the hospitality of the members of Lone Star
chapter. On their arrival in Llesboro a
sumptuous banquet was awaiting them and at

bright and witty verse of
primrose. The menu included
salmon and all the fixings, hot rolls, salads,

each

cover was a

welcome and

a

fancy pies, strawberries and cream, coffee.
The work of the chapter was beautifully
exemplied by Lone Star and an entert inment
of unusual merit was presented. At the close
of the evening punch, wafers and cake were
served. Remarks were made oy the Lone
Stars and by Worthy Matron Lulu Carter Hills
and others of Primrose.

NOT ENOUGH CHILDREN

receive the proper balance of food
to sufficiently nourish both body and
brain during the growing period when
nature’s demands are greater than in
mature life. This is shown in so many
pale faces, lean bodies, frequent colds,
and lack of ambition.
For all such children we say with
unmistakable earnestness: They need
Scott’s Emulsion, and need it now. It
the very
possesses in concentrated form
food elements to enrich their blood. It
changes weakness to strength; it makes
them sturdy and strong. No alcohol.
ever

Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield, N. J.~

bakery.

Spring and Mineral Waters

TOILET

Brooks.

nur3e.

ARTICLES,

ETC.

A. A. HOWES &
Groceries,

WOMAN’S CLUB,

|

B6 ...

New Rugs, Braided and Hand Woven
Linen Runners, Baskets, Trays, Knit Porch Jackets
and

I

I

/ Shawls.

Lessons in Reed and Raffia Basketn

i

--

i Home Cooked Food

Sale

on

Every Day

and Lunches at Reasonable Prices.

i

I Try

Mrs. Black’s Delicious

Boullion, Salads, Strawberry

Clam

X

Specials

Cake,

Snort

all kinds

for Lunch,
Sandwiches, Cafe

Doughnuts.

X

Every SatUlday

T

X

!

Last Friday afternoon Mrs. Mabel Averill
had, as always, some very pleasing exercises
at the close of her school.

at 5 p.m
Baked Beans and Hot Rolls, Tea and l n,;
Hot or Iced. Special orders taken at any time for parties.

Notice to the Public

l
1
$

purchased the entire stock fixtures, records and equipment 01
late F. L. Adams, Optometrist, of Belfast and have thoroughly remodeled
the office and am prepared to do first-class optical! work at p..pu,ar
prices.
I have

I am a

J

graduate

of the New York Institute of Optometry, served
of three years and have had several years' practival

Nickerson.

i
i

t

\

Graduate Optometrist

Belfast, Maine, Odd Fellows’ Block,

f,

Merrithew Sunday,

"■

Your patronage is solicited and your record is on file at m> .if-,.
which will be open to the public on or about June 20, 1915.

f Frank F. Graves,

Mr. Conner of Providence, R. I., and little
daughter Jessie and Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Brown
of Searsport were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Leon

a->

perience.

{apprenticeship

Mrs. Marion Lufkin and two children arrived from Boston Sunday morning and are
guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. W.

and Mrs. Samuel Strickland of Bangor,
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Cunningham and daughter Edna, came down in their
auto Sunday morning. They returned in the

Medicines

AT THE-

f

SWANVILLE.

CO.,

Diugs.

t

Up

Room 1.

One Flight.

Telephone Connection

Mr.

It.

—■

—--

CAMDEN-BELFAST

afternoon, accompanied by E. L. Cunningham
Strickland’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.

and Mrs.

Emery Cunningham, Mrs. E. L. Cunningham
and daughter Edna will remain for a two

AUTO SERVICE.

weeks’ visit.
and Rlrs. W. E, Damm, accompanied by
their nephew, Kenneth Greeley of Hampden,,
and Earl Curtis, motored to Hebron to attend
the graduation of their son, Wm. M. Damm,
Mr.

LEAVE BELFAST, Windsor Hotel,
8.00 si. in.; 12.15 p.ui,: 3.00 p. m.

ARRIVE IN
0 30
Jin.; 1.30 p.

LE AVE CAMDEN, Hay View House,
a. in.; 1 30 p. Ill; 4.30p. m.

11.00

SPECIAL

1

IN

in.; 3 00 p.

j

m

Round Trip, $2.00.

Fare, $1.00.

the Salutatory in a very able manner.
They returned Thursday. Mr. and Mrs.
W. S. NicKerson atterfded the graduation of
their daughter Doris at Castine. She wrote
the class ode. They were accompanied by their
Bernice
Miss
daughter, Annie.
who gave

a.

j
1

CAM:
in

ARRIVE'.

0.30

TRIPS

APPLICATION.

ON

MAINE TRANSPORTATION COMPANY,
WILLIAM B. WILLIAMSON. Man.

ORRIN J, DICKEY, Agent.

Phone

156-3, Bellast, Maine.

younger
Damm gave the

(?) to the graduating class at
Enfield. With the arrival of these three
graduates, and Miss Ruby Gray from M. C. I.
and Miss Fannie Brown from Brooks High
school, our young people are now all at home

Miss Hannah Heagan visited relatives in
Bangor last week.

day

Miss Marian Clifford of Winthrop, Me., is
visiting Mrs. G. A. Avery.

Julia Ftose was the gu
Cottrell in Belfast last week.

Miss Lucy Grindle was confined to the house
with the grip last week.
Mrs. M. A. Littlefield is on the sick list.
She is attended by Dr. Emmerson of Bucks-

Rev. Harry Hull spent tl«friends in town.
He will su;;
Baptist church fi r a few week:

day morning.

port.

of

home.

Master Wilson James of Bangor is spending
his vacation here with his aunts, Misses Hannah and Ellen Heagan,

for the

summer.

OAK HILL
W. A. Damm lost
horses

(Swanville).
one

of

his

large work

recently.

Luville Seekins lost his driving horse SaturIt was sick only a few hours.
Miss Mary Bowen, who has been with Mrs.
returned
F. O. Seekins for several weeks, has

Miss Evelyn Kaler of Frankfort, who has
been the guest of her uncle. George Harvey,
the past week, has returned home.
term
Miss Laura Holmes closed a successful
of school in No. 9 June 25th with a picnic,
which was enjoyed by all present.

“The Red Lane.”

Dr. H. F. Dolan of Bang or

the house with the grip the past two weeks,
but at this writing is better.
Miss Marjorie Wing of Vermont closed a
successful term of ten weeks’ school here last
Friday and gave a picnic to pupils and friends,
a

very

pleasant time.

Faustina Harding closed a successful
of ten weeks’ school at Mt. Heagan last
Friday. Miss Harding has taught the school
for several years and is well known and much
liked. She gave a picnic and some 65 were
Ice cream and all kinds of cake
Miss

term

present.

were

served and all enjoyed

a

very

pleasant

on

1

w.v

:

business.

Mrs.

I

1

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Clark an.1
Sangerville arrived June
few days with Mrs. Annie Bunker
The teachers who
the

mer are

are

t

at h.

Misses Eliza Bat«v
Keller

Heal, Eunice

Nettie

P. M. Ginn, Gerry Harding, Percival Hardini? and Miss Faustina Harding were business
visitors in Bangor last Saturday.
Mrs. W. D, Harriman has been confined to

Harper & Brothers announce that early in
July they will publish a new novel by Holmtn
Day called “The Landloper.” There has been
three years between
an interval of nearly
this novel and Mr. Day’s last-published book, All enjoyed

j

NORTH ISLESBOR

PROSPECT FERRY.

West

Miss Ruby Vose spent a few days in the village with friends on her way from her home
in Houlton to Providence, R. I., where she is
training fot a noise. She will graduate next
March.

from the

Rate 15c. per mile.

enthusiastically received.

Marion Rankin

Vegetables

Ward’s Bread and Cake

*

Miss

and

CLIQUOT GINGER ALE,

ear.

FREEDOM.

Fancy Groceries

IN THEIR SEASON.

211-4,

Mr. and Mrs

!

and

Belfast.

The News of

Shore Acres ;

or

Staple

Fruits

a

Spiritualists
first battle of Bull Run and was stamR. L. Clements and party, L. A: White and
and
because
of
his
unceremonious
peded,
to Bryan to name all the conditions; but
exit from the field was given the sobri- party, C. M. Conant and family and C. C.
Bryan has declined. He has advertised
Clements and family motored to Camp Etna
his onion faim in Texas for sale, and is quet of "Bull Run” Russell. He reported
the Austrc-Prussian war in 1866 and the Sunday.
said to have been offered the political
Mr. and Mrs, C. H. Libby and Miss Louise
war between
France and Germany in
economy chair in a mid-WeBtern Univervisited relatives in Swanville June 25th. Mrs.
and
was the greatest war corre.1870,
sity. He has accepted an invitation to
Libby remained with her mother and sisters
speak at the San Francisco Exposition spondent of his day. He has had some for a few days.
notable successors.
In our own Civil
July 4th.
Albra Harding and family and Mrs. Edgerly
War such distinguished journalists as of
Bangor and Ed. Harding of Chicago motorThe latest war news of interest is that Charles A. Dana, Murat Halsted, George ed to town
Sunday and were guests of Mr.
Italy is to send an array to the Dardanel- Alfred Townsend and many others were and Mrs. H. E. Haley.
les and a fleet also to join the Allies that at the front, and Mr. Dana was on Gen.
Mrs. Olive Thompson of Middleboro, Mass.,
will release the British warships for im- Grant’s staff in the Mississippi valley Mrs. Lizzie Cates of Revere, Mass., and Mrs.
portant service elsewhere. The Rus- campaign. Japan was the first to debar Louise Hamilton of Augusta spent several
sians are said to be stili retreating, but the army
correspondent in her war with days at the home of Mr, and Mrs. A. G. Larby.
their armies are intact and the Germans Russia.
Mr. and Mrs. E. N. Bartlett went to Camp
A recent writer says of the
and Austrians are taking no prisoners
Japs, that while they are the most in- Etna June 24th and remained over Sunday.
Mrs. Bartlett made a short visit with her
and capturing no munitions. Nothing of
quisitive people on earth it is impossible
importance is reported on the western to get any information from them or a son, E. W. Webber, in Pittsfield during their
slay.
front, where trefleb fighting continues. direct answer to a leading question. This
Miss Viola Conant accompanied Mr. and
It is intimated that Germany’s reply to national characteristic
may account, in Mrs. P. E. Severance of Newburg tc Castine,
this country’s second note will be friendJune
to attend the graduation exercises
part at least, for their exclusion of the at the 23d,
E. S. N. S., and with her sisters, Misses
ly and favorable.
war correspondents, but there is no such Gertrude and Edna, returned
by boat ThursIn day.
excuse for the countries now at war.
The ban on vodka in Russia and abThe Ladies Club of this vicinity were guests
England today there is dissension over
sinthe in France has led to an increase
of Mrs. W. N. York in Monroe Monday afterthe suppression of war news, led by the
noon, June 21st, and with other guests made a
of tea drinking—“the cups that cheer
London Times; once, if not now, the merry party indeed. After two hours spent
but not inebriate”—and since the first
at whist other interesting features were inmost powerful organ of opinion in that
troduced for entertainment, and at the close
of the year teas have worked up from
refreshments of ice cream and asdelicious
18 1-2 to 26 cents a pound. This is in country.
sorted cake were served.
part due, however, to wrar risks and high
Capt. Butman Welcomed at Matinicus.
SWANVILLE CENTER.
transportation charges. Two side lights
Rockland. Me, June 24. The gasoline
out
the
increase
in
tea
drinkbrought
by
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Thompson visited relayacht Palm, just purchased for passenger and
ing are shown in the statements that the mail service on the Rockland and Matinicus tives in Solon last week.
Mrs. Lizzie Webber of Monroe was the
o utput of Scotch whiskey in the season
route, in place of the steamer W. G. Butman,
of Mrs. H. P. White one day recently.
just ended w’as 1,000,000 gallons below which sank a few weeks ago, was given a guest
Miss Edna Bent from Canada is the guest cf
normal, and that taxes on distilled spirits hearty welcome upon its arrival at Matinicus
indefinite
Half the population assembled on the her uncle, Wm. Clements, for an
collected by the United States govern- today.
wharf and as the boat came alongside it was time.
the
ment during
first eight months of the deluged with flowers by school girls. Capt.
Misses Hazel, Mildred and Hildred Marr
current fiscal year aggregated only $96,- and Mrs. W. G. Butman were presented an went to Bath last week to spend the summer
immense basset of flowers, in the center of with their sister Nellie.
457.872, a loss of $6,884,073, or over 7 which was a large cake inscribed with the
year.

Tel. 6-22

in

Supplies
ssssss

Madam CoDe and granddaughter, Miss Doro- j
her daughter Margaret.
Brooks will celebrate the 4th Saturday, July
thy Frank of Boston are expected shortly J
Miss Florence Twombly, who spent the winto spend t he summer with the former's son, 3rd.
has
her
refor
health,
ter in Massachusetts
Ira M Cobe,and Mrs. Cobe, at Hillside Farms.
Lewis Godding, who has been ill, is at this
turned home improved.
Prof. Emil K. Wrinklerand party of Aurora, writing much improved.
Misses Maude Neally and Janette Fairbanks N.
|
Y., have arrived to spend the summer on
John H. Gordon remains about the same. Ho
attended the district meeting of Monroe i Mt.
Percival, where be has a picturesque camp is confined lo his room in the care of a trained
Rebekah Lodge recently.
and
from
made the

ing the National armament, and left it

word

Everything

Donald Clark.

lights havebeen continued through |
grounds, along the South shore to the
Thompson cottage at Kelley's Cove and it is |
as

How

them?

surrounding country. Just call up

The street

Mrs. Happy Ayer and Miss Ayer arrived
Congressman A.P. Gardner challenged forces arrayed against Russia. When
the Sepoy rebellion broke out Mr. RusWednesday to spend the summer in their
as the
leader of the
bungalow on the Ayer farm.
sell went to India for the London Times,
peace movement which has National disA. L. Blaisdell and wife were at Camp Etna
Dr. and Mrs. A. M. Small and daughter
armament as its object, to a series of and in 1861 he came to this country, but
and Sunday for the June meeting of Marion and Lena Plummer autoed to Belfast
Saturday
his
here
was
He
was
brief.
at
the
stay
joint debates on the wisdom of increasJune 22nd in the doctor's car.
the Maine State
Association.

preceding

|

the

expected will be carried

Home

about an automobile ride about the

The Charles Kennedys of New York have
arrived on the North shore to spend the sum-

a

Ex-Sec. Bryan,

per cent., from the

:

-and-

going to enter-

tain

;

husband.

sick at the present

great victory, with
Mrs. Linda Littlefield entertained the Thimthe capture of thousands of Russians,
that Massachusetts was
ble Club Tuesday afternoon, June 22nd.
hibition and that the candidate who from Petrograd comes a counter claim,
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Libby were recent guests
stood on that platform would be elected. and so it is with the news from every of Mr. and Mrs. Horace Croxford in Dixmont.
He proposes to be that candidate.
quarter. It is censored and colored unMr. and Mrs. C. W. Nealley were Sunday
til no one can have any confidence in the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. S. P. Stevens in MonAmong the noteworthy articles in this “Official”
news.
It was different, in the roe.
issue of The Journal is one from E. W.
days of the Crimean war, which began
C, O. Whitney was the guest of his brother,
Howe’s Monthly on German efficiency;
m
1854, when William Howard Russell Willard Whitney, in Newport, Friday and Sata communication from a correspondent
went to the front for the London Times. urday.
ot the Kennebec Journal on religious
He reported things as they were, critiBarbara and Amos Conant returned to their
conditions in Maine, and particularly in
cised freely, and with good results, as home Thursday after the commencement exerWaldo county, and an article that will
means were taken to remedy the evils of cises at Hebron Academy.
to
farmers and milk-

are

you

friends.
Mrs. Leon Brown of New York has arrived
for the season and will be joined later by her

and

how

Miss Mary Dunphy, who has made her home
L. A. Savage of Brewer, Post- with Mrs. Sadie Webb of
Brooks, has gone to
master A. W. Keating, Mrs. Keating, Miss Thorndike to be with Mrs. Philbricx awhile.
Clara Keating and Miss Marian Heal of BelRay Roberts, who has moved into the village,
in declining to take part in the meeting
Mrs. Wealtha Grant andJ. C. Plourd were fast spent the week-end at Hillside Farms,
has fitted up a good team and is peddling fish
I S-ilU.
dinner guests of Miss S. A. Mansur Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ira M. Cobe.
He carries a good stock and
in this vicinity.
“I am not willing to have either the by invitation. Mrs. Grant was conveyed in
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph M. Flanders of Boston apparently is doing a good business.
labor movement cr our men and women her wheelchair and it was the first time she
with their children arrived June 24th to spend
Rev. Mr. Martin will deliver a temperance
placed in a false position. The United has been out since her hip was injured by a
the summer, Mr. Flanders having leased BoStates will not voluntarily enter into the
address at the Congregational church Sunday.
fall some three years ago.
for
hemia, the Cobe place on the South shore,
present European war. Of that I am
Like all his talks it will doubtless be interestA very pretty June the season. As manager of the New England
Knowlton-Doliber.
confident. If, despite our reserve and
and valuable. There should be a full house.
ing
self-control, we shall be dragged into it, wedding was solemnized in the home of Mr. Conservatory of Music, Mr. Flanders was inH. P. Boody and family of Kent’s
Prof.
whether we like it or not, there will be and Mrs. Leslie A. Knowlton Sunday, June strumental in bringing a number of musical
but one position to ourselves, true to our
Hill are spending the long vacation with his
27tb, at noon, when their son, Chester D people to Bayside last season.
fellows, true to the highest ideals of hu- Knowlton, and Miss Hattie
parents, the Hon. John H. Boody and wife.
May Doliber were
Mrs. J. W. Blaiedell, who has arrived at The
manity for which our movement stands.
We call him “Phil” here,and everybody is glad
united in the holy bonds of matrimony. The
done
much
arhas
since
her
Towers,
already
“That,’’said the Boston Advertiser, parlor was tastefully decorated with lilies of
to see him.
rival to beautify Merrithew square, in which
“is the voice of sound, sterling, common the
The school at the town house in Jackson
valley and white snowballs. Rev. Mr. she takes
great pride and keeps in a perfect
sense, in reply to a mushy and senti- Fletcher of thfe Monroe Center church, forschool with
bloom all summer. Some handsome plants closed last Friday. It was a special
mental theory which is in itself a threat merly of Waterville, conducted the impressome twentyhave been put in and the Stars and stripes wav some thirty pupils. There were
Refreshments were served
to American National safety. Mr. Bryan sive ceremony. The bride was becomingly
daily from the tall flagstaff. The square is one five vsitors present.
and a general good time enjoyed. Mrs. Grace
preaching peace, would merely invite a gowned in white and the groom in navy blue. of the prettiest in the grounds.
These young people have a large circle of
Dow Bachelder was the teacher and the school
war that could have but one
ignoble endMr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Shea are at their
at home and in other places, and havwas highly complimented.
friends,
ing. Mr. Gompers, as a friend of peace,
cottage, Ferncroft, on the North Shore for a
ing spent the greater part of their childhood
A nice at home to a few friends was recently
wants the United States in a position
few weeks. Mr. Shea has had a number of
in Monroe they are well known and esteemed
given
by Cheney Higgins and wife. They have
where it can adequately defend its safeoffers
from
well
known
moving pichere. The young couple will live at the groom’s generous
this
season expended quite a sum of money
ture
film
made
companies to direct, but has not
ty and thus have some real assurance of home, where their friends are extending conin remodelling th,.
his plans for the summer. His own play, The and much personal labor
peace.”
gratulations for a happy and bright future.
house they bought in this village and now have
The wedding guests consisted of the immedi- Man-o’-War'sman, which he directed and took
They
a
fine, cosy, comfortable residence.
Has anything been gained by the counthe leading role in, as well as picturing it from
ate families.
old friends
his play of that name, was shown in the Colonial furnished a fine dinner and greeted
tries now at war in suppressing the war
WHITE’S CORNER, (Winterport.)
Theatre, Belfast, a few weeks ago, drew crowd- with cordial hospitality.
their own
correspondents and

al defense.

Democrats of Germany

Social

Armaments,

voke war.

Grace Ritchie

this

owners.

father, Mr.
Chapman, have been visiting in Lewiston the
past week.
Mrs Agnes Watson went to Castine to attend the graduation at the Normal school of
Mrs.

visit-you

summer

Bright Days cottage, recently sold to Rockis being renovated by the new

the office of

he made an earnest effort to induce the

peace.'

—

to

land people,

Mrs. J. W. Emery of Belfast is at her cottage
for the season and is being greeted by old

Camp, CottagT

your friends come

resigned
! Inn.
in Bangor.
Secretary of State to get th’ pro-Ger- Mr. Young has a position
Mrs. Boothby, who has been with her sister
had
a
who
severe
recently
man and
Mrs. Lora Chase,
peace-at-any-price vote. Now
at her cottage in Bay View Park, has taken the
he is appealing to the labor unions.
In attack of shingles, is just getting able to go Carleton cottage on George and Griffin streets
his speech at Carnegie Hall, New York, out.
for the summer.

—

right

very

business

|
Mrs. D. K. D^ake of Frankfort visited Miss
declared for national prohibition, to which
mer at their cottage.
President Wilson is opposed, to get the S. A. Mansur last Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Franklin Burnham and
Miss Nellie Rose has been stopping a week
When he thought the
prohibitionvvote.
children with Madam Burnham of Boston arMrs. Harold Ritchie.
propitious moment he had been awaiting with her sister,
rived Sunday morning for the summer at the
Mrs. Eben Young has been on the sick list. j
had arrived

The rain that falls nights and Sundays conviction, that only by refusing to
does the crops a world of good, without strengthen itself can this Nation follow
interfering with anybody’s picnic plans. the safe and certain
path to assured
Portland Argue.
All

Cyrus Ryder is
writing.

a

Dr. Warren of Bangor with his family is at
the South shore for the season.

MONROE.
Mrs.

While a member of the cabinet

gusta.

Monday,

Ansel Benner has returned from
to Boston and vicinity

trip

a

usual at this season.

WHEN

Buckeye cottage is open for the season.
The bowling alleys at the Waquoithave been
opened for the season.

When your kidneys are weak and
torpid they do not properly perform
their functions; your back aches
and you do not feel like doing much
of anything. You are likely to be
despondent and to borrow trouble,
just as,if you hadn’t enough already. Don’t be a victim any longer.
Tlie old reliable medicine, Hood’s
Sarsaparilla, gives strength and
tone to the kidneys and builds up
the whole system. Get it today.

the

[

UHAKLES A. PILSBURY.

NORTHPORl news.

)0 YOU SUFFER
FROM BACKACHE?

the

BY

Republican Jour. Pub. Co.

The

durable. Grip prevailed generally in the
winter and recuperation was slow in the
inclement days of spring and early sumThe frequent rains, the fog, and
mer.

Coombs.

I

Odd Fellows’ Building M
tion.
ANNUAL STOCKHOLDERS MEET1I

j

Notice is hereby given tha:
ing of the stockholders of C
ing Association will be held
Hall, at Belfast, on

Wednesday, July 7,1915,at 7
for the election of officers a:
of such other business as m
before said meeting.
RALPH H. HOV. !
Attest: SAMUEL AHA
Belfast, Maine, June 30, H'

afternoon.

TROY.
Members of the Sunshine Society and their
invited by Mrs. N. E. Danforth to picnic at her cottage at Windermere
friends have been

Thursday, July

1st.

Seventy-three

were

posta card and you wdil
in

attendance at

the

Sunshine meeting with Mrs, John Spencer
June 24th,inc luding a former valued member,
Mrs. Sarah Shaw of Auburn, who has been
visiting old neighbors and friends the past
week. Ice cream and cake were served by
the hostess. The next meeting will be with
Mrs. Irene Ward, July 8.
The school at Cook’s Corner, taught by Mrs.
Georgia Woods, closed June 25th with a picnic
in which 30 participated. Eleven pupils were
not absent one day, viz: Arthur and Ruby
Roundy, Esther Sanderson, Frances Woods,
Verna Carleton, Aubine and Ermine Gray, Reid
Sidelinger, Lyle Cunningham and Christena
Robert Gowin. Ermine Gray has not missed
day of school for the year.

and
a

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTO R I A

Corner

re*v

WALL
Cross and Federal

Farm

M

For Sale

Consisting of 120 acres of
rocky; splendid hay and potat
and wood enough to pay entire
buildings and an elegant home

si
<

4-

Frank Grady, caretaker: n<
der penalty of law. Address
F. E
tf9
San

131 Kurf«»'
Fram-iS'''1

PATTERSON
MUSIC S H 0
47 Main Street,
MUSIC MDSE.
RENTING

J.

LEE

Bella®1

*

^

**'

TEACHl^
RKFA‘k1'

PATTERSON, ****

■»«■

oi

The News

The Sons and Daughters of Veterans will gc

oenasi.
1

ford ear

of the city government
:■? regular meeting
,1 Tuesday evening, July 6th, as the
\ tie. Julv 5th, is a holiday.

|
re{

j

and places of business generally

res

fed for the day Monday, July 5th
do your marketing Saturday

e

I

:s.ei to

—

before.

S

convalescing at the
ner mother, Mrs. E. C. Woodbury, in
after a very successful operation
n at the Waldo County Hospital by
Woodbury

1

I

|

!i
li

is

and S. W. Johnson of BelL Fairchild of Searsport.

1. Stevens
<

I
!i

fanned by friends of

warming

Mrs.

Wildes will be given at the Wayside
of High and Miller streets,
evening, July 6th, from 8 to 10 o’clock.
i be provided for those who wish to
i ce cream and cake will be served,

..

lies' Circle of the G. A. R. and allied
accepted an invitation to attend
-.'ees at tn^. Baptist church next Sanng, when the pastor, Rev. Walter

I

4

,ave

f

ant, will preach a patriotic sermon.
jested to meet in Memorial Hall at
attend in a body.

v

I

ner

Golden

Rod will make

an

ex-

t’amden Sunday, July 4th, leaving
1, Belfast, at 8.30 a. ra., and returnCamden at 4 p. m. Oakland Bark

|
l
1

to the

'i

pub'ic

concert of

...

that

on

the

day,with
at 2

season

p.

see

I

the

A

“The New Minister” at the

Frye,

.-ge L.

who lives

mountain in

|

rer an

>v:

,arge bull

near

account

to his farm.

moose

the foot of

of

a

chapel

visit of

The animal

|
\

rye said the moose
man his horse, which

larger and heaviweighs 1,300.
\
ss Frances A. Sargent entertained a thimJune
!24th
in
.honor of her guest,
party
t

■:

>

ear

Hayes,

Tuttle.
and coffee were

.t

Owen entertained the Once
Awhile Club Monday afternoon and all were
nt with exception of Mrs. V. L. Hall, who
ut

,3

of town.

Miss

\

j

|

moving pictures in
Emeroy Ginn will be the

House for

j

j
|

The hostess served chicken

rolls, salted nuts, strawberries and
cake, coffee and tea. All went to the

,i, hot

ream,

i

Idella D. Knowlton, Miss
Salads, crackers, olives,
served.

Mrs. t'harles E.

\

|

Miss

ati.leen

j

was

The
Beulah F. Philbrook of Brewer.
were Mrs. Walter F. Sturtevant, Mrs.
Benner, Mrs. Emma R. Knowlton, Miss

iru-e H.

the

even-

next host-

Beulah F. Philbrook of
rt-wer, a guest of Miss Frances A. Sargent,
a
lunch at the Woman’s Club room
b
Friday. The menu included salads, bread,
riends

-rawberry

of

Miss

coffee.
Those
;• ?ent were Rev. and Mrs. Walter F. SturteMrs. Emma R. Knowlton, Misses Grace
a
Hayes, Amy L. Wilson, Kathleen Tuttle,
-es Sargent and Philbrook.
shortcake

on

trustees of

very friendly and apparently as much
.-.terested in the family as they were in him.
V:

outfit

have bought Holeproot
mistaken into buying
the many substitutes.

|

are

I

We can’t

help this—You

can. Always look for the
It
name H o I e p roof.
difthe
to
means
big
you

|V

ference between satisfaci tion and disappointment.
! Holeproof Hose is for

j
<
\
\

I

|
{

|
j
|
j
|

sale only by

*

j

was

for

Grove

Cemetery

Two

cemetery set
new part of
city lot until

cemetery to remain as a
the citizens of Belfast should awake to the
need of a chapel where services c<>uld be held
when necessary. This lot is about 100 feet
square and well situated. Last summer one
of Belfast’s public-spirited citizens offered to
give the sum of $1,000 toward the building of
a chapel on this lot whenever enough more
money could be raised to complete such a

Montville, recently gave

interesting

New Chapel

Grove

direction of Mrs. Horace B.
r-. assisted by Mrs. E. P. Frost and Miss
Simmons, with Mrs. Clarence E. Read
,»anist. The cast is a fine one.

|

finally

years ago the trustees of Grove
aside a plot of ground in the

ier the

v,

|

the members of the cl :b from

complete

back ;
'c

; Once in a while, some
person, who believe they

nothing haB been provided,
long as necessary, or until
other articles are provided by the mother or
friends, and then they are to be returned to
the city building, and Mrs. Grace C. Pillsbury
is to be notified, so that everything may be

a

come

I

provided.

ni.

this, Thursday, and tomorevenings, July 1st and 2nd. This
play wiil be given by the Epw^rth

e

but you may
without it.

gency cases where
and to be kept as

time to time until

cuurch
.,

I_

The Saturday Auction
Club has presented the Associated Charities
with a complete infant’s layette, including
everything necessary for the mother and the
mother’s bed, in memory of the late Mrs.
Alice Nickerson Cooper, wife of Ralph L.
Cooper. The articles are to be used in emer-

by

and

and Mrs. Virgil L. Hall ^were called to
Boston Monday by the illness of Mrs. Hall’s
niece, Miss Geneva Thompson of Lynn, who
Mr.

j

was

their

present

teacher

June

They

boat and Mr. Houston is

merly

operation.

known

as

came
now

down
at his

river

by

home, for-

the Brooks house.

The fire alarm from box 17 at 8.40 a. m. last
a chimney fire at the former
Wm. Woods’ house, comer of Cedar and Pearl
streets, now owned and occupied by Mrs.
Alice Shales Mason. The fire department responded, but there was little or no damage.
The alarm brought out a large crowd of inter-

Sunday was for

ested spectators.

Woodbury, Principal C. W. ProcHigh school, who is spending the
summer in
Windham, and Principal Z. D.
Hartshorn, who is spending the summer in
Swanville, will go to Castine next Tuesday to
attend the meetings of the Maine Superintendents ana Principals of secondary schools
from July 6th to 9th.
Right Rev. Robert Codman of Portland, accompanied by R. W. Porter of Boston, architect, was in Belfast Monday, coming in his
steam yacht Calumet on business in regard to
the new Episcopal chapel in process of conSupt. W.

B-

struction at the corner of Court and Elm
streets. The Bishop was pleased with the
rapid progress made on the building and with

23rd

and each young

lady
something

represented or wore on her person
that represented a book. Guessing the books
represented was the first thing on the pro-

iNettie

1

|

--

SALMON
=for—

JULY FOURTH
This is the week when everyone will eat salmon. Never before have we
been able to procure such elegant salmon as we are receiving this year.
We receive these fish the day after they are taken from the water, ensuring
the higl est quality possible. The price of Salmon this week will be the
same as

for the past few weeks,

30c. and 35c. per lb.
WEIGHT)
"

.

(DRESSED

Delivery of all Sunday orders will be made Saturday.
July fifth, will be delivered early Monday morning.

Orders for

We will have LIVE and BOILED LOBSTERS
Remember the

Monday,

V

_

.--

$3.00 Hats $1.50

2

2$3.00 Hats $1.50

Love

as

usual.

TELEPHONE 2

NOTICE--Thls market will be closed all day
Monday, duly fifth.

1.25

ahh

2.50 Hats

1.25

2.00 Hats

100

UK

2.00 Hats

1.00

1.50 Hats

.75

1.50 Hats

.75

1.00 Hats

.50

100 ^

50

ON

ALL

Letters.”

Ladies Auxiliary of A. E, Clark
Camp, Sons of Veterans, were hostesses at an
enjoyable function at their hall Monday evening. A banquet was served at 6 o’clock, followed by a reception to Miss Ida RokeB of
Rockland, the newly elected Division President. After the regular meeting a dance was
enjoyed with music by Stimpson’s orchestra.
Punch and wafers were served difring the
evening. The hall was artistically and appropriately decorated with flags. There were
27 guests from Rockland, who made the trip

by

STRAW

Sunday

RALPH D. SOUTH WORTH

will be
organized Sunday, July 4th. It had been postponed on account of the rain-Mrs. George
Daggett’s visitors have returned home.... Mrs.
The

scnool

W. A. Monroe visited her daughters in Lincolnville and Northport last week....Mr. and
Mrs. J. A
Hartshorn went to Lincolnville
to attend the funeral of Mrs. Hart-

shorn’s sister, Mrs. Jane Frchock.... Misses.
Dora and Marian Brown spent Sunday with
their mother, Mrs. Luella Brown.... Miss
Jennie Miller is visiting Mrs. Annauell Underwood.... Mrs. Dellie Wade and Mrs. Hattie
Rolerson went to Lincoln iile Tuesday to attend the funeral of Mrs. Jane Frohock-Mrs.
Merrjam returned this week from Providence,
R. I_M. O. Wilson and Leslie Pay son went
to Bangor Tuesday as delegates to the Far-

BELFAST,

low^Iime;
To Put

Thought

recently underwent

a

successful operaHospital, has re-

tion at the Waldo County
turned home greatly improved-Mrs. Danforth and two sons of Castine have been guests
of the family of Gardner L. Hatch-Miss R.

Newell left Mtnday to spend the summer
Crawford House in the White Mountains, where she has charge of the W. U. T.
office_Miss Marjorie Bailey of New York is
at home for the summer-Miss Mildred

T.

at the

by boat Thursday night to spend
weeks with her aunt, Mrs. Maurice
Thompson, in Brockton, Mass. She will return and resume her studies in the junior class
of Belfast High school in September.
few

The

School Committee.

lot

on

Miller street

was

by popular subscription to
buy the lot and present it to the city. After
considering the matter the committee voted
that the lot would be undesirable, principally
because of its distance from the city center.
to raise the money

The final

report of the sub-committee

on

trans-

L. J.

6cib.
12cib.

Gladys Klark Returns to the Colonial
Theater, On Monday evening, July 5th, the
favorite actress, Mias Gladys Klark, and her
big company of old and new favorites, will begin a three nights' engagement at the Colonial Theater, The play announced for the initial opening is George Broadhursts wonderful
success, “Bought and Paid For,” by far the
greatest play of its kind ever presented on any
Bought and Paid For” holds the recstage.
ord for playing to more money in Belfast th. n
any play that has ever been presented here,
and no doubt the attendance at the Colonial
next Monday night will be another recordbreaker. The other plays to be presented are
“The Turning Point*” by Preston Gibson, a
true adaptation of the popular book by the same
author, of which more copies have been sold
than any other ever placed on the market, and
as a play it bids fair to be a like success.
“Kinderings,” the remarkable detective thief
drama by Charles Keynon, is another play
with which the Klark Co. will test the capacity of the Colonial, Both the story and the
play are too well known to need further comment. This season Miss Klark has surrounded herself with the largest and most capable
company she has ever brought to Belfast, and
with the exceptional line of plays offered it
will be the biggest and beBt offering of its
kind that wi.l be seen in Belfast for many
days to come. New vaudeville features will
be introduced at every performance and the
plays and specialties will be changed each
evening. Seat sale opens at the box office on
Friday morning. Prices 15, 25 and 35 cents.
A few seats at 50 cents.

GOOD TREATMENT
FOR OILY SCALPS
whose hair and scalp are
more in the warmer
monthB than at any other time. The summer’s
dust and dirt mingle with dandruff, cling to the
oily hair and scalp, clog the scalp pores, stifle
the hair roots and make proper cleansing alMen and

women

impossible.

Parisian sage is an ideal treatment for this
trouble. Wash the hair not oftener than once
a week, but use Parisian Sage twice daily,
pouring a little into the parted hair and rubbing briskly right into the scalp with the
It drives out dandruff, dissolves
finger tips.
the excess oil and stimulates the scalp into
healthv|normal action, Sold by A. A. Howes &
Co. and leading druggists everywhere.

Flour

is

Cheaper

Get our prices before you buy. We are agents
for Stott’s Peerless and Stott's Fancy Patent.

PERRY’S CASH MARKET.

the

Young Folks

POTTLE

S

Successor to H. Davis’

5,

10 AND 25 CENT

Church Street,

Cornedl^ri1 11 plb

STORE,

Hayford Block,

Belfast, Maine.

Next Wednesday and Thursday at the O-era
House, "The New Governor.”

Rib

Eeef

Yellow Cling Peach, 20c value.14c
Honor Brand Milk, 5c value.3*c
Kelloggs’s Corn Flakes, 10c value. 8c

action at

brooms aria# 28c.

rresn

bruised quite severely and required the
vices of aphysician.

Our Prices

DINNER.
lowest

Kennebec Journal reminds us that it
this week that Bath, Belfast,
Biddeford, Ellsworth, Lewiston, Rockland,
Skowhegan and Waterville were designated as
money order offices.
The

was

50 years ago

INUW

attendance between the Red
divisions of the junior congregation
at the Baptist church for the past six months
The event was celewas won by the Blues.
brated by the children by a picnic at the park
last Tuesday afternoon with a supper furnishThe contest for

a

1

girl friends at home. A dainty supper was
served and all heartily enjoyed the occasion.

and home supplies go to A.
OJd Fellows block They have everything in
staple and fancy groceries, fruits and ve remm
COMMENCING
Throo
tables in their season, Wards bread and cake,
etc.... Straw hat weather has just arrived and
the Ralph D. South^orth Co. are offering thi
ANNUAL TOUR
desirable headwear in great variety at onehalf off on all.
Blow in at Southworth’s and
THE LITTLE FAVORITE
get a straw... .Salmon is the correct thing for
the 4th of July dinner, and you may get some
green peas to go with it. For salmon go to
Bramhall’s market, and you will also find there
live and boiled lobsters, as usual, and fish of all
AND
kinds.
This market will be closed all day Ju y
5th.... At the Woman's Club, 66 Church street,
braided and hand woven baskets, trays, etc
are for sale, and lessons on reed and raffia
PRESENTING
Home-cooked food on
basketry are given.
sale every day, and lunches at reasonable
THE NEWEST AND BEST PLAYS
prices. Try Mrs. Black’s delicious specials for
OPEN1 NO MONDAY EVENING PLAY
lunch. Every Saturday at 5 p. m., baked beans,
hot rolls, tea and coffee. Special orders taken
for parties.... Don’t take any substitutes. Get
the original Holeproof hose, for sale only at
The Dinsmore Store.At Northport Inn
ENTIRE CHANGE OF PROGRAM
you can now get a regular fish dinner, or a
broiled live or hot boiled lobster dinner for $1.
NIGHTLY
Table de hote dinner, $1_H. McKinnon is
NEW VAUDEVILLE BETWEEN THE ACTS
now located at 178 Upper High street, where
he will be glad to receive customers, old and
Prices
25 end 35 Cents
new, for his ice cream, at reduced prices.
Orders, large or small, promptly delivered....
A FEW SEATS AT 50 CENTS
See statement of the condition of the Searsport
Seat sale opens at the Box Office FriSavings bank-Annual meeting of stockhold- ; day morning.
ers, Odd Fellows Building Association July
7th at 7.30 p. m....Bargain Week at Green
Bro’s Co. 5 and 10 cent store. Call and see the
wonderful bargains they are offering for one
week only, July 12th to 17th inclusive, High
street, Belfast.... Fresh salmon at Perry's
Market for your 4th of July dinner_Miss
Eda Woodbury pyblishes a card of thanks_

cle of small evergreen trees; the back parlor
in wild ferns and sprays of locust blossoms,
and the dining room in buttercups and daisies.
Mr. and Mrs. Bowker exchanged the Tiffany
wedding rings and the service was not repeat- |

j

|

j

“Bought and Paid For”

15,

an automobile ride, or
entertain your friends in that way, just call
up Donald Clark—you can get him on the
telephone—and his car will be at your service.
Rate 15 cents per mile.

1

5 and 10 Cent Store.
Come and

July

Ice Cream

see

the wonderful values

we are

offering one week only,
12th to 17th, Inclusive.
BET THE HABIT. TR-DE AT

Green Bros. Go. 5c. and i Oc. Store,

of their

I am now located at Upptr
bridesmaid, now Mrs. W. S. Jones of Brooks,
and of the officiating clergyman,. Rev. David
High street, No. 178, where I
Brackett. Their best man in 1890, Miles S.
will be glad to receive customJeliison, was presen;. In the receiving line
old and new. Orders large
ers,
were Mr. and Mrs. Bowker, Mr. and Mrs.
^
Thomas a. Bowker and Harry H. Bowker. j or small
promptly delivered.
Madam Bowker wore a very becoming gown j
Get
reduced prices, which
my
of
ruffles
and
fillet
with
of white lace cloth
will surely please you.
white net and carried a bunch of pink roses.
Mrs, Bowker wore her wedding gown of white
H. McKINNON.
satin messaline trimmed with Irish crochet
3w26
Telephone 209-12
and carried white rose peonies. Little Miss
Verna Isabel Jeliison, assisted by Mrs.^ Nettie
White of Waterville, waited on the guests at
lower hall, and Miss Louise C‘
Innes attended in the upper hall. Miss Erne*
roy Ginn ushered to the receiving line and
Miss Florence W. S haw to the diningroom.
Mrs. Charles W. A tkins had charge of the refreshments, ice cream and cake, which were
served by Mrs. Ralph Guthrie, Mrs, Allen Patterson and Mrs. John E. Bowker, members of
‘Aurora Rebekah, I. O. O. F., degree staff, on
which Mrs. Bowker had served eight years.
Mrs. Nathan Houston Small served punch in
the living room. It was a very social and happy gathering. The gifts, which were principally sterling of the Mary Tilton pattern, were
displayed in the back parlor and were greatly
admired. There were also gifts of linen, cut
glass and old ivory, etc. The Ladies Aid of
the North church, of which Mrs. Bowker is a
member, presented a set of teaspoons and an
old ivory platter, and the degree staff of the
Aurora Lodge a set of teaspoons.

Monday, July 5

GREEN BROS. CO.

If you want to take

semi-cir-

family

Camp, COttage
A. Howes & Co.,

**-AT-

No. 18 Congress street, last Tuesday evening,
from 8 to 10 o’clock. About 100 guests were
nre>ent. The house was attractively decoratwas in green and white, the
ed. The

account of illness in the

Belfast, Maine,

F Or

Bargain Week

Siilver Wedding. Edwin Sherman Bow
of Bloomfield, Vt., and Miss Cora Hatch
Jellison of Brooks, who were married at the
bride’s home June 29,1890, celebrated the 25th
anniversary of their marriage at their home^
A

ker

on

^ Optometrists, *€25 Main Street,

I

F. C. Gay went to Brooklyn, N. Y., Sunday
for a short stay... Miss Grace Hatch
celebrated the 6th anniversary of her birth
June 23rd. She entertained twelve of her

ed

Chase & Doak,

| HER FAMOUS COMPANY

night

a

lt>h«MENTS.

Replaced

“Gladys Klark”

fine

in front of

AlIV tiK

Broken Lenses

Nights

Bhe gave a
large audience. In the evening
talk on her travels in Palestine, which was
her
highly interesting.Miss Marie Gay and
brother, Brier Gay of Brooklyn, N. Y., arrived
Sunday morning to spend the summer-Mrs.

parlor
receiving line standing

At Reasonable Prices.

Colonial Theatre,

and Blue

gave

Glasses

ser-

electrical storm last Friday afternoon
was accompanied by a heavy rainfall and hail
in some sections. There was but little rain in
this city. Seven miles north of Belfast hail
fell so that it could be picked up in handsful.
Sunday afternoon there was another electrical
storm and a heavy rainfall with hail. Monday was a beautiful day, with a light shower
here in the afternoon, but a heavy rain elsewhere. Tuesday was the hottest day of the
season—85 in the shade.

MARKET

are

Upto-Date

An

FOR YOUR

4th

(without the aid of drugs)

And fit the Most

upon a staging which was not fastened securely
and it gave way, precipitating the men into
the basement below. They were cut
and

-AT-

JULY

By Modern Scientific Methods

present.

accident occurred Monday afternoon at the
new Peirce Memorial school building now in process of construction. Two of the workmen went

oaimon

PERRY’S

The Eyes

An

Market.

Perry’s Cash

We Examine

The matter of selling the railroad is at a
standstill. At a recent meeting of the directors of the Maine Central the offer of Belfast
to sell the common and preferred stock at 1.20
was declined and no counter proposition proposed. The city officials will take no further

value.. 3c
Magic Yeast,
C mmon Crackers, “Jones”. 6c
5c

portation of pupils in the out-lying districts
Over a hundred were presIt was voted that the fall term ed by the Reds.
was accepted.
of the city schools begin Sept. 13th.
It was
ent and had a very enjoyable time playing
voted to give credit in the High school course ball and other games. The supper was servfor Bible study in the Sunday schools under ed at 5 o'clock and consisted of sandwiches,
Misses Grace Hayes, Maude
the same conditions as in private music les- cake and fruit.
sons.
The repairs of the school buildings in E. Mathews and Frances Sargent, committee
the rural districts and the sale of grass on on junior worx, were in charge.
the McLellan school lot was left with Supt.
North Belfast. The talk on Palestine
Woodbury. Dr. Carl H. Stevens resigned as which was to have been given last Sunday
school medical inspector and Dr. O. S. Vickery
evening by Miss Walkley, was postponed on
The salary of
was elected to the position.
account of the rain. It will be given next
Miss Grace A. Lord, teacher in Grade 8th and
Sunday evening at 7 o’clock if pleasant. In9th, was raised to $550. It was voted to omit
teresting pictures will be passed around to ilthe July meeting unless some special business
lustrate the talk.The Sunday school waB
of
the
commitA special meeting
comes up.
re-organized last Sunday. Miss Arline Walton
tee on repairs was held at the close of the regHoward W.
was elected superintendent and
ular meeting, when Mr. A. P. Goodhue was enand treasurer-Miss Walkly
Hatch,secretary
gaged to make plans for the plumbing at the
sermon last Sunday morning to a
McLellan school, for which bids will be called
later.

Goods

duly

Salmon, “Tall Cans,” 15c value.10c
H ue Label Ketchup, 25c value.19c

The June meet-

found to be desirable,

of

A T

iSgiS^5S?r~11l cTb

LARD

CO.,

MAINE.

Everything for

in Your

SUGAR agKSE
Salt Pork Western

Hanson left

a

4th

BUYING

mer’s Union convention.
CiTYroiNT. Mrs. Beverly Staples returned
home Friday from visits with her son in Lynn,
Mass., her daughter in Spofford, N. H., and
her brother, Forrest Rich, in Nashua, N. H.
She was accompanied home by her daughter,
M rs. Bradbury Cushing, and two grandchildren, Bradbury and Helen Staples of LynnC. F. Ames of Boston, superintendent of the
W. U T. Co. was the guest last Saturday of
Miss R. T. Newell... .Mrs. Ralph H. Mosher,

HATS

The Home of Good Values

auto.

Poor’s Mills.

most

B ram hall’s Market, EF&B£mha"

2.50 Hats

The

excessively oily suffer

place,

HIGH STREET.

Bing “Old

ing of the School Committee was held in the
the work done.
Superintendent’s office Monday evening. Mr.
Twenty-six were present at the regular Robert P. Chase appeared before the board in
meeting of Thomas H. Marshall Circle, Ladies regard to a site for the new High school buildof the G. A. R., last Tuesday afternoon, Mrs. ing. Mr. Chase proposed, if the Cunningham

Merrithew gave a report of the recent
G. A. R. encampment in Portland. Remarks
were made by Mrs. Dora J. Bridges and Mrs.
gram. Among the books represented were
Julia G. McKeen. Next Tuesday afternoon
“Lavender and Old Lace,” “The Promised
the second birthday lunch of the season will
Land,” “The Way Home,” “The Girl from
be given to all members of the Circle and
“Pickwick
Central,”
Papers,” “Freckles,” Post. There will be a
jnces the following sales of Ford cars:
special table for those
The
“Adam
Bede,’
Lamplighter,”
Morse, M. L. Knowlton, Liberty; A. H. "Beulah,”
whose birthdays come between March 31st
and
Paid
“Bought
For,” “The Spinner in the
kett, Mtb. A. Cunningham, Searsmont;
; and July 1st and this table will have a birthSun,” “The Blue Flower,” “The Rosary” and
.an Thomas, Belmont; Otis
Drinkwater, “Odd Numbers.” Piano selections by Miss day cake. Ths menu will include sandwiches,
rthport.
cookies, cake, doughnuts and coffee.
Ethola W. Frost followed, and some flashlight
Insurance. The Insurance Press,
In Honor of A Bride-To-Be. Miss Florence
pictures were taken as souvenirs of the occa
York, gives statistics of the claims and
sion. Then came a flower guessing confest, in Shaw gave a very pretty party last Saturday
r.ts paid out by
companies and associa- which a long list cf questions were answered night at the home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
:n the United States and
Canada in 1914.
by the name of a flower. Gelatine with whip- Walter C. Shaw of Court street, in honor of
were 14 claims of $10,000 or over
paid in ped cream, cake and fancy cookies were serv- the approaching marriage of Miss Louise J.
e.
the largest $37,05b for George A.
ed. The giving of the half dollars earned Read, only daughter of George T. Read of Conhie of Calais. In Belfast $16,250 was
toward the refinishing the church vestry, some gress street, who in October will become .the
:n
Brooks. $41,500. Amounts under
of the girls illustrating how they had earned bride of Charles Brown of Northport. During
>0 were paid in Brooksville,
Camden, Cas- the money, was an interesting feature. At a the progress of the party a miniature soldier
{
Frankfort, Freedom, Islesboro, Knox and short business session Miss Frances A. Sar- in khaki, with a sack on his back, entered ana
;
Inville.
gent was elected secretary and treasurer to deposited it at Miss Read’s feet. It contained
-' e
None Such club, who use the needle serve
during the absence of Miss Ada Sprowl. many articles in tin, aluminum and enamel
nimble for entertainment, were given a The
special guests present were Mrs. William ware, which the bride-to-be will find most usetreat at the Woman’s Club room MonB. Cook of Billings, Mont., Miss Beuiah ful in her new home. Later all were invited
■:> evening by Mrs. Lizzie Black, with Mrs. Philbrook of
Brewer and Mrs.
Renworth
to th? dining room, decorated in green and
:;i Ames as a
special guest. The members Rogers of Belfast. Members of the ciass pres- white, where ices, cake, nuts and punch Were
the club are Madam Frances
H., Mrs. M. ent were Miss Grace Hayes, Miss Carrie served by the hostess, assisted by her sister,
and Miss Frances
Murch, Mrs. Georgia Greenlaw, Misses Lou and Eila Smalley, Miss Miss Marjorie. The guests were Misses Clara
-F- Mrs. Hortense L. and Mrs. Bessie
C. Frances Sargent, Miss Inez Thomas. Miss j and Belle Keating, Marian Heal, Janetta
t. Mrs. Arvilla B, Webber, Misses
Hattie Edith Burgess, Miss Idella Knowlton, Miss Rogers, Alfreda Ellis, Hazel Doak and Mrs. E.
^ Black, Mildred
Dodge, Frances Sanborn Ethola Frost, Mrs. Ethel Johnson and Miss S. Webber. Master Harry Peters was the littr i Hazel
Kamsdell.
tle soldier who presented the gifts.
Amy L. Wilson.
The Camden Auto Co. announces the follow*
ales of Maxwell cars: C. B. Hoyt, Liberty;
N. Brazier, Rockport; Wm. Currier and
Newbeit, Appleton; J. C. Gray, Camden;
Thurlow, Lincolnville. T. E. Gushee

UL
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unfavorable weather there was an unusually
large audience to listen to an excellent pro*
gram. These concerts are a very enjoyable
feature of tne summer season. There will be
a
concert this, Thursday, evening at 7.30
o’clock, Charles F. Harmon, by request will

who

tor of the

Delta Alpha Class Entertained. Mrs.
Walter F. Sturtevant’s class in the Baptist
Sunday school had a pleasant social evening
of

severe

ical treatment.

colors, with plans, can be seen at the store of
Charles R. Coombs, 72 Main street. This proposed chapel would make such a vast improvement to the beauty of our cemetery, as well as
serve a useful purpose,that all should take pride
enough to at once come forward and make
such offers, as they can afford to give toward
the completion of the work. It is wished that
it could be all voluntary, as was the starting
offer. Call and see the picture of the chapel
as it is to look when completed.
Your offering will be gladly received and prompt acknowledgement made, or any questions answered. by Charles R. Coombs.

were

undergo a

to

Mr. Alfred Johnson went to Bangor by auto
Monday to accompany Hon. Nathan F. Houston to his home here. Mr. Houston had been
in a hospital at Bangor for some time for med-

plans approved by him, and the
Grove cemetery. Harry S. Coombs,

the home

---T

-——---———

j

that the work may be rapidly pushed to completion this summer, A fine picture in water

Seventeen

-0,1

111

first open air conThe Belfast band gave
cert of the season on the schoolhouse common
Wednesday evening, June 23d, and despite the

Tuesday

architect, of Lewiston, Maine, has furnished
plans and specifications which are satisfactory
to the donor, and to the trustees, and call for
about $2,500, which leaves about $1,500 to be
raised by subscription to complete the building. It is hoped that the citizens of Belfast
will have interest enough to come forward
and contribute the required small amount so

at

and Amy Sholes.

»«■

its

Memorial Gift.

made

goto buy

may

N

tory.

were

round trio 50 cents.
.il to

f YOU]

laundered and put in readiness for another
The layette is to be kept at the city
case.
building and to be at the disposal of any physician whenever needed. The various pieces !

>

C

5th, and will hoist a flag on the uiountain top.
There will be a basket dinner. All who care to
go will be cordially welcomed,
Northport Inn. The Inn is now open, W,
Franklin Burnham having made more extensive improvements this year. The large dining hall has been refinished in gold and colonial
white, making it a most attractive room.
New culinary equipment has been installed,
including a new 10 foot French range, new hot
water heating plant, laundry, etc., while the
outside of the Inn has been newly painted,
and a very pretty perennial flower garden
started in the green in front of the Inn. Mr.
Burnham has secured the services of J. N.
Read of Attleboro, Mass., as manager. The
Inn is having the heaviest bookings in its hisA

,m, corner

|

Frye's Mountain, Montville, Monday, July

to

and despite the
r>nd lilies have appeared,
weather much earlier than usual.
Arthur A. Blair and Charles B. Norton
v
for Mr. Blair’s new
.0 Bangor Tuesday

The clerks in the James H. Howes’ dry
goods store lunched at the Wayside Tea Room
last Thursday and spent part of the evening
socially with their former fellow clerk, Mrs.
Ada E. Wildes, the proprietor. Those present were Misses Maude K. Russell, Emma M.
Hichborn, Mrs. Eva C. Brown, Miss Mildred I.
Darby, Mrs. Georgia M. Hoffses, Misses Marie

High Street, Belfast. Maine,
2w26p

\

For Sale

!
a

Sand and gravel delivered at
reasonable price.
CHAS. M. HALL,

Tel. 306

bear<porl Ave

the door and

New
We

keep

our

candy in

Lowney’s
50c. to

^

refrigerator, which keeps

O

it

Z3Q1

fj

[|

and Green Seal

jj

$1.00

jj

Old Corner

0

,

a

fresh and cool.

0

1

1

Candy

a

pound.

Drug Store Co.
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E. W. Howe’s

Monthly-

Devoted to Indignation and Information.
Mr. E. W. Howe, who made the Atchison, Kansas, Globe the most unique and
most quoted daily newspaper in this
country, and has four successful novels
and Beveral books of travel to his credit,
before retiring a few years ago from
the
newspaper work often expressed
intention of having a medium in w'hich

In Brooks.

Editor Kennebec Journal.

Owihg
McElhiney.to whom
the topic was assigned at the coontyCoi:gregational association h^ld at Brooks,
to the absence of Mr.

June 10, the discussion of county work
But
was
not as thorough as desired.
what was brought out, and other things
that may be learned by consulting the
religious statistics of the county, ought
It
to give us food for serious thought.
will be remembered that Bishop Codm ir,
after a visit to this State a few years
ago, declared that he found conditions in

but how

have

sections bordering on Heathenism,
prominent evangelists who were
working among us asserted that condi-

some

and

tions were worse than were to be found
in any other State.
Much discussion of those severe criticisms was aroused at the time, but nothing definite was done, and the mo3t reliable statistics show tnat our condition
is as bad now as ever.
We surely like to think that our State
is up to the average of the others in morality and religion, but when we learn
that the average of all the States in
church membership is 39.1 per cent of
the entire population, while the percentage of Maine is only 29.9, while Rhode
Island is 54 percent, or the highest of
any New England State it is evident that
something should be done to remedy

they fight!

people
winning
Note the absence of friction! No pobeen trained from the cradle to be efficilitical or newspaper quarrels, as among
ent in everything they attempt.
noted railway expert
Let it be remembered now and for- the English. A
the Germans will win, if they win
ever, and spread on the record, that ef- says
at all, because of their superb railway
ficiency means nothing more than simple l service.
Every man, woman and child
common sense; the easiest and best way
because its

in Germany obeys the rules necessary
of accomplishing
Ttie old men, instead of
for efficiency.
least effort.
to the newsDavid Lloyd-George, representing the writing Krumbling letters
and
the conduct of the
criticising
papers
was
compellproud English government,
are at work in the fields, factories
ed to publicly state before an audience war,
child is helpin Manchester, on the evening of June or offices. Every German
the fatherland in the great emerg3d, that German victory in the present ] ing
Every field has been seeded, in
war w7as due to overwhelming superior- j ency.
spite of the fact that most of the young
ity in equipment. “I come here to tell 1 men
are at the front; the work is being
‘‘I bring the
you the truth,” he said,
done by the elderly men and the women
most important message ever delivered j
of dissension
to an English audience. The Germans j and the children. No word
we
have achieved great success not because in Germany reaches this country;
from
our hinglish
of superior valor of their soldiers, or hear of little else
we
too
whose
bad
habits
copy
strategy of their generals, but because ] pousins,
of superior equipment. The Germans ; liberally. English trosips at the front
for
lack
of
are
suffering
supplies, bewon
because of the superior organization of
German workshops; be- cause of strikes among labor union men,
and the political pot is boiling more
cause of the superiority of their skilled
industries. We have been endeavoring fiercely in England now than in times of
peace.
England, which boasts that it
to conduct a war with the ordinary untrained methods of peace against the lontrols the seas, is trying to starve the
German people; but instead of commost formidable antagonist that ever atplaints from Germany about short food
Lauiveu uuiuaiJ uetruum.
I found a Berlin telegram in a
Germany is attacking only that human supplies,
freedom which demands shorter hours morning paper of June 4, 1915, saying
shat the price of all classes of bread has
and higher wages for slouch workmen.
That is exactly what Lloyd-George said leen reduced.
In our own country, insteadjof teachto his audience, except that his language
ng efficiency, we teach inefficiency; inwas couched in politer terms; that was
stead of more work and better work, we
exactly the message he referred to as ietnand
shorter hours, and recognition
“the most important message ever de>f the slouch. We have an Industrial
livered to an English audience.”
headed by a rich lawyer
Hommis^ion
A few days ago another English offilamed Frank P. Walsh, who receives a
cial confessed to the world that repairs
arge salary from the taxpayers for stirto English ships could not be made be•irig up industrial strife in a way so uncause of labor union rules; because the
fair and mean that unavailing protests
workmen insisted on extra holidays, on
lave been made to President Wilson.
A
drinking intoxicants, on double pay for ierce
industrial war in Colorado was setnight work, etc.
led by employers and employes, after
Not only are the Germans teaching
nuch loss, but Mr. Walsh is trying his
the world a lesson in efficiency, but a
Mr. Walsh
lest
to reopen the trouble.
tremendous lesson as to the dangerous
las encouraged the inefficient and lawlengths to which trade unionism may go. ess so
much that a threat is made from
The proud descendants of Napoleon
have been forced to come to this coun- 1 Colorado that unless the decision of a
and jury is reversed, there will be
try and beg for funds with which to take udge
livil war! And this with the backing of
care
of the French soldiers German
President of the United States!
efficiency is wounding. A representa- heThis
is the way your Kaiser acts; comtive of the French visited Kansas City
>are
it with the acts of the German
June 3rd and gave this picture of the
falser, who has built up a system of
French wounded, in his efforts to raise
fficiency which extends to the remotest
money:
ection of his country, and is accepted
“Two pitifully small candles throw inly the highest as well as the humblest:
to shadow the orderly rows of seats in a
the women and children as well as by
schoolroom,” the speaker said. “A iy
he men.
young, inexperienced medical student
Every nuisance is winked at in the
stands in one of the aisles. In front of
Jnited States; no nuisance is tolerated
him are two rough boards nailed across
n
Germany. Rules for the best interthe seats in lieu of an operating table.
sts of all are made in that country, and
The young man blows his breath through
ill are compelled to obey them. The
his hands to keep them warm. A woundn in who violates your rights, and
aned soldier is brought in and laid upon the
ioys you, is not only mean; he is a law
table. With instruments which in peaceireaker who should be suppressed, as he
ful times had been used by a carpenter
3 in Germany.
and a butcher, the young man comThe greatest word in any language
the soldier’s
mences to
all human results with

|
J

leg.
pain

amputate

There are no anaesthetics to dull the
of the operation. What water there is,
is icy cold, all the fuel being conserved
for cooking food. With the operation
finished, the young man bandages his
patient with linen that has done much
service before and is unwashed. The
wounded soldier is carried away and
another is brought in.”
The Germans, fighting four or five
countries that should be as powerful as
their own, are doing no begging in this
country or any other. They take care
of their wounded in the trenches; they
have first-class hospital facilities.
Why have not the French?
Because they are pleasure-loving, and
have neglected the rules of simple efficiency and common sense; because they
have gone mad over liberty, shorter
hours and luxury. The people at war,
except the Germans, have overloaded
twentieth century civilization by demanding less work, less order and more
luxuries than are humanely possible.
And our own lack of efficiency is no
less marked than that of the English,
French and Russians.
Recently there
was to be a naval maneuver near New
York, and twelve of our submarines
were ordered to be present.
Eleven of
them were out of order, according to
newspaper reports, and couldn’t go.
And you will recall the lamentable history of the Yankee submarine which
made a practice dive in Honolulu harbor
several months ago; it .hasn’t come up
yet, although dozens of divers and several warships have been trying to pull it
ud.

The present German efficiency, politeness and simple common sense is probably due to long training of the people by
able leaders; but if it is due to the present Kaiser, I have no hesitancy in dedaring him to be the greatest man of
his time. In everything we have better
opportunites than the Germans, and do
not equal them in anything.
Compare
our naval fight at Manila, in which we
were opposed by warships so rotten that
they never wounded a single sailor in
with the fight the Germans
our fleet,
are making
against the British navy,
the strongest in the world. Yet can
you name the man who is directing the
German navy in its terrifically wicked
fight with the British?
But we have been praising our Admiral Dewey for many y-ars, although he
did nothing but sink a lot of ships which
were unable to defend themselves, because of inefficiency fortunately more
disgraceful than our own.
Compare our army in the SpanishAmerican war with the German army
now fighting five nations that should be
as powerful as itself, i:i addition to three
or four weaker powers thrown in for

good

measure.
not become us

It does

to join England
See what Germany

in the cry: “Look!
is doing now!”
We should seriously

consider

the

adopted by Germany for accomplishing tremendous results never before
accomplished by a nation at war.
The world is threatened more by German efficiency than by German militarmeans

ism. The new invaders are not made up
of barbarous hordes like the Huns of old;
the new invaders are better husbands
and
better mechanics
and fathers,
tradesmen, better seamen, better philosophers, better scholars, better citizens
and better soldiers, than their foes.
Tbe world is slipping into shif tlessnese
because of easy prosperity; if the induetrious Germans force us to learn efficicency, in order that we may be able to
successfully combat them, then the Ger-

3

labor; making

a

living, and, incident-

lly, benefiting your community and
country. The Germans discuss

cur

he word with fairness to all conerned. The Allies discuss it hyporitically and unfairly. The factory
3
as necessary
as
the factory work
nen; as much entitled to the protection
f law and fairness, and as necessary to
he national life. But the statesmen
.nd newspapers of the Allies make fish
f one and fowl of the other; they do
iot realize that wages may become too
igh as well as too low, and that hours
nay become too snort as well at too long;
hat regulation by a labor union may
iecome tyranny, and result in industrial
lisaster. This modern political system
ncourages the workmen to the detrinent of the employer; because the worknen are more numerous than employers,
nd east more votes and buy more newslapers. A big question for big minds
ias been handled by little men, and some
ay the issue must be met; some day
he question must settle itself, since the
tofoomon

iot

oml

settle it.

loViAe

mvmn

Labor and

luq

ioso

capital

mill

but five

’•an over.

While
able a
when

our

State presents

so

unfavor- I

it is ever so much worse
we come to Waldo couniy.
This
county, from a religious standpoint, is
far inferior to any other in the State,
there being but slightly more than ten 1

showing,

percent of our population
the Piotestant churches.

belonging

to

1

j
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Children Cry

C ASTO R I A

could be

accomplished.

Whether

22nd,

They
gradually petering out, the G. A.
] t. Posts. This, says the Bridgton News, as to
he one in Hallowed, is suggestive of what is
are

.appening all

the

country:
John B Hubbard Grand Army Post, organzed in 1867, and at one time with a memberhip of over 200, one of the largest in the
Itate, has given up its charter due to the
nany deaths and removals in the last few
ears.
On Memorial Day, for the first time in
he history of the post, the Sons of Veterans
ook entire charge of the program.
We are told that a great many country posts
re “holding the fort" with as few ss five
members. The Order has made a most wonerful record and those who have been wearrs of the little bronze button ever since the
rar cling to it as tenaciously as if it were the
mblem of royalty. And little marvel. When
worthily worn, it stands for something!
O, the-pity and the splendor
Of the thinned, immortal lines!
Soon the Union’s last defender
Will be camping ’neath the pines.
Where no hand heart ties can sever.
And the shadows long are thrown,
Where the drum is hushed forever.
And no bugle blast is blown.
over

Heavy, impure blood makes a muddy, pimply
, omplezion,
headache, nausea, indigestion,
'hin blood makes you weak, pale and sickly,
1 i'or pure blood, sound digestion, use Burdock
1 ilood Bitters. $1.00 at all stores.

engineer,

lost at

was

Compound.

“I was troubled
Eldon, Mo.
displacement, inflammation and f.
weakness.

1906 cup for the class having the largest
percentage of living members present
was won by ’64, whose two members
were at the head of the alumni parade.
These officers of the Alumni Association
were
ree.ected, following the alumni
luncheon: Rex W. Dodge of Portland,
president; Dr. Archer Jordan of Auburn,
vice president; Frank W. Alden of Waterville, secretary, and Russell H. Lord
of Waterville, treasurer.
Emery Gibbs
of Boston, Rex W. Dodge and Dr. George
0. Smith of Washington were chosen
alumni trustees.
At the senior Class Day exercises on
the lower campus histories were read by
Leslie F. Murch and Miss Adeline C. Gil
noan. Miss Jennie Farnum read the poem
and Roger A. Putman delivered the ora:ion. The prophecies were given by Ray
J. Young and Mary A. Washburn. Miss
Ella M. Bedford delivered the address to
indergraduates and Thomas J. Crossman
he parting address. Harold S. Campbell
ilso spoke.
The graduating class numbers 53 men
and 25 women.
Prof. Bliss Perry of Harvard gave the
Phi Betta Kappa oration at night and receptions at the various fraternity houses
ind sorority halls closed the day’s festiv-
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years I could J
stand on
my fe
long at a time and
could not walk
t«„

blocks without
during cutting

^

drawing pains dow-

increased
(month. I have beet,
t,

IB
A? o’<

at that time
>!
pun
-——-1 in the face
and would
walk the floor. I could not lie dov
sit still sometimes for a day and a
nigh'.
at a time.
I was nervous, and had; ,~___
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cises. In the evening the annual Com- i
irregularities, periodic pairs, F
mencement concert was given by the
that bearing down feeling, indi
Lotus Maie Quartet of Boston and Miss
and nervous prostration, after all
Miriam
reader.

Davenport Gow,

have failed. Why don't
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicii.
Lynn, Mass.

HUMPHREYS’
Medicnl

Book—in

For Sale at Your Dealer 5c. each

i

or

ACCURATELY GRADED IN FIVE

No. 25 Medium Hard

1

E.

Emily
Patterson,
WHEREAS,
Belfast, formerly of Lincolnv. :

!

No.
1
2
3
i
7
8
9
19
13
II
13
16
17
13
20
21
27
28
30
3 i

p.
for
Fevers, Congestions, Inflammations.
Worms, Worm Fever.
Colic, Crying and Wakefulness of Infai.tr
Diarrhea, of Children and Adults.
*. iighs. Colds, Bronchitis.
Toothache, Faceaehe, Neuralgia.
*.
Headache, Sick Headache, W ri -o...
I)y^pep-ia Indigestion, Weak stomach.
Croup, Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis.
.U iihemn. Eruptions. g
Chcinnatisni. Lumbago.
i
or nml Ague, Malaria.
l1
s. Blind or Bleeding, External, Inteyr.!. J
atarrh, Influenza, Cold In Head.
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Waldo and State of Mail
mortgage deed by ner signed by her
name of Emily E. Flagg, dated thi
3ixth day of November. A. I). 1013, a;

County

\

v
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CONCELED TO BE THE

WILLIAMS KMi.-L,
3w24
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Magazine

year,'

one
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MCzIlfi

each for

Subscriptions may be new or renewal
Write or call at this office

100 big

jiagea

monthly
J

;

M At JAZ1XE can we give y«»u the benefit of
this money-saving club ofTer. MeCAI.LS
is tht* Fashion Authority ami Housekeeping Helper of more women than any other
magazine in the world.
Come in or write to seo a sample copy.
All the latest styles and fancy work
every month ; also delightful stories and
articles, besides regular departments i.i
eookiug, home dressmaking and housekeeping that lighten housework and sr ve
money. Loved by women everywhere.

Don't Miss This Offer

NEW YORK

cnoose from her
S receive i.
one

connections at both
ill calls answered promptjv

places,

lames II Duncan, C. [
SEARSPORT, MAINE.

Surveying,
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i’opographic

F. McCALL PATTERN
riber for thin Great "Family

.\

COUNTY

EARSPORT and 60 MAIN ST., BELTS’
’leephone

Only because of a very special arrangewith the publishers of McCAl.l/S

meut

I

Barfirst c> ;<y c>f
of th- eelo-

IcCAi.l.
l.rat -.i Mc(’all L>r. s a:terns. FREE.
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Co.. New York. irivi orNumber anil Size ... -iivii.
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FOR SALE

SPECIAL TO WOMEN

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

The most economical, cleansing and
germicidal of all antiseptics is

A
*

1915

policy it has followed in the past. It has
been and will be a home paper in the fullest acceptance fo
the term, it is the work of home people and|devoted
Will continue the

to home interests.

OUR CLUBBING OFFERS,

!

2.10
2.25

The publications included in our clubbing offer
may be sent to different addresses.

Terms: One year,
three months, 50 cents.

Subscription

$2.00; six months, $1.00;

subscription now.
REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING COMPANY.
Send in your

Belfast,

As a medicinal antiseptic for douchei
in treating catarrh, inliammation or
ulceration of nose, throat, and that
caused by feminine ills it has no equal.
For ten years the Lydia E. Pinkham
Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtine
in their private correspondence with
women, which proves its superiority.
Women who have been cured say
it is “worth its weight in gold." At
iruggists. 50c large box, or by mail,
rhe Paxton Toilet Co., boston. Mass,

] )r. W. C. LIBBEY

$2.00

The Journal and Farm and Home,
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine/
The Journal and Woman’s Magazine,

Maine.

very thing

new

boarding and lodging
and up-to-date.
The i

;

lock,

Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed.

for

12-room

the best in the city, within three mint.
alk of postoffice, railroad station and :■>
es.
This is a bargain. Come early and
ii over and get price.
For terms enquire at 6 Miller street
ft 1. R. Knowlton's real estate office. I

A soluble

The Journal

j
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j

j

$2.10, paid inj advance.

DECREES

ESTABLISHED 1829.

\
]

)

50c. per Dozen.

377 BROADWAY

l

having been grai
Hon. James Libby, Judge of the Proba:
in and for the County of Waldo, at a ten
said court begun and held at Belfast,
County, on the 8th day of June, 1915.
E. Bangs, Administrator of the estate f.
j
y hoote, late of iSearsport, to sell and
ly public sale the following described rt-.
[ate belonging to the said Manly Foot*
Lying on the westerly side of Leach stre<
Searsport village and bounded north*
and of or in possessi n of Michael \V.
j
>rly and southerly by land of F. 11. M.\
ind easterly by said Leach street, c
\
me-sixteenth of an acre, more or less
Now therefore, notice is hereby given
he above real estate wi'l be sold on the j
sea in said Sear port, to the highest b..
he 16th day of July, A. 1). 1915, at ter:
|
:lock in the forenoon.
24
HARRY E BA No
Administrator of the estate of Manly

i

<

COMPANY

j

ADMINISTRATOR S SALE

Jndertakerand Licensee

FINEST PENCIL MADE FOR GENERAL USE

j

Whereas, license

-——

croup, Willie's daily cuts and
iruises, mamma’s sore throat. Grandma's lame
less,—Dr. Thomas' FclecticOil—the household
remedv. 25c and 5Cc.

No. 4 Extra Hard for Bookkeepers

i

of

pd in the Waldo County Registry v'
Book 305, Page 305, conveyed to me, t!u u
signed, a certain pareel of land, together
the buildings thereon, situated in sain
ville and described as follows: It
same real estate conveyed to said K
Flagg by Herbert M. Flagg by his dt
February 13, A. I) iyi3, and record.
Waldo C unty Registry of Deeds, in
Page 375, to which reference may be t.a
more particular description; and wher
condition of said mortgage has been tv
Now. therefore, by reason of the U
the condition thereof 1 claim a fortcLsaid mortgage.
Dated this fifteenth day of June, A

HUMPHREYS’ nOMEO. MEDICINE CC...V:
William and Ann Streets,New York.

baby's

No. 3 Hard

j

Notice of foreclosure,

|

Whooping Cough.
}.■ lima,Oppressed,Difilcult Breathing
FiLIney Disease—
Nervous Debility, Vital Weakness
.♦
Urinary Incontinence, Wetting Bed..
£«>ro Throat, Quinsy.
77 La Grippe-Crip.z
Sold by druggists, or sent on receipt of price.

ties.

Hexagon Shape Highly Polished m Yellow Finish, with Gilt Tip and Red Ring, fitted with
best Erasive Rubber.
The Mikado is a Superior Quality of Pencil and contains the very finest specially prepared
lead, which is exceedingly smooth and durable.

j
;

cele-

we.

and Half Cress in a Carton.

box

j

i

Embaimer.
pull-off

j
j

It?

CORONER FOR WALDO
attractive

i

means

Eagle “Mikado” Pencil No. 174
an

!

■

FRANK A. NYE,

Packed Cne Dozen in

:

my right side wril ,'

Remedies.

The classes of '64. ’65, ’70, ’75, ’80, ’85,
’90, ’95, ’00 and ’05 held reunions.
The

w;.(

little appetite, no ambition, melancb
and often felt as though I had
*
friend in the world. After I had tr;
most every female remedy without
CLASS DAY AT HEBRON.
cess, my mother-in-law advised r>
take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegeta
The exercises of Class Day at Hebron i
Compound. I did so and gait:, ;
Academy drew a large attendance Tues- strength
every day. I have now no :r
June
22d.
After
afternoon,
day
prayer ble in
any way and highly prais
by the class chaplain, Cecil C. Sweat, medicine. It
advertises itself
the class history was given by Dorothy
S. T. HURLEY, Eldon, Missouri.
M. Hutchinson.
Walter W. Cross gave
the address to the undergraduates. Cecil
Remember, the remedy whi h j
C. Sweat was the orator. The prophecy ] this was
T.ydia E. Pinkham’s V.
for the girls was ty Miss Bertha R. CurFor sale everywhe;
Compound.
and
that
for
the
tis,
boys by Frederick j
It has helped thousands of v
F. Palmer. The presentation of gifts 1
was by Miss Florence C. Adams.
The who have beer, troubled with n
singing of the class ode closed the exer- ments,inflammation, ulceration, t

have
published n revised edition of
Dr. Humphreys’ Manual of all
diseases, giving in minute detail
and
treatment
care
of
the
with
the sick
Humphreys'

Waterville.

S

How Mrs. Hurley Was
Rp
stored to Health by Lvdia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable

The schooner left New York in February
for Bahia, Brazil, with a cargo of case
oil at an exceptionally high freight. After
discharging at Bahia she left for Rio,
w here she took on a cargo of ore at $6.50
a ton for Baltimore.
At Rio the coal fleet—Palmer
and
Winslow vessels—were in port. The fivemaster Fannie Pb mer sailed before the
Snow one day, and the latter, which is
four-masted, arrived in port the same
day, the Snow being out 54 days.
The Augusta W. Snow is owned chiefly
in this city and was the last vessel built
by E. & I. K. Stetson in the Brewer yard.
She was named for Mrs. Augusta WT.
Snow, the wife of W. B. Snow of South
Brewer, president of the Merchants’ Insurance Co.
Capt. Frank W. Armstrong of Orange,
N. J., a former Hampden man, is master
of the Snow. He made the same voyage
to Bahia several years ago in the schooner Marion Hill, with case oil,and although
freights were high then he got double
this trip.— Bangor Commercial.

Free

Day at
the 94th Commencement of Colby College,

For

but one, the

bration of sixty years

Class

was

var, it will also

HE PASSING OF THE GRAND ARMY.

or not

CLASS DAY AT COLBY.

What efficiency will

accomplish in
accomplish in peace,
j .iberally translated, the much, discussed
^ Jerman term, Kultur, probably means
fficiency.

saved,

HARDLY BELIEVE

sea.

—

June

Hirer

The Bangor schooner Augusta W.
Snow, which arrived in Baltimore the
first of last week from Rio de Janeiro,
was fired upon and boarded by a British
battleship on the way down to the South
American ports, but was allowed to proceed after an examination of her papers
and cargo. The schooner had an eventful
trip, encountering heavy weather and
losing three men overboard. Two were

raising and moving forward again, until
it reached shallow water where ordinary
divers could work for several hours at a
time. H. H. Windsor in the July Popular Mechanics Magazine.

Tuesday,

VOYAGE.

_

No. 1 Soft

one.

built for domestic

j

No. 2 Medium

ical and simple virtues.
I hope the German nation will behumiiated, but not destroyed; its militarism
las become a menace to world peace.
But as sure as the sun shines we should
leed the unexampled efficiency which has
inabled the Kaiser’s people to whip five

were

|

to

implicity, industry, fairness, politeness,
irder, common sense, and consider every
ither question in the light of these prac-

they

We see evidence of this on every hand, i
Churches are thinly attended. Sabbath
schools neglected, and everything of a
spiritual nature seems to have no inter- j
est to a large proportion of our citizens.
One lady at the convention said, in private conversation, that she did not have
the privilege of the Sunday school when
These are the facts in the case of presshe was a girl, and she felt that her life
int-day American shipbuilding. If the
had been dwarfed on that account. How
(Vorld can find any comfort in them it is
many of us can say: "Too late, too
ertainly entitled to it. But under all the
late!”
( circumstances
it would
appear that
It is sad indeed to ride over our county
American shipbuilding was the very last
and see the abandoned churches. The j
ubject that could decently be discussed
town of Knox presents a sad instance of j
>y the New York World’s present edithis. Fifty years ago there were four j ors. —The
Marine Journal.
churches in that town, while today there
is not one in which services are held. The
For a mild, easy acnon ci the bowels, try
present generation largely has grown
Joan’s Regulets, a modern laxative. 25c at
without
and
the
instruction,
up
spiritual
II stores.
results are very evident today.
Last
year, Sunday bail games were allowed,
and people in the neighboring town comrHE Maine historical society.
plained of the noise and profanity and
The annual meeting of the Maine Hisrows,
(the games were held very near
the town line), and the Maine Civic
orical Society was held June 22nd at
notified
the
Knox
officials
that
Officers were
iubtard
League
Hall, Portland.
the law would be enforced if the games
dected as follows: Hon. James P. Baxwere not stopped. As Sunday ball games
er of Portland, president;
Dr. George
1
have been renewed there this summer,
r. Little of Brunswick, vice president;
it remains to be seen whether there are
■Yitz H. Jordan of Portland, treasurer;
enough righteous men in Knox to stop Yilliam D. Palterson of Wiscasset.correthis disgrace on its fair name, or someone
iponding secretary and biographer; Miss
from outside will have to step in and do
ilinor L. Gilmore of Portland, librarian
it for them.
ind curator; Charles T. Libby of Port-1
cannot
the
committee
1
Why
fellowship
and, recording secretary; Henry S. Bur-1
appointed at the convention find a good •age of Portland, Frederick O. Conantl
field in which to work in just such sections >f Portland, Henry Deering of Portland,
where church interests have been allowed
Jeorge A. Emery of Saco, Prentiss C. ;
to^languish? There is no doubt a large Hanning of Portland, Augustus F. Moul-!
element in such places would welcome
on
of Portland, Joseph F. Moore of I
any effort on the Christian workers to
rhomaston, Hon. Clarence Hale of Port-!
arouse the spirituality that now seems
1 and and Selden Connor of Augusta,
to be dormant.
| tanding committee. Alfred Johnson of,
Too much cannot be said in praise of
irookline. Mass., is the committee on
the good ladies of Brooks for the enter- 1 fital Statistics. Fifty-four new memtainment at the noon hour. We have at- \ I iers were elected, including Gov. Oakley
j
tended bankers' banquets and State func1. Curtis, Timothy F. Callahan and Hon.
tions, but in dainty and beautiful hospi- Villiam H. Newell of Lewiston; Hon, j
taliry the ladies of Brooks surely have lohn S. Hyde of Bath, Hon. Charles F.
said the last word.
ohnson of Waterville, Hon. Carl E.
A. Delegate.
Hilliken of Island Falls, Hon. John A.
5eters of Ellsworth, Hon. Frank E.
Juernsey of Dover and Mrs. J. C. Dur1am of Belfast.
The treasurer reported
wo bequests of $2000 each, one from
FOR FLETCHER’S
he estate of Oliver E. Remick and the
>ther from Mrs. Annie Louise Cummings.

as

ack horns in a terrific struggle as unlecessary as the present war abroad.
Let us equal the Germans in everything
xcept war; and in that, if they continue
o carry militarism beyond the danger
joint. Let us have as good children as
he Germans, and we will have as good
nechanics, merchants, seamen, farmrs.musicians, philosophers and citizens.
i ..st us give the German consideration to

o

|

are

AN EVENTFUL

business, and never would have been pro- it would pay is another matter.
The bare possibility, however, is one
jected if it were not for the protection
given to our shipping by the century-old which cannot fail to interest engineer
coastwise navigation law which some of end layman alike.
Much would doubtless depend on the
the World's friends in Congress vainly
sought to repeal last summer,
ability of divers to descend to a
which
must
f All this present activity in Amerii an depth
establish
new
shipbuilding over which the World exu;ts records by at least 100 feet, and
to
s due
and
to
the
perform any useful work’ after
absolutely
entirely
coastwise navigation law, and the abnor- getting down.
Considerable advance
mal conditions created by the great war has been made of late in
diving work,
and a recent invention consisting of a
,n Europe. It is understood that the numler of new ships in hand will soon be in- hollow metal sphere, now under construccreased by several large passenger and tion, claims ability to pv t two men down
'reight steamers ordered for West Indian 1,000 feet, with control of the vehicle to
commerce.
But these steamers, though permit the occupants moving it about, or
sot intended for the coastwise service, j anchoring it to a ship’s side.
Through
ire made possibl ? by another legislative I windows the divers could observe the
work
of
has
cbainp
or cables and
measure which the World
placing
bitterly j
by
ittacked—the Ocean Mail Law of 1S91, I meaii3 of telephones direct the work of
those
on
the
surface.
subsidies
to
Instead
of groping
{ranting moderate postal
\merican steamship lines in foreign com- in the dark as formerly, the men above
nerce.
These subsidies have been suffi- would practically observe their own work !
cient to create and maintain a few steam- through the eyes of the divers, in this
ihip services to the Caribbean region as way not only greatly facilitating operaveil as the American Trans-Atlantic tions, but making the effort effective
Line. Any new ships built for these mail where otherwise it might be largely exj lervices are, like the coastwise vessels, perimental.
It has been suggested that an effort of
he direct result of National protection
ind encouragement, against which the this nature would probably consist in
rVorld has constantly protested and which raising the hull a few feet and dragging
it inshore until it struck bottom; then
t has attempted to destroy.

have

glaring at each other as long
Sngland and Germany, and are as sure
ieen

present conditions.
Of the 48 States there

mains that

with a lower percentage of church mem- 1
bers than Maine, and those are such !
States as Wyoming, Oklahoma, etc., j
new
States built up with people from

RAISING THE “LUSITANIA."

WORLD AND AMERICAN SHIP
PING.

At thiB writing the “Lusitania” is
supPew newspapers have been more con- posed to rest on a
fairly hard bottom in
American
shipownto
spicuously hostile
from 300 to 400 feet of water. As a salers, builders and seamen than the New
York World, and the World’s editorial vage prize, the ship and some of its cargo
remark of the other day, that the present are worth recovering if they can be raised
activity in American shipyards destroyed within a reasonable length of time. So
all argument for subsidy, goes to show far as
we can learn, no
intention to atthat the World is not only hostile, but also ignorant of the elementary facts about tempt recovery of the ship has been an
our merchant shipping.
All of the large nounced, and war conditions, of course,
steel steamers now under construction in render any possible attempt unu3ually
the shipyards of the United States are difficult.
And yet it cannot be
adaptable so far as size and power are
finally said such a
concerned to either foreign or domestic raising is absolutely impossible, although
commerce.
But, as a matter of fact, the engineers may estimate the cost at a
with very few exceptions, these vesse s figure which makes the effort
impracticable. Ship and cargo would
were designed and ordered exclusively for
represent
the coastwise carrying trade, where sub- probably a weight of, say,
40,000 tons.
sidies have never been necessary be- No such large vessel has ever been raised
even from less depths,
cause foreign vessels, as the World seemhence, the proDingly does not know, are entiiely exclud- lem presents difficulties which have never
ed. It is probable that if the war and its been solved in actual practice.
That we have no precedent, however
abnormal demand for tonnage continue,
many of these new coastwise steamers does not in itself establish an impossibiwill be temporarily engaged in carrying lity. Given apparatus of sufficient size
But the fact re- and strength, theoretically, of course it
merchandise overseas

Echoes from the Congregational Conference

he could give his personal views without silver.
Germany is doing many wicked and
This led to the publica- terrible
fear or favor.
things, but how promptly and
tion whose title is given above. From quietly it does them! Instead of asxthe latest issue we copy the following ing advice of W. J. Bryan, or Theodore
or Woodrow Wilson, or other
article, which will be found both inter- Roosevelt,
of our orators or editors, the American
esting and instructive:
people should go to German neighbors,
and study their simple methods; not only
The Big Fact This Year.
in
efficiency, but in politeness and reThe tremendous fact of 1915 is not that
liability.
eight civilized nations are at war.
Every decent man dreads war. but how
It is that one nation is whipping four
be every efficient man admires the teamor five others that should, singly,
work the Germans are doing now that
equally powerful.
have their backs to the wall!
Germany is winning in spite of great they
Tne Germans have a mistaken notion
odds, and in Bpiteof two allies that are a
are fighting for their country;
hindrance rather than a help. And Ger- that they
many is

THB

COUNTY CHURCH WORK.

mans have done the world great good.
The present war is a costly lesson, but il
it teaches the people the importance anc
necessity of sin.pie common sense, efficiency and poiHe ess, the war will not
We have the examhave been in Vein.
ple of Germany on one hand; on the
other, we have the example of Mexico.
Al
Which people shall we emulate?
present it is the Mexicans. Fortunately,
we escaped Mr. Bryan’s efforts to adopt
their free silver policy, Lut we are making as fierce a fight for other Mexican
political ideas as we ever made for free

DENTIST,
9 MAIN

STREET, * BELFAST,

1 or

!

fitted stove wood, building sane

ravel,and'a

j

small

1 imber.

Lincolnville Aven .J

i

GEO. t. JOHNSON,
^ attorney

they will receive
Telephone connection.
W. W. BLAZO,

126 Waldo

Avenue, Belfast.
I

at Law,

BELFAST, MAINE.

"TRUCKINr;
and

of haid

26 tf

ractice in all

nd Cross streets,
1 rompt attention.

quantity

GILES G. ABBOT"

Tel 137-2

MAINE

I am prepared to do all kinds of trucking.
furniture and piano moving a specialty,
.eave orders at the stable, corner of Main

3w9p

Main street.

*

specialty.

-arm

Courts.

Probate

practlci

2tf

for Sale

ON EASY TERMS.
Containing about one hundred acres, situa£e, l in
Montville, nine miles from Thorndike
;ation.
S
Enquire of
lm20
DUNTON & MORSE,
„Belfast, Maine-
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Home

Lare of

Milk.

gours Very Slowly at Low Tempera^ k
Clean Receptacles Aid in Keeping
^

Milk Sweet.

Whipping

Cream.

advent of warm weather
,,-e of milk in the home becomes
inplex than during the late au(he

,v

Whipping Cream Should be Cold.
The above suggestions on the care of
milk are equally applicable to cream.

DON’T GIVE UP

Often the housewife finds that the cream
Citizens Will Find Comfort in
she has will not whip. The depart- Discouraged
the Experience of a Belfast Woman.
ment’s
out that

dairy specialists points
satisfactory results

to obtain

in whipping cream it should he cold and of the
right thickness, containing about 30 per
cent or more of butterfat.
Ordinary
cream, designated as coffee cream by
the trade, is altogether too thin to give

Experience is the modern instructor.
Profit by the experience of others.
It may

save

your

life.

The experience of friends and neighbors,
Heat to the extent
The testimony of Belfast people
to
stand
milk
dated by allowing
Will bring renewed encouragement.
'r,n porch or in the sun is enough good results. The whipping cream, as
Here is a case in point:
bacteriain milk to multiplying delivered by the milkman, contains 30 to
Mrs. G. L. Field, 2 Union street, Belfast,
| rate and thus make it unfit for 40 per cent butterfat. Thoroughly chill
;
the cream before whipping by placing it says: ‘‘For some time I had severe
t milk, according to the dairy
....
pains across
(-its of the department. The hot in a covered bowl on the ice. The whip- my kidneys and the kidney secretions were
ping process is also aided and hastened unnatural. I tried several medicines, but
,, (-ring the flies, the great germ
got
and the clouds of dust laden by standing the bowl in a pan of ice
little or no relief, tinally I used Doan’s Kidwater.
when
to
I u’leria, which,
coming
Two other subjects bearing on the ney Pills and I soon noticed a change for the
■uilk receptacles, may easily contopic of care of milk in the home are better After taking one box, the trouble
,. ,ie the milk.

,nd winter.

■

..

regarded as a natural culture
for bacteria, and the rapidity
u-h the various forms will multir the proper temperatures is asg. It has been shown that if a
tiineter (about one-half teafui) of milk containing 10 bacteria
it 68 degrees temperature for 24
the bacteria will have multiplied
,iiitNll.OOO. In the Bame milk, if
u ;,fi” degrees, the growth of Dac.rild be very small, possibly as
Milk which collpi in 24 hours.
age number of bacteria is either
or has come from a diseased
otherwise been contaminated.
possibly the most dangerous
arriers which are likely to
These scavcact with milk.
v convey the germs of typhoid
er contagious diseases from
.i.oiii or excreta to the milk,
t nlemics have been caused by
ling the germs. Milk should
d from flies as rigorously as
.void exposure to disease.
now out on pasture, and milk

pasteurization

and the food value of
treated in United States
Department of Agriculture Farmers’
Bulletin 413 and Bureau of Animal Industry Circular 197, which may be obtained free upon application to the Editor and Chief of the Division of Publi.
cations, United States Department of
Agriculture, Washington, D. C., as long
as the department’s
supply lasts.

milk. These

left."

are

OVER SIX YEARS LATER, Mrs. Field said:
“Doan's Kidney Pills still have my hearty endorsement. They have given me relief on
several occasions and I can’t say too much in
praise of them.”
Price 50c at all dealers. Don’t simply ask
for a kidney ren edy—get Doan’s Kidney Pills
—the same that Mrs. Field had. Foster-Milburn Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.

A SELF-MADE FARMER AT FIFTEEI'
In the “Interesting People” depart-

ment of the July American Magazine
appears an article about Melvin Spof

ford Hatch, a fifteen-year-old North
Carolina boy who at thirteen bought s
farm with money that he himself earned.
What a normal American boy who is encouraged in thrift and enterprise can accomplish is described in this article, ar
extract from which follows:
“A young boy in the mountains of western North Carolina, Master Melvin Spofford Hatch, bought a small truck farm
on the outskirts of the town of Hendersonville when he was thirteen, finishing
payment for it by the time his fifteenth
birthday had arrived, last September,
“Thousands of boys are as favorably
situated as he is for doing the same
thing; it is only that they could do it and
he did it that makes the difference. His
methods have not been spectacular; he
bears not the slightest resemblance to
the heroes of various popular boys’

bookB,

nor

has he been

spurred by

any

dire necessity; he has not been goaded
into action in any way or required to
drudge away his boyhood; he has merely
been given sympathetic encouragement,

and been allowed to do his own thinking
and planning and to reap his own reward.
The fact that at fifteen he has achieved
Not
a success that might be envied by a fullBut
grown man (and that without the loss of
News and Notes.
a single
How Lord Kitchener Has Secretly Raised
day at school or the loss of too
great a part of his boyish pleasures) is
for England an Army Four limes
A more around-the-world number of to be
attributed to three virtues that
as Big as Has Been Admitted.
a magazine never has appeared than the
should be commonplace: thrift, industry,
Wide
World
which
is
July
Magazine,
and good judgment.
In the July American Magazine ap
better than any “Cook’s Tour’’ ever ar“The purchase of the farm was hanpears an exceedingly important article ranged—just the ideal reading for the
dled in an
businesslike manner.
entitled “Lord Kitchiner’s Great Bluff.” stay-at-home “tourists,” as well as for No favors entirely
were given or asked on either
It is a report of how England has secret- all lovers of good and stirring stories of side.
was the first paydollars
Eighty
more
fact than fiction. To begin with
ment, and a mortgage at the legal rate
ly raised an army four times as big as there is an admirable article on
war-time of interest was
given for the remainder
she has admitted. The details of the
wanderings in the Italian Alps, which is of the purchase price. The house was
of
and
mo3t
include
an
account
timely
particularly interesting promptly rented for five dollars a month,
story
interesting
just now with Italy entered into the
isily produced under sanitary the tremendous part that (advertising great and terrible European conflict. which' took care of the interest and taxes
the
s than during the winter months
played in persuading men to enlist. Victor Pitt-Kethley contributes a breath- and left a small sum overAttoward
this rate,
on the principal.
cows are stabled continuously,
The author of the article is J. Herbert lessly interesting account of a thrilling payments
for
the
farm would be nearly paid
by the
handled by the most correct.
Duckworth, of whom the editors of The rescue from a caved-in well, every word time he was twenty-one without a single
,ty methods known, and yet, if
of which, like truth always, “is strang- extra exertion on his
part, and all the
ooled immediately after milk- American Magazine say in a note:
er
than fiction.”
There is another
money he earned might be spent for
“Mr. Duckworth is an Englishman be- “thriller” in “A
! kept cool until consumed, it very
for
Life
in
MidFight
bats, tickets to the moving pic_Mns to change and grow sour. In
longing to a family of well-known Lon- Air,” not, however, pertaining to Zeppe- baseball
ture Rhnws. and other thine-s dear to the
bacterial content increases rap- don and Liverpool journalists, but for
and
all
sorts
of
stories
of
lins,
gripping
boyish heart; some of it did go in these
i> as the milk remains above
the past ten years, with the exception of
adventure, true stories of thrilling deeds directions, for, be it understood, he is a
The bacteria are dor- two years in London, he has lived, most and
.-crees F.
that keep the reader ever real
happenings
live boy; some of it, too, went in a
of the time, in New York, where he has
,>r increase slowly at alow temper“guessing.” Don’t miss this number.
donation to the town hospital and to an
For this reason, every precau- been connected with newspapers. At the
for he is a public-spirited
outbreak of the war he went to England,
r keeping milk cold from the time
The Strand Magazine for July is about orphanage,
■.need until it reaches the con- where he has remained most of the time. as well-balanced a number of a magazine citizen as well as a good business man;
essential, and especially bo dur- During the winter, because of his un- as could be put together. It contains, in however, our hero of the commonplace
but looked
WCOUItl.
WCli 111
usual opportunities for getting inside in- keeping with its usual high order of did not rest on his laurels,
around for more opportunities.
:nay absorb impurities whenever formation pertaining to England’s part fiction, eight splendid short stories and
“As before said, the town was a sumused to the air or placed in un- in the war, he came confidentially into eight fine articles, besides a continued
with boarding
ssels. The amount or degree of possession of the facts in this article. symposium of particular interest and mer resort overflowing
nation depends on the cleanli- On account of the strict censorship im- the usual pages of “Perplexities,” a houses; it was also minus a system of
garbage collection,so the landlady of the
Even posed by Lord Kitchener, no English
:he air and of the utensil.
page of puzzles, and “Curiosities.” nearest
boarding house was more than
air of a so-called clean room con- journal has published them, and in truth,
There are several unusually good war
to fail in with a proposition to
If the producer few Englishmen have known the real stories and features,
me impurities.
including the up-to- willing
buy two pigs for Melvin to keep on his
.,lers have done their duty, there facts.
Indeed, Mr. Duckworth himself the-minute continued story by Richard father’s
farm.
a the consumer’s door a bottle of
has been unwilling, until now, to com- Marsh.
“Sam Briggs Becomes a Sol
“In addition to being a landed proprieild, unadulterated milk. But the municate publicly what he has learned.” dier.” An article rich in romance and
tor, Master Hatch has also a steady inalso has responsibilities in
r
Following is a brief extract from Mr. interest is that of “A City Built for come, acquired solely by his own exeru milk so that it continues to be
Motion-Pictures,” and in his regular
Duckworth’s
article:
tions, for he has a small sum of money
consumption, especially as food
monthly dramatic department. “Masks loaned at good interest, as well as the
“How Kitchener’s Army was secretly and
The milk in the home may
■s.
Wendell
conPhillips
Faces,”
Dodge
! in unclean vessels, or exposed increased from one million to four million ; tributes an interesting first hand ac- steady rent of the house, and, most hopewhen the country’s needs are
-sarily to the air, or not kept cool men right under the very noses of the count of the reuniting of Charles Froh- ful sign
time of using. Thus things may ubiquitous German spies is one of the j man, who lost his life aboard the tor- considered, it is evident that the siren
most amazing stories of the war.
song of the city will fall on deaf ears in
to the milk affecting its quality,
pedoed Luistania, and David Belasco, coming years, for the other day he said
“This grim joke on the Kaiser was with whom Mr.
if which occur through carelessis associated in
Dodge
to his business adviser, his mother, ’I
concocted by Lord Kitchener himself. a n
important capacity, after twenty think it would be a good thing if I were
He commandeered the services of the
The number is replete with
Receiving Milk at the Home.
years.
so I
press to assist him to carry out the great striking illustrations and is a big fifteen to mortgage my land and buy more,
can be improving it and be
-\pression, “a bottle of clean, bluff.
ready to
cents
worth.
unadulterated milk,” describes the
make my living on it when I am twentymilk which should be delivered for War first conceived the idea of
to be able to get it in good
putthe interesting articles in the one. I ought
Among
of
home. The method
dipping t ting into the field four million men, he
in the next six years.’
American Magaaine are: “The shape
July
un large cans and pouring it into
realized that it would be a grave strate- Secret of Steady Golf” by Jerome D.
istomer's receptacle in the street,
RECENT DEATHS.
gic blunder to allow the enemy to know Travers, four times amateur golf chamthe incident exposure to the air, what was
really afoot. Rather, the game
of America; “Gott Strafe Engways the cleanest, is & bad prac- should be to call Jfor |a million men, and pion
Ira W. Davis, one of the oldest memland,” by Edward Lyeli Fox, correlirawing milk from the faucet of then press-agent the world with stories spondent
in Germany for The American bers of the Penobscot county bar, was
r's can is almost as bad as dipthe
at
Britlast,
lamenting the fact that,
“The Golden Rule in Busi- found dead in his bed at his home in Easl
:1k, although the milk is not ex- ish Empire was about to crumble up be- Magazine; Ida M.
ness,” by
Tarbell; “Picking up Corinth Tuesday morning, June 22d. He
hi
the air as long as by the dip- cause the men of
had not the 1
England
Stage Wisdom,” by Katherine Grey; was 68 years old and had been in pool
: rocess.
Besides the insanitary
scheme
worked
The
to
defend
it.
J
pluck
“A Senator’s Mail,” by a United States health for some months. Death resultthis method, some consumers, out
nr:
admirably.
Senator. Fiction is contributed by Wal- ed from cerebral apoplexy. Mr. Davie
he milk is kept well agitated, are
“The campaign of silence was con- j ter Prichard Eaton, David Grayson, was born in Freedom in 1847, the son oi
to receive less than their proporducted on strictly scientific lines. The John Taintor Foote, Frank Goewey Rev. Moses Franklin Davis and Mary
The custom of setting
cream.
newspaper editors were first warned that
Lucy Huffaker and Eva Chappel. French Davis. He was educated at the
gbt an uncovered vessel which any indiscretion would mean a court- Jones,
The “Interesting People” department Stetson High school, Corinna Union acadthousands of bacteria from the
Realm
of
the
the
Defense
under
martial,
contains five entertaining and inspiring emy, and the Maine Wesleyan seminary
:.ist before the milk is put into it
Act, on charges of having ‘spread reports little
and announcement is made at Kent’s Hill.
He graduated from the
-!y very insanitary, and yet it is likely to interfere with the success of | of a articles,
new department called
“Family latter institution in 1870, after which he
: to a large extent.
If milk is
His Majesty’s Forces.’ They were in- : Finances.” In this department will ap- read law with Lewis Barker of Bangor
wed in a bowl or pail by the
strueted to publish only the recruiting pear facts, ideas, and stories of personal and William P.Thompson, then of Vassal-r. it is worth while to have it
returns sent out by the War Office. Incontributing to a fuller boro. He was admitted to the Maine bar
personally to some member of dependent census-taking was strictly j experiences—all
of family budgets, allow- at Belfast in 1872 and to the Coloradc
:y, or, if the receptacle is to be forbidden. All articles on the new army, understanding
His adances, investments schemes, for saving bar in Denver two years later.
n waiting for the milk deliverer,
and even pictures of soldiers, had first | and thrift, and all matters pertaining to mission to practice in the United States
: lie covered with a plate, or betto be submitted to the censor. A permit the money side of family life.
Circuit court took place at Portland ir
a glass preserving jar may be
was required even to own a camera.
1899. Mr. Davis first practiced law in
which nothing but milk is put. \
“One London editor refused to ‘stay
The great European war, with its Stetson, afterward moving to Colorado,
rs with the glass tops are preferput.’ He published a picture of some tragic development of the past six weeks, where he engaged in his profession. He
rubber bands should be used.
soldiers without the permission of the l furnishes subject matter for a number soon returned to Maine, however, and
sunlight on the bottle of milk censor. Lord Kitchener sent for the of unusually interesting articles in the opened a law office at East Corinth. He
: rapidly and increases the bacoffender.
July Popular Mechanics Magazine. The had been in constant practice there foi
: tent.
Milk which is delivered
A second indiscretion,’ he explained, use of poison gas and liquid fire as weap- the past 36 years and but few attorneys
y in the morning, say at 4 a. ‘will mean a court-martial and jail.’
ons of attack, destruction, and defense
in Penobscot county are better known.
remains out of doors until 9 or
On what charges?’ stuttered the as- by erst-while civilized peoples overthrows He had held many town offices and was
nek, is very likely to become tonished editor.
all preconceived ideas of the ethics of superintendent of city schools and counand less fit for human consump‘Never mind,’ answered Lord Kich- warfare, taxes the imagination, and ty superintendent of schools in Colorado.
a: if it were taken in the house
ener; ‘we will clap you into prison first, causes apprehension as to the future. Mr. Davis married Miss Effie Reed oi
w’ed in the refrigerator early in and find the charges after the war is The
monstrosity that deals out death by Benton Falls in 1872, and she Jsurvives
riling.
over.’
these barbaric means is grimly depicted him with five children: three sons, R. I.
should not be transferred from the
“When it came to moving the new in the cover design of the magazine, Davis, D. R. Davis and F. C. Davis, all
bottle into another receptacle untroops to France extraordinary precau- while an illustrated article describes the of Corinna, and two daughters, Mrs. W.
i-' before
The
bottle
consumption.
tions were taken to mislead the spies. practice of shooting gas and fire and E. Wing and Mrs. N. L. Snyder, both oi
-4 be kept covered with a paper cap
The regiments were not all transported shows what protective measures armies Portland.
inverted tumbler as long as the from Southampton to Boulogne or Havre. are employing.
The world’s greatest
is in it.
Milk deteriorates by ex- Instead
were shipped from what sea tragedy, the sinking of the. “Lusi- THE NOVA SCOTIA LOBS 1EK SEASON.
they
‘o the air in the pantry, kitchen,
were really out-of-the-way and incon- tania,” is discussed not merely in its re:
nrsery. Housewives are familiar venient ports—Bristol, Avonmouth, Car- lation to the war, but also in its bearing
The lobster season promises to be a
'b. ability milk has to absorb smells
diff, Swansea and Barrow, for example— upon ship construction—for the “Lusi- good one, in spite of low prices. The
foods
like
or
fish, cabbage,
rirong
to French ports as far from the firing tania” was one of the most modern catch is holding up wonderfully.
At
ns.
It is obvious, therefore, that line as St.
Malo, Brest, and even Bor- products of the shipbuilding industry, many of the factories the lobsters have
ids should be kept out of the re- deaux on the west coast and Marseilles and
unsinkable.
Many un- to be put out in crates till the factory
supposedly
wwatur which contains milk.
on the Mediterranean.
usual pictures accompany this article, can catch
up with tbe work of packing
'be milk is received in a bowl, pail,
moved
a
were
them
trains
invariably
douole-page drawing of them. A shortage of tin has handiamong
“Troop
'•her receptacle instead of a bottle,
at night with drawn blinds. Oftentimes the sinking of the vessel. The tragedy
= same
capped some of the factory men. It hae
rules apply to the keeping of
they were run half way around the coun- is further discussed in a number of edi- been hard to get tin across and some of
k as thoce mentioned above for
before being sneaked alongside a torials by H. H. Windsor, who, by means the
try
packers, thinking that there would
imilk. Milk from the grocery
transport. Not even the officers were of some striking comparisons, shows be a closed season this year, did not
>r
a
which
is
in
bakery
can, aware of their ultimate destination— what it means to take to the lifeboats
kept
make any provision for the demand for
I " i: ost of the time, and possibly
whether it was to be France, Egypt, In- under adverse conditions at sea.
Mr. cans that is now upon them. The fish4.out refrigeration, is to be strictly
also
discusses
the
Windsor
dia, or the Dardanelles.
possibility of ermen are asking for an extension of the
voided.
“The engine drivers were changed raising the “Lusitania.”
season, to July 10th at least. The date
the
and
Care of the Refrigerator.
or
miles
capso,
every twenty
for closing this year is June 26th, but an
An absorbing account of experiences
their
received
tains
of
the
ships
troop
extension of a month was granted tc
refrigerator, unless kept scrupuat the front, utterly different from the
after
wireless
final
instructions
they
by
often
is
in
a
itself
source of
those to the westward on the Atlantic
lean,
reports sent to this country by profes- coast, so the Gulf men are looking for
flavor in milk. The refrigerator had put to sea.”
in
the
sional
war-correspondents, begins
bt inspected at short intervals, at
consideration. There is nothing the fishJuly Atlantic. The author, an American ermen could go at to bring them as much
Dean’s Rh somatic Pills for Rheumatism
ii times the outlet for the melted j
resident
in
was living
France,
long
Safe.
lady
: be freed, the ice rack cleaned,
A
as lobster fishing at this time.
j ami Neuralgia, Entirely vegetable.
in the tiny French village of Huiry, close money
week ago some fishermen had earned as
place where the food is kept
the River Marne, when, the war broke
FAIRFIELD PERSONALS.
by
with a sal-soda solution.
Even
much as $300. —Pictou Advocate.
out. There she remained while the Gerthe refrigerator is cold, a few
of Tfoy was calling man tide rolled nearer and nearer. With
Cleveland
Harding
a.
small particle
spilled milk, or
her own eyes, from her own front lawn,
0n friends in town, Tuesday.
ni glee;ici, will soon contaminate
she saw the battle of the Marne, knowhas
of
been
Charles Coombs
Augusta,
ing that if the Germans gained the short
Sick headache, biliousness, piles and
Care of Milk Betties a-d Utensils.
in town recently .the guest of Stephen
miles between them and her house, she
bad breath are usually caused by inacwould lose everything she owned.
She
k bottles are made for milk and Savage.
tive bowels. Get a box of Rexall
Mr. and Mrs. Carl C. Piper have re- saw things no war correspondents saw,
; to hold sundry other foods. As soon
Orderlies. They act gently and effecmilk bottle is empty it should be turned to their home after a few days’ and her angle of vision was different
tively. Sold only by us at 10 cents.
':
d with lukewarm water until it is visit at Belfast.
from theirs.
Her letters, written to a
City Drug Stor*.
friend at home, make a narrative as
and then set bottom side up to
John Jaquith and Edward T. Pillsbury
and interesting as it is full of
graphic
Bottles should never be returned have been
;rain
at Temple Heights this week
a
literary charm. “The Little House on
dirty or filthy condition. All uten- for a few
s
days at the Jaquith cottage.
the Marne” will run through three isVlth which milk comes in contact
! be rinsed, washed and scalded
Charles M. Bennett, son.
Master sues of the magazine. The Atlantic’s Ik/HERE AS. Edward Davis of Burnham, ir
,'-ry time they are used. When clean- Charles, and daughter Miss Jessie, have war articles reach its usual high standard. YY the County of Waldo and State of Maine,
e8e utensl'B» d° not wash them in gone to
by his mortgage deed dated the eleventh daj
Temple HeightB, where they will Alfred G. Gardiner, writing on “British of
April, 1908, and recorded in the Waldo Reg“"Water or wipe with ordinary dish pass Beveral weeks at their cottage.
Generalship,’’sketches briefly the characof Deeds, Book 290, Page 290, conveyed
istry
ters
and
careers of Sir John
military
First rinse them and then boil
E Twitchell of said Burnham, the folBenjamin Bradbury, Mr. and Mrs. French and Sir Ian Hamilton. Sir Edwin to Mary
c|ear water and set away unwiped.
described
|, the
parcel of real estate, with the
William J. Bradbury and Mrs. Grace E. Pears and George Macaulay Trevelyan, ing
receptacles are hot, they will soon Clark were at
buildings thereon, situated in Burnham in th<
^
lake over Sunday, both authorities on the Near East,
Hayden
of
Waldo
and State of Maine, to wit
point County
wme dry without wiping.
where
attended the Madison Spirit- out the probable course of events in Tur- The
a
easterly half of lot numbered one A-7 or
baby is bottle fed, every time ualist they
campmeeting.
key and the^Balkans; Bertrand Russell range of lines G-2 and containing one hundred
fading bottle and nipple are used
to Stewart’f
more or
hould be rinsed in lukewarm water,
Donald S. Knowlton entertained a makes a fair and clear-headed statement acres,of G-l and less, according
G-2; and the said Mary E
“The Future of Anglo-German Rival- plan
“d in hot water to which a small small
of
friends
of
evening
party
Monday
Twitchell has transferred to me, the underwhile Sir Francis Younghusband
-;-munt of washing soda has been added, at his home. The evening was pleasantly ry”;
signed, said mortgage and note thereby securBcalded. Never use a rubber passed in playing cards and refreshments writes on “The War and Spiritual Ex- ed by assignment by her subscribed, dated Mas
i,4
the
from
the
of
view
of
point
were served during the evening.-Fair- perience,”
28, A. D. 1915, and recorded in Waldo Registry
u between the bottle and nipple.
a case
average layman. Other articles in the of Deeds, Book 297, Page 104; and whereas the
of typhoid fever, scarlet field Journal.
been broken:
““> or diphtheria breaks out in the
magazine cover a wide range of subjects. condition of said mortgage has
(
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of
do not return any bottles to the
For any itching skin trouble, piles, eczema, the condition thereof I claim foreclosure ol
excePt with the knowledge of
salt rheum, hives, itch, ecald head, herpes, said mortgage.
the
FOR FLETCHER’S
LEONARD A. DAVIS.
June 18,1915.
physician and under the
scabies, Doan’s Ointment is highly recom'“'tions prescribed by him.
3w2f
mended. 80c. a box at all stores.
By Weeks & Weeks, his Attorneys.

1,000,000

4,000,000

Literary

ST. JOHN'S DAY IN CAMDEN.

At

The St. John’s Day celebration of Camden
K. T., was a success. The visiting commanderies were De Valois of Vinalhaven and St, Bernard of Eastport, both having
women guests.
The day’s festivities opened
with a parade. Sir Knight Joseph A. Brewster
acting as chief marshal. The procession was
m^de up as follows: Camden Band, 22 members, Clarence Fish leader; Camden Commandery, 60 Sir Knights, Charles E. Wilson EC,
A. F. Beverage G, Allie O. Pillsbury CG; Vinalhaven Band, 23 members, J. W. Kittredge,
leader; De Valois Commandery of Vinalhaven,
32 Sir Knights, Harry L Sanborn EC, O. C.
Lane G, Herbert W. Fifield CG; jThomaston
Concert Band, 20 members, Luther A. Clark,
leader; St. Bernard Commandery of Eastport,
28 Sir Knights, Henry F. Davis EC, Charles O.
Gardner G, J. R. Holmes CG.
PGC F. S. Walls
marched with the Vinalhaven Commandery.
The parade was followed by an automobile
ride, after which dinner was served in the
clubhouse on the summit of Mt. Battie. The
women of the party were entertained at the
Camden Yacht Club and Lake Megunticook.
At night the entire party attended one of the
local theatres.
The general committee in
charge of the celebration comprised Charles
A. Wilson, A. F. Beverage, A O. Pillsbury, E.
E. Boynton, George E. Allen and J. H. Ogier.
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Notice of Foreclosure
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Children Cry

CASTORIA
I

^ TjJl'B
8. HOPKINS, of Winterport, In said
EDWIN
County, creditor of Rose J. Fogg.tate of Win-

Commandery,

terport, in said County of Waldo, deceased, haring presented a petition praying that Daniel M.
spencer may be appointed administrator of the
estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That, the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by
causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
ui
I he Republican Journal, a
newspaper published at Belfast, that they inay
appear at a ;3robate Court, to Wb heid at Belfast, within anc for
said County, on the 13th day of
July. A. D.

Jio, at ten of the clock before noon, and snow
cause, if any they have, why tlie prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
Ja.VIES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
At a Piobate Court held at Belfast, within and
lor the County of Waido, on the 8th
day of
June, A. I) l»if.
B.

KNIGHT of Unity, in said County,
BEULA
guardian of Leroy S. Knight of Unity, in

County of Waldo, having presenred a petition praying for a license to sell ami
convey cersaw

tain real estate belonging to said ward as described in said petition and for tlie purposes
therein set forth.

Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by
causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks
successively In
llie Republican Journal, a
newspaper published
at I'eJast, that
they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at oelfast, within and for said
County, on tlie 13tl. day of July. A ,1). 1«15,
at ten of tlie clock before
noon, and show cause,
if any they iiave.wiiy the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted,
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

NOTICE.
Guaranteed work in Chiropody, Manieur
nn and Shampooing. Also Facial V<orL
Full line of all kinds of Hair Work at m\
parlors over Shiro's Ftore. Phoenix Row.
32tf

MISS EVIE HOLMES
At a } robate Court held at
for the County of Waldo,
June. A. D. 1915

Belfast, within and
on

the 8th day

of

ItY PRENTISS of Bangor, Maine, administrator ue boiiis non, wi;h the will a uexed. on the estate of Ellen P. Frothingh un, late
of Be fast, in said County of Waldo,
deceased
having presented a petition praying fora license
to scl. and convey certain real
estate, h .lon-nm*
to said deceased’s estate and described in
said
petition and for the purposes therein set forth.

HE>

Probate Court, within and for the County of
Waldo, on the 21>t day of June, in vacation,
A. I). 11)15.
A certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Alary Maud Miliiken,
a
late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo. de
ceased, having been presented for probate.

Nothing

Better

than bread and butter
when the bread is made
from William Tell Flour.

JAMES
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur \v.

!

richest in nutritive value.
Milled by a special process,

j

William Tell goes farther. More
loaves to the sack in addition to
wonderful bread making qualities.

_<2S)

LIBBY, Judge.

At

Notice of Foreclosure.
Phcebe H Harmon of Waldo, in
Waldo and State of Maine,
of
Doris
Lillian Harmon, Edwin Meguardian
serve Harmon. Jamei Whitney Harmon and Gilbert Gardner Harmon of said W’aldo.minors and
children of Ray E. Harmon and Phoebe H Harmon of said Waldo, by her mortgage deed dated
the tenth day of June, A. D. 1914, and record-

WHEREAS,
the County of

ed in the Waldo

County Registry

of

Deeds,

Book 318, Page 3, conveyed to me, the undersigned, three certain lots or parcels of land,
with the buildings thereon, situated in said
Waldo.

The first parcel being the north part of lot
No. 60 in the 15,000 acre tract, so-called, and
that pari of the lot between lot No. 60 and the
main road and bounded as follows: Beginning
at a stake and stones the northeast corner of
said lot No. 60; thence south twenty-four and
one-half degrees east in the east line of said
lot forty rods and three links to a stake and
stones in the division line of s id lot; thence
south sixty-nine and three-fourths degrees
west two hundred and twenty-five rods to the
east side of the county road; thence
northerly
by said county road to land of S Bullen; thence
easterly by said Bullen's land twenty-two rods
and three links to the old Swanville line; thence
north twenty-four degrees west three rods to
the north line of said lot No. 60; thence north
sixty-six degrees east in the north line of said
lot No. 60 one hundred and ten rods to the
bounds begun at, containing about
fifty-six
acres, together with the buildings thereon.
Also the north half of the barn standing on

clock before poon. and show cause,

a

Register.

Probate Court, held at neirast, within and
°f UaIdo’ ontl,e 8tb ttay of

June*1 iTliH5

Leonard, Register.

A

CLIFFORD P, NICHOLS of Dixtield, Maine,
V heir at law of Peleg B. Nichols, ace of Sears,
port, in said Countv of Waldo, deceased, having
presented a petition praying tint George l7
Merrill of Searsport may be appointed administrator de bonis non of tue estate of said Pele-'
B. Nichols, late of Searsport, in said

certain instrument, purporting to be the las,
will and testament ot
Phoebe A. Staples
late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.

County*,

deceased.,
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and tor said
County, on the 13th day of July. a. 1). 1915,

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and tor said County, on the second
Tuesday of July next, at ten ot the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be proved, approved
and allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.

show,'

at ten of the clock before noon, and
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
James LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur w. Leonard, Register.

Leonard. Register.

probate Court, within and lor the County of
Waldo, on the 18th day of June, A. I). lyis,

At a Probate Court held at
for tile County of Waldo
day of June, a. D. 1915.

purporting to be a copy
\ certain instrument
of the last will Sand testament of William
A. WhitneA. late of Winthrop, Mass., de ceased,
having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and lor said County, on the second Tuesday of July next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, If any they
have, why the same should not be proved, .approved aiid allowed.
JAMES LIBBY. Judge,
Atrue copy, Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard. Register.

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Ada v. Hutchins
late of Freedom, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to ail persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of July next, at ten of the does:
before noon, and show cause, it anv they have,
why the same should not be proven, approved
and allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

At a Probate Court Held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of June, A. I). 1915.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of John W. Davis, late
of Northport. in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.

88.—In Court ot Probate, held at Belon the 8th day of June, lot5.
Walter
Saywaru. executor of the last will of Mary
V. Savward, late ot Thorndike, in said
County,
deceased, having presented tiis first and tlual
account of administration of said estate for al-

in vacation.

FOR SALE AT YOUR GROCER-

to

tins

they have, why Hie pray-r of said petishould not be granted.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.

A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leon \rd,

Probate Court* within and'for the County of
Waldo, on the 18th dav of June, A. 1>. 1915.
in vacation,

A t rue copy. Attest:
Arthur W.

copy of

a

if any
tioner

A

I

gives notice
a

successively in
Republican Journal, newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may
app-ar at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 13th day <>t July. A. I>. 1916,
at ten of the
A he

and allowed.

—

Nothing more wholesome,
either, or a better food for
growing children, because
William Tell is m de from
Ohio Red Winter Wheat,

Ordered, That the said petitioner
all persons interested by causing
Mder to be published three weeks

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
•published three weeks successively ,n The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday ot July next, at ten of the clock
before noon, ami show cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be proved, approved

1

[

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
* Waldo’ °“ 1116 8th da7 <*
June A
a

and allowed.

WALDO
fast.

F.

A true

copy.

Attest:

Aim

n

W.

J
i

Leonard, Register.

|

Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
lor the County of W aldo, on the second Tuesday of June, A. D. 1915.
\ certain instrument, purporting to be the last
A will and testament ot Lydia C. Carver, lab*
of Searsport, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to he
in The lie
published three weeks successively
ar Belfast, that they
publican Journal,a published
to
be held at
Probate
at
Court,
may appear
Belfast, within and for said County, on the
second Tuesday of July next, at ten of the
clock befoie noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, ap
At a

lowance.

Judge,

JAMES LIB BY,

and

tne second Tues-

A

A

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Prohate Court,to he held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of July next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause if any they have,
why the same should not be proved, approved

Belfast, within
on

Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said
County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Prolute Court io be held at Belfast, on the 13th
day of July next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should uot be
a. lowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur \Y. Leonard. Register.
ALDO SS.—in Court ot Probate, held at Belfast, on the 8th day of .June. 1015.
Ethel
E, Luce and Edith fi. Mahoney, ex* eutrices of
the will of Hattie Edgeeomb Thomas, late of
Deltas t, iii said Countv, deceased, having presented their first and final account ot administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, m said
County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be heiu ai Belfast, or. the lam day
of
July next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the saiu account should not be al-

W

lowed.
land of George W. Eaton.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
The second parcel being the same
parcel
conveyed to Mrs. Margarec Bullen by warranty
Arthur \\ Leonard. Register.
P
deed from Samuel Gordon on the fifteenth
day j proved
of July, A. D. 1883, and described as follows, to
ITT A LDO St,.—in Court oi Probate, held at BelA true copy. Attest:
wit: Beginning at a stake and stones on the
I V? fast, on the 8th day of June, 1015
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
Charles
east side of the Brooks road near Samuel BulR. Hill, administrator on the estate of Samuel
len’s house; thence north sixty-four degrees
Bassett, late ot W'interport, in said County, deAt a Probate Court held at Belfast, within ano
east twenty-one rods to the northwest line of
ceased, having presented Ins first account ot adfor the County ot Waldo, on the 2nd Tuesday
ministration of said estate for allowance.
lot No. 60; thence north 26 degrees by lot
of June, A. I>. 1915.
No. 60 twenty-nine rods to land of Asa West;
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
A certain instrument, purporting to be the last
thence west twenty-four rods to the east line A will and testament of Zoway L. Clark, late weeks successively, m The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said
of Brooks road; thence
southwardly by said of Frankfort, in said County of Waldo, deceas- that ah persons interested may attend atCounty,
a Proroad to the place begun at.
ed. having been presented for probate.
bate Court, to be he'd at Belfast,on the 13th
day
The third parcel being a certain part of lot
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons in- i)t July next, and show cause, if any they
No. 61 in the 15,000 acre tract, so-called, in said terested by causing a copy of this order to be have, why the said account should not be allowed.
three weeks successively in The ReJames libby, Judge.
Swanville, described and bounded as follows, published
A true copy. Attest:
published at Belfast, that they
viz: Beginning at a stake and stones at the publican Journal,
Arthur W. Leonard. Register.
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
northwest corner of lot No. 60; thence north Bel last, within and for said County, on the secsixty-six degrees east one hundred and forty ond Tuesday of July next, at ten .of the
88—In Court ot Probate, held at Belpoles to land conveyed by said Asa, Samuel and clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
fast. on the 8th day of June, UU5. Charles
Peter West to Peter Ayer and others; thence have, why the same should not be proved, ap- R.
Hill, administrator on the estate ot Judith C.
proved and allowed.
north twenty-four degrees and thirty minutes
I’rocker, late of Wiuterport, In said County, deJAMES IJBBY, Judge.
west by said Ayer’s land to a stake, so far from
ceased, having presented his first and final acA true copy. Attest:
said first described line that a finedrawn therecount of administration of said estate for alArthur W. Leonard, Register.
lowance.
from and running south sixty-six degrees west
and parallel with said first described fine until
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
At
a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
it strikes the town fine and thence south twenweeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
for the County of Waldo, on the .second Tues
a newspaper published in Belfast, m said
ty-four degrees east to place of beginning, shall
County,
day of June, A. I), 1916.
that all persons interested may attend at a Proinclude within said boundaries twenty-three
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the I3tb
acres and eighty-six poles, meaning to
will and testament of Harriet E Frost, late
convey
;of July next, and show cause, if any they
hereby the part of said lot included within the of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased, day
have, why the said account should not be allines above given.
having been presented^for probate.
lowed.
Ordertd, That notice be given to all persons
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
Being the same real estate conveyed to said
A true copy.
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
Attest:
Doris Lillian Harmon,Edwin Meserve
HarmOn,
Arthur W. Leonard. Register.
James Whitney Harmon and Gilbert Gardner published three weeks successively in The ReJournal, published at Beltast, that they
Harmon by William A. Winchester by his war- publican
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Iiuiirtl nnranty deed dated November 21, 1913, recorded Belfast, within and tor said County, on the
*»
fast,Oil the 8th day of June, 1915. Charles
in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 313,
Page second Tuesday of July next, at ten of the A. Levai seller,executor of flic last will or James
89; and whereas the condition of said mortgage clock before noon, and show cause, if any they L. Chase, late of Waldo, m said County, deceashave, why the same should not be proved, ap- ed. having presented his first and final account
has been broken:
proved and allowed.
at administration oi said estate tor allowance.
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of
JAMES LIBBY,Mudge.
the condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of
Ordered, that notice thereof he given, three
A true copy. Attest:
weeks successively, m The Republican Journal,
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
said mortgage.
a newspaper published it) Belfast, in said Comity,
Dated at Belfast, Maine, this twelfth day of
that all persons interested may attend at a ProAt a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 13th day
June, A. D. 1915.
for the County of Waldo, on the secoud Tues>f July next, ami show cause, if any they
WILLIAM A. WINCHESTER.
day of June, a. 1). 1916.
have, why tlie said account should not be allowH. c B.
3w24
certain instrument, purporting to be a copy
ed.
of the last will and testament of Theodore
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
P. Col cord, late of San Francisco, California,
A true copy. Attest;
deceased, having been presented for probate.
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
Ordered, that notice be given to all persons in j
terested by causing a copy of this order to be i ITT A 1.1)0 SS— In Court ot Probate, lield at BelV? fast, on the St!: day of June, 1915. Inez M.
published three weeks successively In The ReClarence F. Flagg of Belmont, publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
Decrow, administratrix, with the wili .nuexed
in the County of Waldo and State of may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Bel- j on the estate of Francis M. Staples, late of
in said County, deceased
Maine, by his mortgage deed dated the twenty- fa>t, within and for said County, on the second Stockton Springs,her second
and final account of
having presented
July next, at ten of the clock
sixth day of November, A. D. 1913, and record- Tuesday of and
administration of said estate for allowance.
show cause, if any they have,
before noon,
ed in tne Waldo County Registry of Deeds,
should
same
not
be
the
why
proved, approved
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
Book 306, Page 302, conveyed to me, the under- and allowed.
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
signed, two certain lots or parcels of land situa newspaper published in Belfast, in said County
ated in said Belmont, together with the buildA true copy. Attest:
that all persons interested may attend at a ProArthur W. Leonard, Register.
ings thereon, described as follows:
Date Court.lto beheld at Belfast,on the 13th day
The first parcel of land being the same real
of July next, and show cause, if any they
estate conveyed by Mary E. Churchill to Emily At a Probate court neld at Belfast, within and
have, why the said account should not be allowfor the County of Waldo, on the 8th day of
ed.
JAMES LIBB\T, Judge.
Elvira Flagg by her warranty deed dated SepJune. A. 1). 1916.
A true copy. Attest:
tember 10, A. D, 1902. recorded in the Waldo
of Belfast, in said County,
ARTHUR W. Leonard, Register.
DOLLOFF
p
of
Book
Deeds,
County Registry
267, Page 267.
Dolloff, late of Belfast, in
The second parcel of land being the same said sou of Caroline
ALDO SS.—In A ourt oi urobate, lie.d at BelCounty of Waldo, deceased, having prereal estate conveyed to Emily E, Flagg by sented
fast. on the 8th day of June, 1915. Anile
a petition
that Benjamin H.
executrix on the estate oi William
H.
Monroe,
Herbert M. Flagg by his warranty deed dated Mudgettof Belfast, praying
in said County, may be apsaid County, deJanuary 17, A. D. 1898, recorded in the Waldo pointed administrator of the estate of said de- A. Monroe, late of Belfast, in
ceased,
having
presented her flist and final
County Registry of Deeds, Bcok 261, Page 376. ceased.
iccount of administration of said estate for
Both of said parcels being tbe same real esthe
said
Ordered, That
petitioner give notice to Ulowauce.
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
tate conveyed to said Clarence F. Flagg by
to be published three weeks successively
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
Emily E. Flagg, by her deed dated November order
in The
weeks successively, in The Republican
Journal, a newspaper pubJournal,
26, A D. 1913. and whereas the condition of lished atRepublican
that they may appear at a Proa newspaper published in Belfast, in said CounBelfast,
said mortgage has been broken:
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
ty, that all persons interested may attend at a
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of said County, on the 13th day ot July. a. I). Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on tiie
the condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of 1916, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
L3th day of July next, and show cause if auy
said mortgage.
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
they have, why the said account should not be
should
be
not
allowed.
petitioner
this
fifteenth
granted.
Dated
day of June, A. D. 1916.
JAMES LIBBY. Judge.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
WILLIAM S. KNIGHT.
A true copy. Attest:
A true copy. Attest:
D. £ M.
2w24
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
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Notice of Foreclosure

WHEREAS,

MARK

...

v/w...

1

V

town.

Isle was in
Columbus Hayford of Presque
and Mr6. A.
Mr.
of
the
guest
town Tuesday,
E. lrundy.

!

summer.

McCaslin

iou.

En-

Union street.

on

Miss Martha Grinnell of Foxboro, Mass.,
with her sister, Mrs. Frederick K. Sawyer,

Norris street for the

is
on

summer.

There will be a sociable at the M. E. church
Friday, July 9th. Ice cream and cake will be
served. Admission 10 cents.

thrown from his dray
Friday forenoon by the breaking of an axlebolt and had his shoulder dislocated.

Ausplund

was

Sally Dow of Smith Cottage, NorthampMass., is spending her vacation with her
mother, Mrs. Cora E. Dow. Main street.
Miss

ton,

Frank A. Nye has sold his furniture business
on Main street to the Home Furnishing Co., of
Belfast, Maurice Towle of Belfast, manager.
their annual sale
at the conference room July 15th. Entertainment in Union Hall in the evening. Particulars
The Ladies’ Guild will have

later.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Thayer and Mr. and
Mrs. George C. Tiussell of Belfast were in
town Sunday to attend the funeral of Mre.
Jame6 D.

Stevens.

Mrs. Charles A. Colcord and two lady friends
of Danbury, Ct., arrived Tuesday and will
siend several weeks at the Colcord homestead

East Main street.

on

Miss

Gertrude E. Bowen, who has been

teaching in the public schools of New Haven,
Ct., arrived B'riday to spend the vacation with
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Bowen, Main street.

passed over the
■village last Saturday afternoon, doing considerable damage in the eastern part of the
town to telephones and electric light plants.
heavy electrical

A

In the

storm

in last week’s issue of The

obituary

Journal of Charles Gordon Merrithew we
afcould have mentioned among the surviving
relatives a brother, Wm. M. Merithew of SearsDort.

Harold R. Smart, who graduated last week
Wesleyan college at Middletown, Ct. arrived home Friday and is visiting his parents
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Smart, Mount Ephraim
road.
from

Samuel Butman of Abilene, Tex., is visiting
his brother, Capt. James P. Butman, East Main
street, Mr. Butman is a large ranch owner in
the northwestern part of Texas and thiB is his
first visit to

Searsport for

seven

years.

The remains of Mrs.

Rebecca, widow of
George W. Merrithew, arrived from Rockland,
where she died, June 28th. Her age was about
She was buried beside the remains
70 years.
of her husband, Capt. Gilbert Ellis, in the vil-

lage cemetery.
At the annual meeting of the Village Cemetery association the following officers were
elected for the ensuing year: Clifton W'hittum,

president;

Colcoid, vice president; J.
treasurer; Mildred E. Shute,

Allen D.

Sullivan,

H.

secretary, and

L.

W’.

Wentworth, superin-

tendent.
The

Ladies Aid of the M. E. church will hold

home cooked food at the vestry featurday afternoon, July 3d. Their annual sale of
aprons, fancy articles, towels, food and candy
will be held in Union Hall, July, 22d, afterThe entertainment will be
noon and evening.
given by Mr. and Mrs. Pieice, the well known
impersonators, who were with us last year.
This year they will give an entirely different

a

sale of

program.

Margaret Elizabeth Butman of Searsport was graduated from the New England
Miss

of

Music, Boston, June 22d, and

Conservatory
received her diploma at the commencement exercises held in Jordan Hall of the Conservatory

building.
ful

during

Miss Butman has been very successher career at America’s oldest and

largest conservatory.

She

was

one

of

the

treasurer’s assistants and a member ol
the finance committee, and her record of performances at concerts by advanced students
has included the following: April 25, 1914
Chopin: Polonaise in C sharp minor; June 4
1914, Mendelssohn: Prelude in E minor; Dec
17, 1914, Sibdlius: Romance in D minor; March
4, 1915, Stojowski: “Chant d'amour.” She hat
been a pupil in pianoforte of Alfred DeVotc
class

of

the

Conservatory faculty.

A

quotatior

chosen to go with Miss Butman’s picture ir
the class-book of N. E. C.,1915, is: “A pleasing

personality

is

a

perpetual letter

of

introduc-

tion.”
Sad Drowning Accident. Elenora, the
15-years-old daughter of Capt. and Mrs. Alben
Blanchard of Brooklyn, N. Y.f was drownet
while bathing near the Smith cottage Tuesda]
She was with Blanca Eyre o:
forenoon.
Orange, N. J., about the same age, and it ap
pears that the girls were playing with a loj
which drifted beyond their depth and turnec
The Blanchard girl lost her hold an<
over.
although her companion, who could swim a lit
tie, made an effort to save her she Bucceedec
only inf grasping her bathing cap which cam<
off, and the girl sank. The alarm w?s quickl]
given and the body was recovered in abou
half an hour. Physicians were summoned an< ^
the most desperate efforts were made to re
sucitate the girl which were reluctantly givei
up after aeveral hours without success. Capt
and Mrs. Blanchard were former residents, am 1
the family spend their summers here.
Capt
A

Northport.

i s based upon the complete
approval of thousands of
housekeepers who have
used Clarions during the
last forty-one years. Granddaughters follow the advice
cf mothers and grandmothers and find a repetition of the same
satisfactory
service.
You need this
Clarion service.
Consult
the Clarion dealer
today.

Mrs. Lucy Jackson of Belfast visited har son
Herbert Jacason, Sunday.
Mrs. Eunice Whitcomb is visiting her daughter. Mrs. T. S. Erskine.
Mrs. Everett Bennett is caring for Mrs.

Mrs. Eunice Whitcomb of Belfast is
guest this week of Mrs. P. A Clement.

Misses Ruth and Irene Hodges of Winslow
guests of Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Erskine last

!

were

week.

Mrs. Fred Carter submitted to a surgical
at Dr. Tapley’s hospital in
Belfast.

THr hume clarion

operation Saturday

of

Two dogs got into Mrs. J. O. Bartlett’s flock
sixty-two sheep and lambs and killed and

wounded

WOOD & BISHOP
j

W. A.

CO., Bangor, Me.

HALL, Belfast,

twenty-one.
J ickerson. Those away but one day
The Misses Hodges returned to their home
Louise Bickmore and Stewart Barrett,
[n the Primary room, Miss Elv-a M. Rende.l, in Winslow last Sunday after a week’s visit
MORRILL.
teacher, the following pupils were not absent with Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Erskine.
The ladies Aid Society will meet with Mrs.
for the entire term: Esther Bumps, Vivian
Volney Thompson and son Ralph called or. ^
Brown, .Francis Swett, Theodore Bickmore, Mrs. Ann Gowen of Thorndike last Sunday and j 5eo. Rose today. Thur sday.
Mrs. Edna Daggett Hayward is the happy
Evelyn Noble, Thelma Littlefield and Edric found her improving in health.
nother of her second son.
Dunaver. Those absent but one-half day were
Ernest howler and family of Gardiner were
Frederick Morrison and Ada Roxanna Colcord.
We learn that Rev. Fred H. Morgan has been
at Mrs. Emma Cushman’s Monday night. C,
Reginald Doyle was absent only one day. B. Cushman
them to Castine ?iven s vacation of two months.
accompanied
Blanchthe
Intermediate pupils,Grace
Among
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Johnson of Freedom were
Tuesday.
ard and Esther Bumps are deserving of specof Mr. and Mrs.G. W. Dow last Sunday.
Miss
guests
Mrs.
E.
and
B.
of
Ramsey
Northport
ial mention, the former having been neither !
of
Mrs. Claude Knowlton of Liberty passed the
absent or tardy for two years, and the latter Laura Young of Lincolaviile were guest3
Mrs. C. H. Clement and Mrs. Arvesta Barker ! week-end with her two daughters, Mrs. Dow
perfect in attendance for eight consecutive
and Mrs. Bowen.
last week.
terms. The pupils who have attained an avI
L.
Dr. and Mrs. T. N. Pearson, with Millard
J.
uncle
Miss
Miriam
and
her
Bartlett
rank
Intermeof
or
in
the
above
erage
ninety
Nickerson and Leona Woodbury, took an auto
diate school are Frederica Lampher, Louise Rogers, of Marshfield Hills, and Cliff R. RichBickmore, Isabelle Young, Doris Bickmore, ards of Washington, D. C arrived Saturday ride to Cherryfield June 23d to be present at
the ordination of Rev. Clarence Fogg.
Charles Foster, Orillie Lampher, Josie LaFur- to visit Mr. apu Mrs. J. O. Bartlett.

Established ]

v' %

Mp

j

Maine.

“Safety First” to the housewife means
safeguarding the family’s home-baked food.
Always use Royal Baking Powder which
Royal Baking Powder is made from
of tartar—derived from grapes.

Contains No Alum

or

Lime

Stolen

j

cream

|

j
j
j

Phosphate

iey and Luther Calderwood.
mendable record

:___~

Blanchard, who is in con mand cf a steamer of \
STGCKTON SPRINGS.
American-Hawaiian line, was to leave for |
The surviving
New York Tuesday afternoon.
Miss Lfra Sprowl of W'interport spent June
members of the family are a son and daughter,
22nd ar.d 23rd with her cousin, Mrs. Albert M.
William and Miss Lorna.

the

Black Mart
From Frank Mortland’s
pa;,

jture

Certainly a comfor these young students.

Current Events Club. This ladies’
literary association of our village,in observance
of the annual Field Day and also the twentieth
The

—

All who wish to join the local ball team are
3.30
requested to meet at Mosman Park _at
every afternon for practice.

Ansel A.

5

Leach street.

electric lights'and lavatory
quire of Mrs. F. A. Curtis.
Russell Phillips arrived Sunday from New
York and is a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Henry

I

insures delicious and healthful food.

Roulstone of Boston arrived
RoulSunday and is the guest of Mrs Flora
stone on Reservoir street.
Master George Rogers of Brighton. Mass,
arrived Saturday and is visiting Miss Catherine
Miss Henrietta

water,

Mi HI

Safety First!

and Mrs. Arthur B. Smith and daughters
Pleasant
Brewer are at their cottage at

to let.

1

p—I—BiBJ

Mr.

cm.

j

Ellery

to atDr. Frederick K Sawyer left Monday
Dental
tend the annual meeting of the Maine
Society in Portland.

apartment

the

in

REPUTATION]

CLARION

Mr. and Mrs. k\ a. Clement paseed Satur-

were

from PhiladelBarge Oleys arrived Friday
to the P. C. & W.
phia with 3,000 tons of coal
Co., at Macks’ Point.

An

j

schools in town closed June 18th. In
Che Intermediate grades. Miss Abbie Chase,
teacher, the following pupils were not absent
luring the term: Grace Blanchard, Charles
Foster, Orillie Lampher,' Georg! Lathrop,
Seorge Smith and Isabelle Young. Those absent
?nly one-half day were Josie LaFurley and

from
Ida M. Baker arrived Saturday
vacation in
Waltham, Mass., ana will spend her

on

Walter Thompson, who has a son.
C. H. Thompson and Francis Williams of
Boston are visiting S. K. Thompson.

The

Mrs.

M. Kane

H Jackson, during the service. An impressive
ceremony always. The church was tastefully
ind elaborately decorated, with snowballs,
»yringas, weigelias,daisies and ferns. The altar
was draped in white, bordered with ferns, and
dower-trimmed. Two little Sunday school
girls,the Misses Joy Renouf and Vivian Brown,
collected the offerings of the audience for

Sunday school purposes in dainty .flower-decked
baskets.

gent.

of

day night

CENTER MONTVILLE.

Jae

left Tuesday to visit his
George B. Delano
Burnham
in
daughter
last week
Mrs J. Sanford Norris arrived
from Milford. Mas*.
town Monday for
J. H. Kneeland was down
the first time for several months.
of AuDurn is
Miss Katherine M. Parsons
Sweetser.
W.
J.
Mrs.
visiting her aunt,
at Mosman
There will be base ball games
afternoon.
the
in
and
5th,
3d
Park July
from DorMrs F. A. Curtis arrived Friday
the winter.
chester, Mass., where she spent
F. Gilkey,
Ship Timranda, Capt. Nathan
for Rio Janeiro.
sailed from Norfolk June 2nd
of Lynn,
Mr. and Mrs. Leo M. Sargent
Mrs. W. P. SarMass., are guests of Mr. and

Point for the

commendation of the listening audiencechristening,that of little Dorothy Albertina
Littlefield, only child of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
L Littlefield, Church street, too* place, the
ittractive little babe looking calmly* into the
face of the minister as he took her from the
irms of her maternal grandmother, Mrs. Frank
be

SEARSPORT.

Mrs. W. D. Tasker received

a

Miss Blanche Clements,

message Sat-

urday that her youngest daughter, Mrs. Calista Sterling, had just passed away at the Maine
Other near
General hospital in Portland.

who passed
last
Wollaston, Mass., with
her aunt, Mrs. Fred H. Morgan, is with her at
her summer home in Morrill, and will return
with her this autumn to Massachusetts, where
she will enter the Boston Homeopathic Hospital to be trained as a nurse. She has already
taken the preliminary examination and been
winter and

1

relatives in town are a sister, Mrs. II..E. Ramsay; two brothers, J. W. ard M, M. W'entworth
Mrs. Sterling was known here in her youth as
Miss Kittie Wentworth. She was a graceful,
vivacious girl and a musician and singer of

spring

in

M.
accepting the cordial invitation of Mrs.
1
Houghton of Bangor to join her on her piazza
accepted.
for the midday luncheon, left by early morning
Ames, and husband.
Congregational Church Notes. The fol- j
train Saturday, the members spending the ex- ability.
Mr. aid Mis. George Titccmb and little
i'*«*«*t
nun
vjiuwcis
vjigdiuzc.
was
Childrens’
carried
Day program
lowing
tra time shopping before repairing at eleven
Mrs. Kittie Wentworth Sterling of Portland
daughter Fh\ His left Saturday for Oakland to
out on Sunday by a chorus of thirty-five chilJune
Auburn,
25.
the
home
of
o’clock
to
the
Me.,
hostess,
Representative fruit
hospitable
remain through the summer.
died Saturday during an operation in a Portdren; twelve from the Primary class, fifteen j
growers met here today and organized the
45 Linde- street. The weather was charming; land
her
leaves
Archie
She
husband,
Maine
Fruit
Growers’ Exchange, the memberhospital
Dr. aDd Mrs. Eugene L. Stevens of Belfast
Juniors and eight Intermediate girls:
and the delicious lunch—appetizing chicken
Sterling, and a daughter anil son. She was ship including the 11 organizations of that nawere Sunday guests of his brother and wife,
MORNING SERVICE.
salad, orange marmalade, pickles, salted pecans the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Austin Went- ture in the State. Officers elected were: W.
Dr. ar.d Mrs, George A. Stevens, Church street.
The School
j
Unison Prayer,
H. Conant of Buckheld, president; J. H. King
1
and peanuts, coffee and ice-creams, furnished w'orlh and
Siloam
spent several years of her life in of Mechanic Falls, vice president; W. G Roberts
Hymn,
Mrs. Lydia Emery left Thursday for Bangor
1
and
the
various
Mrs.
sandwiches,
;
by
Houghtor
Brown
School
;
Seed,”
this place, wnere her mother, Mrs. D. Tasker, of Waldo boro, clerk; Prof A. C. Russell of Kents
Song, “Shiny
Selection Fifty-first after a few weeks* visit with her son and wife, cakes, home-made candies and chocolate bonResponsive Reading.
Hill, treasurer.
her sister, Mrs. Huldah Ramsey, and two
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Emery, Maple street, bons, contributed
Reports from Schuol for last Quarter
the
club
ladies—served
by
Milton and West Wentworth, rebrothers,
Offering
School [ Jure 22ic, Bethany Chapter, O. E. S„ ob- upon the screened-in piazza to a happy com- side. Milton Wentworth attended the funeral State of Ohio, City of Toledo, »
Song, “In the Garden,”
ss*
Lucas County.
\
Pastor
Brief Address,
j served a “Roll Cali," followirg the ceremony pany of appreciative femii ine friends of the in Portland June 28th.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he is senior
Recitation, “Welcome Cradle Babies,”
with a lurch of ice cream and cake later in hostess was most enjoyable. The President
partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney & Co.,
Minerva Gray
of the club, as a surprise, provided a birthdaythe evening.
doing business in the City of Toledo, County
Calling the Cradle Roll,
LIBERTY.
and
State aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
its
of
in
Winner of Membership Contest
twenty flaming
glory
Mrs. Miles Harris and two children of Houl- cake, blazing
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for
Isabelle Frame §.
Recitation, “Baby Dear,”
candles as the closing featuie in the delightful
last week to join Mrs.
arrived
Ned
ton
arrived
Taylor
June
22nd
visit
her
to
sister
and
each
and every case of Catarrh that cannot be
Cradle Roll Song
At 2 p. m. the company,as Mrs. Houghcured by the use of HALL’S CATARRH CURE.
Taylor at the Pulsifer cottage.
family, Mr. and Mrs. Noble, Sea View street, repast.
Baptism of Children
ton’s guests, took electrics for Park Theatre,
FRANK J. CHENEY.
; Scripture Recitation and Tableau.
for a few weeks.
Miss Frank Ayer and gentleman friend, Mr.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
Psalm 150, Junior Girls
where all enjoyed to the fullest “Mary PickR. I., are enjoying a
The
Ladies’
Aid
Baker
of
this
of
Providence,
6th
of
the
presence,
Umversalist
day
December, A. D. 1886.
Society
j Doxology
ford” in the photo-play, “The Dawn of a ToA. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
week's vacation in town, staying at C. M.
EVENING SERVICE, 7.30 O’CLOCK.
parish will be entertained this, Thursday, aftermorrow.” From the theatre the ladies, inNotary Public.
noon for needlework by Mrs. James M.
Hurd’s.
Processional, ‘We come from far and near,”
Treat,
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally and
cluding Miss Mary Hichborn, president; Mrs.
School West Main street.
and Mrs. J. J. Walker, Miss Madge acts directly upon the blood and mucous surMr.
Lillias S. Emery, secretary, Mrs. Ada P. GrifChristine Helen Eames
Welcome,
faces of the system. Send for testimonials,
School *v.Capt. Edmund tiichborn arrived Thursday fin, Mrs. Angie F. Mudgett, Mrs. Lelia C. W'alker and Miss Nellie Hunt, who have been free.
Song, “Shiny Brown Seed,”
since last October, rein West Park, N. Y
Prayer
frem Baltimore, where his vessel is dischargF. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Thompson, Mrs. Ada L. Mudgett, Mrs. Estelle
Motion Song, “Welcome, Happy Hours,”
Sold by all Druggists, 75 ;.
ing, for a few days’ visit with his sister, Miss Crosby, Mrs. Abbie K. Treat, Mrs. Alice M* turned home last week and opened their home
School
Take
Hall’s
Family Pills for constipation.
for the summer.
Nellie Hichborn, WeBt Main street,
Recitation, “Merry Brown Thrush,”
Hichborn, Mrs. Lucretia Flanders, Mrs. FlorReginald McElhiney w Mrs. Rufus L. Mudgett, Sylvan street, was ence F. Levine, Mrs. Blanche F. Staples, Mrs.
Mrs.
Clara
Morrison
and Miss Cora MorriC. B. Knowlton and O. W7. Ripley of South
Cl;, de Heal, Henry Rogers
son of Belfast and Miss Ruth Hayes of SquirSchool in Belfast several days last week, the guest of Elizabeth B. Goodere, Miss Harriet D. Rich- Montville went 10 Belfast Wednesday to join rel
Song, “Gather for Jesus,”
Island are guests of Mrs. C. M. Walker.—
her sister-in-law and husband, Mr. and Mrs. E.
Recitation, “Jesus and the Children,”
bord. Miss Leora Partridge and Miss Nellie Palestine Commandery in their pilgrimage to Rockland Courier-Gazette.
Isabelle Closson M. Crocker. She returned June 23rd.
went directly to the home-bound
of
Hichborn,
where
were
they
guests
Augusta Thursday,
Daisies
Daisy Motion Song and Exercise,
Rev. A. A. Blair will speak Sunday evening, train, feeling that a glorious memory-day had Trinity Commandery, who celebrated its fifMarion Hughes, Pauline
SHIP NEWS.
Orilla Whitcomb,
been
in
the
archives
of
each
Towers
placed
personal
tieth Anniversary. The occasion was one of
July 11th, in the Universalist pulpit, upon
Discontented Buttercup,
Gladys Rose Winston Churchills’ latest book, “In a Far attending member of The Current Eivents much credit to Trinity Commandery.
AMERICAN PORTS.
The Offortory
Club.
The enforced absence of several as.
Country." Don’t miss bearing this discourse.
E. H. Knowlton of Malone, N, Y., and Mark
\ Recitation, “All Things Beautiful,”
New York, June 22. Sld, sch Tarratine.
sociates was deplored by all. Mrs. Jennie M
George Littlefield
Knowlton of Minneapolis were in town for Hudson River for Stockton; 23, ar, schs TeluMrs. L. S. Titccmb, Sylvan street, returned
Song Prayer, “Jesus, Tender Shepherd” School from Pittsfield last
Bragg accompanied the ladies on the trip, but two days last week. Both gentlemen were : mah, Bangor; Andrew Nebinger, do; Samuel
week, accompanied by her
In the report for t) e last quarter several inspent the time with her mother, Mrs. Ralph born in Liberty, children of Freeman and Ab- Hart, Long Cove; Magnus Manson, Pernamaged parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Dearborn,
sch Mary Ann McCann, Bangor
teresting facts were made public. Two conMorse,at Paine Hospital. The club appointed bie Knowlton. Mark Knowlton went west buco; 24, ar,
who will permanently live with her and husvia New Bedford; sld, sch Carrie A Look, Haliditions discouraging to officers and teachers
the following committee: Mrs. Lelia C.Thompband.
fifty years ago and this is his first visit to his fax; 24, ar, stm Black Rock, Bath for Norfolk,
can only be remedied by the co-operation of
sch Brina P Pendleton; schs Izetta, St
son. Airs. Elizabeth B. Goodere and Mrs. Ada
native State. E. H. Knowlton went to Bel- towing
Mrs. Charles Clay of Lincoln, Maine, is L.
the parish; first, the Sunday school is from
to
and
take
flowers to their fast with his brother Watson to live when a John. N B; Susie H Davidson, Weymouth, N S;
Muugett,
buy
25, ar, schs Lizzie D Small. Stockton; Susan N
necessity running upon a sadly deficient al- visiting her aunt, Mrs. Orilla G. Libbey, and invalid member, Mrs. Morse, confined in Paine
small boy. There he attended school and Pickering, Bridgewater, N Y; 26, ar, schs Willowance, and second that the average attend- calling upon other relatives in town. She is Hospital. A beautiful hydrangea in bloom was
Annie P Chase,
learned the jewelers trade.
Thirty-seven liam E Litchfield, Charleston;
the daughter of Wilnur Grant of Kingman, ! carried her
ance in intermediate and adult classes is less
Philadelphia; 27, sld, schs Charlotte T Sibley,
by Mrs. Thompson and Mrs. Mudhe went to Malone, N. Y., and enago
years
Churchman,
Maine.
Stockton;
Stonington; SeGeorge
than a third the enrollment. During the
gett, with words of sympathy from the entire
gaged in business. They made the journey guin, Perth Amboy for St John, N B; 29, sld,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wyman left Friday for club.
Mrs. Houghton has retained her memquarter two clubs have been formed. The
H
Norfolk
and Rio
sch
Babcock,
Augustus
from Malone in Mr. E. H. Knowlton’s car and
iflUICO
Ui
U&BB
11U.
lUlClUICUIttlC
their home in Mattawamkeag, accompanied bership in the ladies’
J UUllg
X,
literary association since had almost delightful trip. From here they Janeiro
Boston, June 23. Ar, schs Thelma, Fernantaught by Mrs. James Sweetser, are organized by Mrs. Wyman's two children, one of whom j her residence in Stockton'while Mr. Houghton
went to Camden to pass a few days with some dina; Florence & Lillian, Bangor; Catherine, do.
as a Sunshine Club with the purpose of brighthad been with her father. Frank V. Davis, for was the R. R. Manager, for the first two
years relatives, after which they will return to Maj
Philadelphia, June 22. Cld, stm George E
ening dark places. This class is for girls in a year past.
lone.
Warren, Bangor; 24, sld, tug Conestoga, towof our railroad conveniences.
the early teens. New members will find a
ing barges Oak Hill for Brewer, and Pocopson
The meeting of the Auxiliary Aid last week i
The officers and trustees of the Maine State
for
Rockland; 26, cld, stm L V Stoddard, Banhearty welcome. The Junior girls from nine with Mrs. Elmer E. Thompson, Church street,
Fair met last week with Hon, L. C. Morse
SANDYP01NT.
gor.
to twelve are enthusiastic members of the
and were entertained by him at the Sanford
June 22. Ar, schs Fannie Palmer,
a
most
Baltimore,
occasion.
proved
The “myspleasing
House at dinner. After dinner they were
Junior Helper Club. Good times and good
Rio Janeiro; Augusta W Snow, do; 24, sld, WilCharles Snow is at work in L. G. Patterson’s taken in boats to his cottage on the Island
tery lunch” was a great success. Nine.young
liam E Downes, San Juan.
deeds not a few have already been recorded in ladies were in
which had been decorated by Mrs. Morse for
store.
attendance.
I
Newport News, June 22. Sid, ship Timanthe club records. Four members, Valma Webthe occasion. Here they enjoyed a fine stew
Rio Janeiro.
C. A. Towers was a business visitor in BelThe Stockton Springs band went to Castine
The dra,
made Dy Mr. Morse and spent the night.
ber, Kathryn McElhiney, Isabelle Frame and
Mobile, June 19. Sld, sch Georgia Gilkey.
June 23rd to furnish music for the commence- fast Saturday.
party included Timothy F. Callanan of Lew
Port Spain; 22, sld, sch James W Paul, Jr, ProFrances Rogers, have not been absent from
and his son, Edward Callahan;
ment exercises at the E. M. S. N. S and gave
Messrs. Griffin and Heath are painting the iston, treasurer,
gresso.
class ithis year. The contest for increased
B. J. Libby of Oakland, president, and son AlPerth Amboy, June 23.
Sld, sch M V B
excellent satisfaction, we are informed. They Hersey Retreat.
of Auburn, secretary,
L.
Lowell
ton; James
membership of the cradle roll was won by
Chase, St John, N B.
made the trip by motor l oat from here.
trustees :DaviJ M. Campbell
the
and
following
Mrs. Rose Whitehouse of Bucksport is here
Frances Rogers. Eighteen babies were added
Jacksonville, June 24. Ar, sch Wawenock,
of Cherry field. Frank Wiggin of Lewiston, New York.
Mrs. Laura P. Kelley, West Main street, is visiting her sisters.
and three having reached the required age for
Benjamin A. Parker of North Berwick, Hon.
Cape Henry, June 26. Passed out, sch Alice
of
suffering irom an attack of shingles—a hard
admittance to the beginner’s department,
Miss Elli Styles went to Bridgewater Mon- L. C. Morse of Liberty. Ralph I. .*iorse, son
L Pendleton, Newport News for Cartagina.
disease lor an aged person. Sympathy is exMr. Morse, was present and assisted in enterwere promoted—Jay Ambrose Fairchild, son
Norfolk, June 26. Ar, sch- Brina P Pendleday to visit relatives.
taining. Both gentlemen have tne reputation ton, Coombs, Bangor; sld, schs Ruth E Merrill,
pressed by all neighbors. The patient is reof Dr. and Mrs. S. L. Fairchild, Mary Elizabeth
W. Stiles returned Saturday from a visit of being grand entertainers and this occasion
1.
Portland; Augustus Welt, Rio Janeiro; WilHavener, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. I. H. ported more comfortable at this writing, Monproved no exception.
liam H Clifford, Las Palmas or Santa Cruz de
in the northern part of Maine.
Havener, and John Frame, son of Mr. and day.
Teneriffe (and all passed out Cape Henry.
and
M.
Mr.
Eames
were
^lrs.
business
B,
Mrs. John Frame, were the small graduates,
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Flanders, Jr., from
Bangor, June 23 Ar, sch Grace Davis, BosEAST BELFAST.
ton; sld, sch L V Stoddaid, Norfolk; 25, sld,
each receiving a diploma tied with pink, the
Albany, N. Y., who had been guests of his visitors in Belfast June 23d.
G

roll color.
Nine babies responded to
p arents, Mr. ana Mrs. J. A. Flanders, East
Main street, for several days, left Friday for
roll call—Florence Howard, Mildred Sawyer, Edna Richards, Lewene Towere, William her mother's in Bangor, preparatory to leaving
Kerr, Estelle Moulton and the three already Monday for home.
mentioned. Six children were given Christian
Mr. and Mrs. Elden H. Shute arrived Thursbaptism at this time—Minerva Celia, Inez day from their marriage trip of a week and
Gertrude and Alice Mabel, little daughters of are
guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. A.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Gray, William Sterling,
Flanders, East Main street, and his mother,
son of Mr. and Mrs. William Kerr, Glenn Olin,
Mrs. Elden S. Shute, Sylvan street, for a week
son of Mr. and Mrs. James Faery, and Estelle
previous to their departure for South Sebec,
infant
Nettie,
daughter of Mr. and MrB. H. R. jxiaine.
Moulton. One of the prettiest features of the
Mrs. L. S* Titcomb, Sylvan street, accommorning service was the recitation of the 160th
Psalm with appropriate motions by the fol- panied by her daughter, Miss Vivian, was in
Exeter last week to attend the marriage of
lowing Junior girls: Christine Eames, Edith
her husband’s nephew, Lyndon Titcomb, and
Parse, Isabelle Closson, Evelyn Thompson,
Isabelle Frame, Valma Webber, Kathryn Mc- Miss Gladys Buswell. It was a large wedding,
and 200 attending the reception
Elhiney, Gladys Rose, Edna DuBose, Minerva with 75 guests
Gray, Inez Gray, Marjorie Towers and Frances following the ceremony.
Mrs. C. O. McMann arrived June 22d from
Rogers. Organ accompaniment Miss Mildred
Shute. The processional, marshalled by Regi- Bangor accompanied by her wee daughter—
nald Powers McElhiney and led by Alice Gray
Maiy Elizabeth—born in said city. Mr. Mcand Carl Croce, was unusually tfftctive, the Mann had housekeeping arrangements comchildren carrying department banners and
pleted lor her homecoming in the J. L. Landaisy garlands. The decorations for the day caster ktuse, Middle street, an attractive
heme for this young couple and their most
were in yellow and white, field daisies and yelwelcome babe. Welcome back to Stockton.
low garden dowers.
-:Miss Kuth Merrithew went by train toSearsBRANCH MILLS, (Palermo)
port June 23d to visit her sister, Mrs. Arthur
Colson, Nichols street. Thursday Mr. and
Miss Ruby Toby from Waterville High ! Mrs. Colson with Miss Ruth and Simeon B.
school is at home for the summer vacation.
Merrithew, the ladies father, took an automoStudents from Cony High. Edith Pinkham, bile trip to Bangor in the ColBon car, leaving
the Merrithews at their home, Church street,
Beatrice Worthing, Dancie Crommett, Doris
Kitchin, Eva. Louraine Worthing and Stanley on their return,
Kitchin are home for the summer vacation.
Mrs. Willard M. Griffin and grandson, Mr.
Miss Jennie Chadwick, who has been teach- Willard C. Griffin, elder son of Mr. and Mrs.
ing in Winslow the past year, is now enjoying Charles Griffin of Alameds, California, took
the summer vacation and is visiting her sister Thursday’s steamer for Boston to devote sevMrs. Harry Worthing. Her mother, Mrs. Hateral days to sight-seeing in that city and New
tie Chadwick, is also visiting.
York belore their departure for San Francisco
via the Northern Pacific R. R. Many friends
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Doe and daughter atof their son Harvey
in Stockton deeply regretted the brevity of
tended the

cradle
the

Capt.
at

E. E. Harvey and family of Bangor
their cottage at the Point.

are

A heavy shower visited here June 25th, with
thunder, lightning, rain and hail.
Miss Carrie Devereaux of St. Augustine,
Fla., arrived Sunday and opened her house for
the summer.

Mr. and Mrs. George Rowe of Milo arrived
Saturday and are spending their honeymoon at
the Gould cottage.
Mr. and

Mrs. Barrows and

Hampden were
family Sunday.

West
and

Charles of
guests of H. M. Griffin
son

Mrs. Clara Erskine and Miss Flora Erskine
arrived Monday from Orono and will remain
here

during

the

summer.

F. A. Pitcher and Miss Evelyn Pitcher
Chelsea, Mass., arrived Friday and opened
their cottage for the summer.
Mrs.

of

and Mrs, Charles Larsen have returned
to Bangor after a visit with the latter’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Davis.
Mr.

Mrs. Annie Ricker and little grandson, Sher- ;
win Ricker of Bangor, arrived last week to
visit Mrs. Wilda Strout. Mrs. Ricker will go
to Islesboro for the summer and Sherwin Oliver, New York; Itasca, Boston; William
Jones, do; 29, ar, sens Tarratine, New York; C
will remain here for a more extended visit.

Sidney P. Young of Greenville,
spending a few weeks at her log cabin
Mrs.

on

who came in the Saunders touring car,
dinner menu included cantelope, fish
fruit
chowder, lobster salad, steamed clams,
Mr. and
pudding with whipped cream, etc.
Mrs. Edmund Wilson were also guests Sunday

guests of Mrs. Mary F. French June 23d.
Rev. Charles Hatch and wife went to Bangor
June 25th, to visit her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Walker, befor returning to their home
in

Manchester-by-the-$ea.
SEARSMONi.

The schools closed

a

successfuhterm June 26th

on

the return.
FOREIGN

Lisbon, June 17. Sld, bark Kremlin, Warner
York.
Rosario, June 23. Sld, sch Martha P Small
New York.
Buenos Ayres, June 22. Sailed, bark Snowdon, Farrow. Philadelphia.
Rio Janeiro, Jnue 21. Arr.ved schr Oakle>
C Curtis, Leland, Norfolk; 23, ar, sch Malcohr
Baxter. Jr., Norfolk.

Corrected

The

PRODUCE

PAID PRODUCER.

MARKET

Apples,per bbl,1.00r.2,90| Hay,
dried, per lb., 7 Hides,
3 25a3
Beans, pea,
60j Iamb,
3 751 Lamb Skins,
Beans, Y. E.,

cabin.

The Good Roads Day planned by the Belfast
Board of Trade has been postponed until fall,
hold one
but the people of East Belfast will
be made
today, when a concerted effort will
teams
to improve the shore road. All having
and on
are invited to assist in hauling gravel
at
be
served
will
dinner
.A
the highway
picnic
Arthur E
noon and a real gala day is planned.
of
the
of
arrangements
Stantial has charge
and
the dinner, Fred N. Savery of the teams,
the work will be done under the supervision of
road commissioner George Weymouth.
The large barn owned by R. A. Peavey of
East Belfast, which has long been a landmark
Searsoh the knoll on the southerly side of the
the opposite
port road, has been removed to
sumhis
as
side of the road on the same side
a drive
mer home, set some 60 feet back and
new
to it built. Mr. Peavey plans to erect a
the barn
summer home just beyond where
of nwi esmost
the
on
portion
sightly
stood,
field
tate. The first story will probably be of
modern
stone, as will the chimneys, and every
convenience vfrill be installed. The grounds
will be laid out this year, but work on the
season.
bungalow will not begin before another

PRICE CURRNET.
Weekly for The Journal.

BELFAST

ville,

at the

PORTS.

New

the

Agnes Harding and children of Brewer,
with her mother, Mrs. Ira Ward of Prosj eet,
were

28th

who is

Pendleton shore, entertained over Sunday
toiss
Mr. Thomas Saunders, Mr. John and
Edith Johnson and Miss Kate Lord of Green-

Mrs.

Clark,-, to load lumber.
Searsport. June 23. Sld, stm Meteor, Norfolk; 25, ar, barge Oley, Philadelphia, and sld
B

Work has begun on the underpinning of a
large addition to the I. L. Perry residence,
of Searsport avenue and Mitchell
corner
Frederick A. Patterson of Bangor,
street.
who designed the house, has made the blue
conform
prints for the addition, which will
with the main house.

Mrs. Perkins and children of Providence, R.
I., arrived June 24th and will occupy their cottage. Dr. Perkins will come later.

Aaron B. Ripley passed away Sunday even,
ing, June 27th, after an illness of seven weeks*
He was born in Searsmont Oct. 27, 1837, and
has always lived here with the exception of
fifteen years when he worked in the Sacramento Valley, Cal. He was a member of Quantabacook Lodge, F. and A. M., of Victor Grange and
Arbutus Chapter, O. E. S„ Liberty. He leaves
a wife Lucretia W., three children by a former
graduation
at,
marriage: Mrs. Carrie Colburn of Lincolnville,
Mrs. Edith Aldrich of Springfield,Mass., Frank
in
town.
Lawrence High in Fairfield, June 17th. That their stay
sisters and one
Ripley of Avolon. N. J,1 four
Mr. Doe was very popular in his class and
last
Sunday
Children's Sunday was observed
brother, Mrs. Emma Curtis of South taontville
among his schoolmates 'was evident by the
Rose
Mrs.
Merrian of
and
Lile
Miss
Ripley
at the Universalist church by a very successful
many offices which he held in the school. He
Appleton, Albert Ripley «nd Mrs. Lois Freewas president of his class, leader of orchestra,
and highly enjoyable concert. The children, man of Searsmont* besides a larger circle of
manager of the Dramatic Club, captain of
wel),none requiring prompt- friends. He will be greatly missed for his
track team and business manager of Lawrence speaking unusually
manner to all.
ing, and but one hesitation occurring, received kind words and gonial

Lyra.

Mrs, Emory 0. Pendleton left Tuesday to
relatives in Hallowed.

visit

10

U0la4(M

Mutton,
8£al0 Oats, 32 lb.,
8<
Potatoes,
Beet,forequarters,
60 Round Hog,
Barley, bu,
24 Straw,
Cheese,
18 Turkey,
Chicken,
Calf Skins,
18(Tallow,
Duck.
20Veal,
Butter,
Beef, sides,

Eggs,

22

Wool, unwashed,

16 Wood, hard,
18 Wood, soft,

Fowl,
Geese,

;

18 Lime,
Beef, Corned,
Butter Salt, 141b., 18a22 Oat Meal,

Cranberries,

Lard,

RETAIL

PRICE.

Corn,
Cracked Corn,
Corn Meal.
Cheese,
Cotton Seed,
Codfish, dry,
Clover Seed,
Flour,
H. G. Seed,

j!
7i

28a30

|

RETAIL

1!

1<

7.0<
26a8<
12al!
8
6.0i
3.5<

MARKET.

89 Onions,
84 Oil, kerosene,
84 Pollock,
24

4:

35a4'

Pork,

180 Plaster,
10' Rye Meal,
8 Shorts,
19 Sugar,
7 50&8 76 Salt, T. I.,
8 76' Sweet Potatoes,
I4l Wheat Meal,

1 1<
12al!
1

1.1!
1 6i
7;
41

Searsport,

Thursday

June 17th. Weight 900 Ik
'quite old; gray around head:
white

patch on hind toot:
sprung forward, both legs R
Notify

warn.

j

FRANK

MORTLAND,
Searsport.

I
!

of

! foreclosure

Mortgage

OF REAL ESTATE
Herbert G. Kingsbury
WHEREAS
fort, in the County of Wald

Maine, by his mortgage deed dated ;
29, 1908. recorded in Waldo R gistr
| Book 285, Page 357, conveyed in m
; the undersigned, John White, then
in the County-of Penobscot, State
1
now of Stetson, in said Caurrty of i
J the following described real estate,
certain lot or parcel of land, with the
thereon, situate in the town of Era:
said County of Waldo, bounded at...
as follows, viz: Beginning at a be* .::
southeast corner of lot number*-,

|

;
;

thence east, one degree south,
a spruce tree; thenct
one hundred and five
twenty links to a beech tree; thence
degree south, ninety rods to a stake a
thence north, one degree east, fortyto a stake amt stones; thence west,
north, one hundred and sixty-eight
small beech tree; thence south,
west, one hundred and forty-eig:
first bounds mentioned, containing
seven acres, more or less, and whrre.i;
conditions of said mortgage have
now remain broken, this notice is
hereby given for the purpose of t.
the same as provided by law.
Dated at Bangor, Maine, this tw.
day of June, A. L> 1915.
3w26
JOHN V.
Bv his attorney.
Matthew Lai
seven;

eight rods to
degree east,

!

:

f
j
ftr

|

POPULAR

Fish

~

sch Georgietta Lawrence, New Haven; 26, ar,
stm GeorgeJ E Warren, Philadelphia; 28, ar,
schs Ira B Ellems, Hudson River; W D Mangam,
Everett, Mass; Annie F Kimball, Gloucester;
sld, stm George E Warren, Philadelphia.
Stockton, June 22. Ar, sch Clara B Kennerd.
-; 23, ar, stm Millinocket, New York; 24,
ar, bark Robertsfors (Russian), Rockland, to
load deals for United Kingdom; sld, tug Portsmouth, towing barge P N Co No 16, for Boston; 26, sld, stm Millinocket, New York; 27, ar,
schs Harry W Haynes, Florence, N J; Susie P

in

:

At

Northport Inn, Northport.

Owing

!

Dinner

to the

'.

large

number ot frii.idhave appealed to Mr. Burnham f r.
fish dinner, he has finally decidtd t
to their requests, so that it will no*
sible to secure

a

j

regular fish dinnu

live, or hot boiled lobster Ui
$1.00. The famous table de hole d
ed

be continued

as

!!

past for

in the

$1.00.

■

ars

2w2i

CARO OF THANKS
I desire to express n.y sincere thar

\

!

friends for their kindness
the Waldo County Hospital.
stay
by flowers, fruit, postcarns. letterand calls.
EDA WOOD!
Belfast. Mmany

I

at

;

|

TO LET
I
|

APARTMENT OF FOUR Id"
lights an
MRS. F. A. Cl
Enquire of

AN town water, electric

|

Searspor'

lw26

BORN.

|
)

Bunker. In Franklin, June 14,
| Mrs Harvey E Bunker, a daughter
Brown, Iu Appleton, June 22,
Mrs Maynard Brown, a daughter, 1

J

ville.
Hartley.

Hartley,

a

I

j

i

In Monroe, to Mr and N

!
J

son.

'{

Milton. In Portland, June 21.
Mrs Ernest Charles Milton,'formei

fast,

j

|

a son.

Morse. In Belfast, June 23, to Mr
Albert 11 Morse, a son.
Whitman. In Campello, Mass., J
Mr and Mrs Richard Whitman, a son

\

j
|
|

j:

MARRIED.

I

111 Sw
Greenlaw-Batchelder
June 1, Fred Greenlaw and Inez Bat
both of Swan's Island.
Knowlton-Dolivek. In Monr->«.
Chester Knowlton and Miss Harriet
Roberts Wiley. In Belfast, Juil
Arthur A Blair, Maurice Everett K-

j

d

j

Miss arah Esther Wiley, both of i
In RocklanRollins*W inslow.
by Rev P A Allen, Clarence E Roil
and Mrs Grace Lotlirop Winslow

D1LD.

j

Curtis. In Bluehill, June 14, l
tis, aged 63 years. 8 months and 1
Dunbar. In Penobscot, June 19,
F Dunbar, aged 77 years.
Dunham. In Stonington, Jum
Dunham, g« d 75 years.
in Bluehill, June 19, Aim
Gray,
aged 46 years, 7 months and 12 da>Howard. In Camden, June 11. .1
ard, a native of Searsmont, aged S'.
In Belfast, June 27. t
Jackson.
Jackson, aged 81 years. 3 months a
In Southwest Harbor
LELAND.
Samuel Lcland, aged 69 years, 9 nn
days.
Morse. In Bangor, June 30. Sara!
of Capt Ralph Morse of Stockton
aged 79 years. Funeral in Stockto:
to be announced.
Peterson. In Belfast, at the Wai>
Hospital, June 29, Capt John Frank
of Searsport, aged 79 years and 3 n
Ripley. In Searsmont, June 2*.
Ripley, aged 77 years and 8 months.
STERLING. In Portland, June 26, V
Sterling, formerly of Montville, ag*
Stevens. In £>earsport, June 24, 1
of James D Stevens, aged 42 years
WESCOTT. In Brewer, June 25, Ca}
Wescott, aged 78 years, 8 months an>i
For any itching skin trouble, piles.
salt rheum, hives, itch, scald hea<;
scabies, Doan’s Ointment is highly
mended. 50c. a box at all stores.

j

-7'

I

J

